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Here C,ome the Water Cars
 
Jules Verne to Yull Brown • An Urban Myth Come True
 

You may have heard about the work of Professor YuU Brown, 
whose work has been detailed in the Press for the past twelve 

•• . t 

years (see NEXUS #7). Astoundmgly, despite the fact thatlle has 
developed a pollution-free energy system which replaces fossil 
fuels with WATER as an energy source, his work has received 
many setbacks, from death threats to overt hostility from gas and 
fuel corporations. 

We continue to report on the work ofthis remarkablescientist. 

A man of contradictions, Yull 
Brown was born in Bulgaria and laterre
ceived adegrce in physics from Moscow 
University. As an electrical engineer he 
specialized in the work of Nikola Tesla 
- and spent twelve years in a Soviet work 
camp. In the partial amnesty after 
Stalin's death, he was released and came 
to Australia by way of Turkey. 

Over a decade ago, he developed a 
way to efficiently separate hydrogen 
from oxygen - using just water and 
a relatively small amount of elec
tricity to produce energy in the 
fonn ofa gas he calls Brown's gas. 
One Kwh of electricity produces 
340 litres of Brown's gas. 

H bums faster than any other 
gas mix - the flame front propa
gates at 3 kilometres per second, 
compared with only 10 metres per 
second for traditional welder's gas, 
oxy-acetylene. Intense heat can be 
produced from a tiny volume of 
Brown's gas. 

Last year Professor Brown demon
strated his welding unit at Melbourne's 
Bicentennial Trade Fair at the Exhibi
tion Building. He astounded audiences 
by vapourising a tungsten welding rod. 
Tungsten melts at 3,600° Celsius, but 
was vapourised to a dark gas at 5,960°
as hot as the surface of the Sun - in 
seconds. Oxy-acetylene bums at only 
3,137°. 

Strangely, Professor Brown's 
welder produces a long, relatively cool 
orange flame which you can pass your 
hand through at a moderate speed; it 
leaves a fine mist of water where it 
passes. But, without adjustment, the 

torch burns holes in refraomT)' ceramics 
(used to line blast furnaces), welds soft 
aluminium pieces or stainless steel to

gether and house bricks to steel pipe 
with perfect welds in which the gas 
doesn't cause the metal to oxidise. The 
flame seems to discriminate between 
different fonns of material it su-ikes. 

How It Works 

gas,~o  implode, fonning wat~r.  . 
Noneofthegascompameswl1ltalk

to us, because they sell oxy-acetylene," 
said Professor Brown at the Intema
tional Trade Fair. 

NEXUS Interviews 
Professor Brown . 

NEXUS: What brought you to explore
 
the properties ofwater?
 
Yul/ Brown: I explored the nature of
 
water because I believed water
 
stores enormously high energy.
 
When I separate hydrogen and oxy

gen. and burn them, Icreate tremen

dous heat.
 

I have proved that the tempera
ture of the Brown's Gas flame is ex
tremely hot - up to 6,000 degrees 
Celsius. The hydrogen and oxygen, 
which is a mixture of different iso
topes. especially protium, deuterium 

and tritium. creates a chain 
reaction which increases the 
energy greatly. especially in the 
stoichiometric proportion. It is 
the universal flLlid of life. I can 
store it in a gas that's not dan
gerous and compress it. 

There are 36 different iso
topes ofwater. The natureof this 
energy is to be found in the 
complex chain reactions which 
are involved in the creating of 

, different isotopes of oxygen 
, '-. and different types of hydro-

P,cture: ALAN PR'I'KE gen. And we have a tremen-

Professor Brown developed a 
highly efficient electrolytic ce11 which 
splits water into H2 and 02, without 
separating them with a ltIem1)rane. The 
mixture is stable, because the cell pro
duces an exact 2: 1ratio ofhydrogen and 
oxygen (called a stoichiometric mix)
the ratio in which they are found in water 
- for use directly in a welding unit that 
Yull manufactures and has patented. 

Nonnally, oxygen and hydrogen are 
explosive when sparked becau~e  of an 
excess of oxygen· but if they are con
tained in exactly the above proportion 
they can be stored together safely; the 
sparking I1f illesi two. gaSes cauoo.s the 

dous amount of energy passing from 
from one type of water to another. 

Itislikea thermonuclear reaction. 
But safe. 
(With this 'controlled thermonuclear 
reaction '. Yuff claims to be able to 
destroy any type oftoxic waste- from 
nucfear waste to PCBs - and render 
them harmless. leaving only water 
vapour and carbon.) 
r':u- ., 

'Running cars on 
hydroge~ is a piece 

of cake' 



N: You've run cars on Brown', gar? 
YB: Running cars on hydrogen Ia aPIece 
of cake. The car I ron was o~rotlng  01'1 
the explosion principle because the 
motor of the ordinary car runs only on 
explosions, not Implosions. I had to mix 
Brown's Gas with the air to make an 
explosion. 
N: Yef your welding machines use pure 
Brown's Gas, which is implosive. 
YB: There are two ways of producing 
energy. In the world today we use only 
one· explosion to create energy. The 
other is implosiol'l. 

Onething I always tryto explain is this: 
here is the air and there is the engine. The 
two should be separate. The engine 
should not take anything from the air, and 
should not put anything into the air. The 
first reason is the destruction of the oxy
gen; the second is pollution. 

The future energy of the world should 
never take anything from the air. The 
oxygen in the air is for our breathing. 

When Brown's gas is burned in a 
confined space it implodes (bursting 
inward rather than outward). In a ve
hicle, atmospheric pressure forces the 
pistons down into the cylinders to oc
cupy the99.95% vacuum created by the 
implosion. 

We can scrub all existing power sta
tions which pollute and replace them 
with clean tidal, solar, and wind energy 
which create electricity, storing it in the 
hydrogen and oxygenofBrown' sGas. It 
can fuel implosion motors for power 
generation which don't pollute the air 
and run on atmospheric pressure. 

Implosion technology is compatible 
with a sustainable envirOnment. It's 
necessary to develop Implosion technol
ogy to save society and the environment 
from inevitable destruction by industry 
based on the explosion of hydrocarbons 
or nuclear power. An alternative fuel 
supply has arrived! 

One litre of water produt:es nearly 
2000 litres ofBrown's gas - according to 
Yull, a gallon of water will power a car 
for 1,000 miles even using simpleexplo
sion technology- by replacing thecarbu
rettor to burn Brown's gas mixed with 
air. An implosion engine based on 
Yull's ideas would provide us with incx· 
pensive, almost inexhaustible and non
polluting fuel supplies which can be 
locally produced using nothing more 
than water and a small amoun tofpower. 

One litre of Brown's Gas burns to 
produce just half a CC of water, leaving 

Engines lhoUld UN Brown's Gas to pro
duce their own hydrogen and oxYgen, 
without taking anything from the air or 
giving anything to the alr. 

"I destroy nothing In nature. I 
only borrow It for some time, 

and release It back" 

The balance of nature is upset. We 
have a loss of trees through cutting and 
burning, sowe are producingmuch more 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. 
To destroytheairisa crime. Todestraythe 
water is doubly a crime. Air is necessary 
for breathing, but water ~ necessary for 
life. The energy for Brown's Gas comes 
from electrical energy which is stored up 
and then released, giving the water 
back, so we are notdestroying the water. 
I destroy nothing in nature. I only borrow 
it for some time, and release it back into 

nature in exactly the same amount. This is I, 

the way we have to think if we want our 
planet to exist. The other way we are 
completely lost. 

Energy should come from the sun, 
wind, tides, waterfalls. Production of 
electricity from natural energy is well
known. The question is: how can we store 
this electrical energy? Now storage is no 
longer a problem. 

We have two different types of en
ergy. One is steble,like electricity, which 
gives us cooking, light and heet. The 
other is portable energy to put in vehicles. 

Ifwe Investigate prices, we will notice 
that the cheapest energy in the world is 
electricel energy. My intention was to 
change one form of energy - electricity, 
which is stable and cheap - into another 
form of energy and make it portable. We 
are making it more economical then 
petrol. That is what the oil companies 
don't like. 
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a 99.95% vacuum! There's no other 
technology for produdng a ~lSeuum of 
such high purity in such a short time. 

Brown's ga.-- can be used for a num
ber of other purposes. 

"With Me Brown's method, he can 
provide hydrogen power in a hydride 
form, i.e., the hydrogen is actually ab
sorbed by a 'carrier' and when the polar
ity of this impregnated 'carrier' is re
versed it will give off the hydrogen 
which is then processed into liquid hy
drogen for almost immediate atomisa
tion, in the same manner as jet fuel, prior 
to entry into the turbine section of the jet 

ngine." - Australian Avialion and De
~Cl'  Review,1977. 

"There's nothing phoney about it. I 
think YuH Brown isa very brilliant man; 
there is no dOubt he is a pretty terrific 
inventor. All IJeoole who come up with 

new things are considered cranks at first. 
"I think water can be a very success

ful fuel for the internal combustion 
engine; hydrogen cars do run. 

"It is not right to say Yull Brown is 
the first man to compress hydrogen and 
oxygen together but he has at least found 
a mechanism for keeping the two to
gether stably without exploding." 

- Professor John Bockris, former 
Flinders Chemistry Professor and Aus
tralian leader in alternative energy and 
hydrogen power now working in the US 

Yull Brown has floated BEST 
(Brown's Energy Systems Technology) 
AUSTRALIA LTD on the second board 
of the Hobart Stock Exchange to spread 
his technology. Ethical investment, 
anyone? 

Elmer Griffin 



available in the form of genetic tests. 

~.~'

 Big Aunty Is Watching: You
 

Bad Science Fiction Comes True 

A,ustnillll'l courts have yet to decide 
whether genetic fingerprinting can be ac
cepted as evidence. There are several tech
niques for matching key patterns in DNA 
present in blood, skin, semen, saliva and hair. 

Legislation which requires that people 
give blood for matching purposes opens up a 
range of civil liberties questions. In South 
Australia, blood can be taken from a person 
who is incustody butnot charged. In Western 
Australia amedical officercan be directed by 
a police officer to take blood. The WA Act 
allows "such force as is reasonably necessary 
for that purpose". In NSW, the Northern 
Territory and thc ACT, a magistrate's order 
is required; in Victoria a person's consent 
must also be given. 

SMII 

AnimallD
 
The RSPCA has endorsed a new 
animal ID system which involves inserting a 
microchip encoded with an ID number under 
the skin of an animal - probably in the ear 
which can be read by bouneing an electronic 
impulse of[ it from a hand-held gun-like 
machine. 

N:atlQnal RSPCA president Hugh Worth 
said the Society would lobby all State gov
crnments to makc the system compulsory for 
dog, cat and horse owners within thenext two 
years. 

"This society is fed up with being a 
vacuum cleaner for U(l#ally millions of ani
mals everyyear. espec.iJl.l1y when so often the 
liUimnl is lost unnecessarily," he said. 

The system has been commercially 
aVllHlIble for domestie use from several 
companies for a fcw months. It was flTst 
devcloped for usc on cattlc and shcep, and is 
scen as a stepping-stone to a nationwide cat 
identification rcgister which could reduce 
the feral cat population. 

The ID tags cost about 60 cents each and 
last' for the lifetime of the animal'. 

-SMll 

Smart Cars 
Sman number plate technology will 
make itpossible to measure the road use - and 
map the routcs - of any road vehiele. By 
placing sensors along the roads and magnetic 
strips on a vchicle's number plate, all road 
use can be monitored - and taxed. Traffic 
lights can also automatically respond to the 
amount of traffic, speed can be easily moni
tored and all vehicle movements recorded. 

A number ofnew gadgetShavemade 
possible the detailed surveillance ofpopula
tions in ways only dreamed of by thc dicta
tors of the past. 

A British Kodak electronics engineer 
has invented a system that uses thc veins in 
the back of the hand or wrist to replace 
signatures and other forms of certification 
for credit transactions. 

Joe Rice invented the device after a co
worker stole his credit cards and wcnt on a 
buying spree by forging his signature. 

The British Technology Group, a tech
nology transfer organisation, is devcloping a 
security system called Veincheck based on 
Mr Rice's invcntion. An electronic camera 
scans the subeutaneous veins and converts 
the pattern into digital infonnation for stor
age in magnetic strips on credit cards or 
Smartcards. 

A vein ID system has been marketed by 
Eyedentify, a US company, sjnce 1984. The 
system uses low-intensity light 1.0 read the 
patterns of veins in a person's rctina The 
"Eyedemification" method is used mainly to 
control access to high-security buildings and 
monitor employce.s and prison inmates. 

Mr Rice says a person could program 
everything they own to function only when 
activated by a Smartcard that recognises the 
owner's vein patterns. 

The technology can also be easily 
adapted for use in rctail outlets, but the sys
tem is at least two ycars away from the 
marketplace. Vein patterns are much coarser 
than· fmgcrprints, and BTG scientists can 
only say that a person's vein pattern is 
"probably unique". 

- New York Times 

ON GUARD
 
Fifteen South Australian prisoners 
are serving the lastoftheir sentences in home 
detention - while wearing a wide, black 
'electronic wristlet' which is secured by riv
ets around their wrists. Used widely.in the 
US, the device is part of a cos:npuu:r-con
trolledsystem whicht»lephone$lIprlsoner 's 
bW$e atnndominteNalslC)checkifthey're 
hom-e. The system, called On Guard, has 
been declined by some on the 'inside' be
cauR.'being at home but still in custody has 
been described as "mental torture". 

When the phone rings, the detainee has 
20 seconds to reach the phone, repon their 
presence and verify it by placing theireJec
tronic shackle in a unit attaclmito the tete
phone.lfthe:re's noreply after IJu'eerandom 
calls, the SA Depanmtmlo£ C~tiOrntl  

Services puts out a Wm1D11 for their ~ 

"It is designed to give 6Ur home delcn~  

tionsystem, which hasa success rateofabout 
85%, more integrity," said Mr Frank Blev
ins, SA Minister of Correctional Services. 

Sydney Morning Herald 

Genetic Fingerprinting 

Australia's first criminal trial in
volving genetic 'fmgerprinting~isdue in the 
Tasmanian Supreme Court. Blood samples 
were taken from 20 suspects for genetic 
matching during investigations into the 
murder of a Hobart woman in 1987. 

A man has been committed for trial over 
the murder, and key evidcnce is alleged to be 



The Taxation Office appears to be 
breaking the law by sending con£1dentialtax 
file numbers to the wrong addresses. 

In February, Opposition MP Mr Don 
meron claimed to have five tax file num

bers given to him by constituents who re
ceived otherpeople'snumbers. MrCameron 
said there was nothing to stop people from 
using the numbers in part-time jobs, and 
pointed out it was illegal to tell anyone an
u[ht.'t"person's number. 

tn two cases theTax Office sentnumbers 
to addresses which were 7 years out of date. 

A NSW Privacy Commission report 
recently tabled in the NSW Parliament said 
that 1987's tightening of privacy legislation 
to cover computer records (including Tax 
FilCfIIU11bers) has not stopped thc misuse of 
privat~  records. 

A jilted lover used records from the 
Department of Motor Transport to firebomb 
cars and anti-abortionists have used them to 
trace the addresses of doctors and patients 
ancnding clinics. DMT records have also 
heen used by men to find the addresses of 
allrlletive women and people anxious to buy 
rare cars. 

Bank, Corporate Affairs and credit bu
n:aurc:uords have also beenmisused ,aceord
mgJo the Commission. 

Pregnant Pas
 
Men will be able to become pregnant 
wt(Jdirry children to a caesarian birth within 
two y~ars, according to Sydney gynaecolo
gist Dr Jules Black. 

DrBlaek, a Fellow of the Royal Austra
lian College of Obstetricians and Gynae
CYloglsts, said the first male pregnancy 
"could occur any time now" and would hap
pm "within the nexttwQ years" 

ll'kept away from vit;l1mgansth~foetus  

could grow safely for nine months before 
being surgically removed. 

"There arc aI ways w15t:r1Jl'uluus d<lClut"s 
who Wcfuld not hesitate to perfcmn suc1\ an 
opcration if they had the knowledge," Dr. 
Black stated late last year. 

uNei ther is there any shortage ofAustra
lian men willing to be part of such a proce
dure. 

"Transexual couples are crying out to 
have children of their own and Sydney is the 
second biggest gay capital in the world." 

While the procedure is only "theoreti-

Human beings can be cloned"now, 
top mu:1e1l.T physlci:st SicMad Oliphant re
ported tos group of.o$ciCl)lists al the Univer
sity of Westem Australia in Janu3I)'. 

A scientific team in Cambridge, Eng
land, have already cloned animals and pro
duced fertile crosses between totally differ
ent species, he said. 

"They have produced a cross between a 
shcep and a goat using laboratory techniques 
and have achieved the cloning of animals 
which are identical, in whatcver numbers 
required. 

"What worried me most was the assur
ance that human beings could be cloned just 
as easily as cattle or tomatoes," Sir Mark 
reported. 

Advancing technologies "are based on 
only partial knowledge of the infinite variety 
and inter-relationship ofall life onEarth, and 
arc driven by an insidious disease, monetar
ism, which has spread throughout the devel

cally possiblc", it has 
occurred accidentally in 
women many times in 
the past and hundreds of 
abdominal pregnancies 
have resullcd in livc 
births. 

Embryos can gain 
nourishment through 
abdominal tissue and 
various parts of the body 
will function as a womb. 

Rainbow Power
 
Nimbin's Rainbow Power Com
pany has devcloped what has beende;;.en1Jcd 
as the world's most flexible water-powe 
generator. The ccment-encasedl1llit e1'lables 
people to rw1 electrical appliances and TV 
sets with the pow~  from 11 gnrd<m hose. 

"We arc targeting remote areas in Aus
tralia and South East Asia where water is in 
abundant sllppl~'  but e1eclncity is not," said 
engineer Karl McLaughlin. 

"Here it costs up Ito $10,000 for farmers 
to have mains power put on but our units sell 
for only $1,500," he said. 

"It also allows people to be more self
suffiCient IDld not to have to worry about 
clectricil¥ bills. But it's no good for city 
people because having water continually 
rw1ning is illegal." 

oped nations." 
Cloning and the crossing of unrelated 

speciell involve very similar techniques. All 
an egg cdl rcquircs to grow a new individual 
is a complete sct of chromosomes - and it 
isn't too fussy about which chromosomes it 
will accept. An animal can be cloned simply 
by inserting the genetic nuclcus from one of 
its cells into an ovum which has had its DNA 
rcmoved (the DNA is all in the nucleus) and 
the egg will grow from this blueprint. 

Humans and chimpanzces, for instance, 
can be easily crossed by inserting a mix of 
chromosomes from each into either a ehim
panze"e or human egg. All that's then re
quired is a viable mother - chimp or human. 
Virtually any nlU11ber of species can be 
crossed this way, provided their digestive 
and circulatory systems, for instance, are 
reasonably similar. However, there's littlc 
control ovcr which trailS end up in the final 
cross. 

Fungus Transforms
 
Pollutants
 

A fungus has been developed 
which decomposes a widc range of poisons 
by a team ofscientists from La Trobe Univer
sity in Melbourne. The fungus destroys dan
gerous chemicals including DDT, dioxin and 
lindane. 

The head of the La Trobe team, Professor 
John Waid, said u:ials to test environmental 
safcty of the proccdnrcs arc underway in the 
US and it was hoped thc method would gain 
approvaltherc in the ncar future. 

The process, involving a species of fun
gus which causes while rot in wood, can 
clean up polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
and organochlorines, some of the worst 
pollutants in the industrialised world. 



~.~~I RADIOACTIVE
 
JUMBOSTakin,g Liberties 

Anyone found with any amount of 
marihuana iw South Wales now faces a 
maximum pcnalty of 10 years jailor a 
$200,000 fine, under a new Supreme Court 
interpretation ofNSW law. 

In an appeal in late February, Justice 
Enderby ruled that a magistrate was correct 
in convicting a 24-yearold man ofsolidling 
or inciling anolher 10 supply him wilh a 
pr,!hibiled drug. 

In addition to a possession charge 
which carries a maximum penalty of two 
years jailor a $2,000 fine (up to 25 grams) 
anyone found with marihuana or any prohib
ited drug is is now considered as responsible 
for a transaction as the person who sold it to 
them. 

In a recent statement the Law Council of 
Australia said that the crackdown on organi
sed crime has shifted the burd<::n Gf proof to 
the accused and increased ,pb]1ce powers in 
areas of privacy, search and scizurcmd USC 

oflistening devices. This case iu. pret:edent 
which makes all smokers of marihuana 
estimated by the Bureau of Sfahstics and 
others to be 31 % of the populaUnr1 - vUlner
able to selective (or random) vieumisiUion. 

There arc half a million regular smokers in 
NSW. 

After charging the 24 year old man, one 
of the arresting officers said, "I couldn't tell 
you what offence he had committed, but it 
was clear that something was going on." 

In December last year the Law Council, 
representing Australia's barristers and so
licitors, called for the legalisation ofmarihu
ana and a move away from law enforcement 
as a means ofcontrollingdrug use in general. 

Head ofthe Law Council's criminallaw 
scctionMrBrianDonovan,QC,saidinereas
ing penalties for drug offences had failed 
"and we have to face that fact." 

The Council points out that the problems 
arising from alcohol and tobacco were worse 
than those caused by illegal drugs. 

In a tcecnt survey of the Hunter region in 
NSW, 99% of drug-related deaths were 
found to be caused by alcohol and tobacco. 

A government poll in 1986 found that 
77% of Australians surveyed were in favour 
ofdecriminalising marihtuma. 31%bad tried 
the dmg and a fuIthcrl6% said, tbey y.;ould 
try it if it were offtrcd [0 them. 104 were 
regular users. 

SMH 

'Skin Cancer Cure' Claim
 
A cream being marketed as a "safe and 
painless cure for skin cancerwhich produces 
no side-effects" has gone on sale over the 
counter in chemists. DeveJl'lpwfrnm a plant 
used by Queensland fllIlTlers ttl stop the 
growth of cancers in eauIe, the mar1a:ters of 
Curaderm say the cream will tOlally hcal 
sunspots and several common forms of skin 
cancer. 

Their claims follow clinical trials on 200 
sunspots, squamous cell and basal cell carci
nomas in whieh they cite a 100% success 
rate. 

IT WOR.KS 
FOR. /"1£. 
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Dr Bill Cham, chiefprofessional officer 
in the University of Queensland's depart

ofm.eclicine, spent 10 years developing 
the ·~.I  ingredient" from the Devils 
Apptepl11l'll. found on Australia's east coast. 
Dr ChJl.rt't rtrSl learned of the plant from a 
veterinarian friend who learned it from an old 
farmer. 

"I did some research and found the 
DeviI's Apple contained a large quantity of 
glycoalcaloid and have had amazing success 
in d inieal trials on skin cancers in humans." 

Dr Cham said that after four weeks of 
treatment every skin cancer studied was 
completely healed while patients treated 
with aplacebo cream for eight weeks showed 
no improvement. 

Mr John Lumby, deputy chief pharma
cist for the NSW Department of Health says 
thc evidence is "not sufficient so far as we are 
concerned", and claims of cancer cure are 
forbidden. 

Amid all the news about commercial 
jets falling out of the sky recently, one detail 
slipped through almost urmotieed. 

Pan Am Flight 103 - which erashed in 
Scotland on December 21 st last year killing 
more than 260 people - exposed a disturbing 
fact; it contained430kg ojdepleleduranium, 
used as a counJerweighl infive hundredana 
jifty Boeing 747s! 

A Boeing spokesperson said that a health 
scare was unwarranted as the uranium would 
be harmful only if it oxidiscd in a four-hour 
fire and was released into the atmosphere. 

Washington physicist Robert Parker 
disagreed, citing a letter he wrote to Boeing 
(which was published in Nalure on Decem
ber 22nd) in which he said that the uranium 
is"harmless when aplane is in normal opera
tion, but should it crash and should there be 
a fire, callcd a pool fire, the uranium can be 
oxidised" and released into the atmosphere. 

Boeing used the uranium as ballast until 
it found a"cheap, reliable source of tungsten. 

H9w many times have Jumbos crashed 
el!.~mg  a 'pool fire'? 

-It;,ift 
2..... /'~  
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Mamm.ot
 
Boomerang
 

Polish archaeologists recently 
unearthed a 23,000 year old creseent-shaped 
boomerang in a cave ncar Krakow. Closely 
resembling its Australian counterpart, it is 
carved from a mammoth tusk and is older 
than any other known; the oldest Australian 
boomerang is only arOlmd 1,000 years old. 

ReUler 



Koori Kids Deafened 
Almost all Aboriginal children over 12 
months old in the Northern Territory have defective 
hearing, according to a new health study. 

Damaged eardrums and a middle-ear disease. 
which cause pennanent hearing loss, arc having a 
bad impacton their ability to learn and communicate, 
according to the Darwin-based Menzies School of 
Health Research study. 

"The disease is so widespread and starts so early 
in life that Aborigines rarcly recognise it is a prob
lem. butitcanhave a serious impacton achild's early 
education," the N.T. Minister for Health. Don Dale, 
said in February. 

This is only the latest in a series of reports 
documenting these and otherhealth problems among 
Koori children. Yet researchers still do not know the 
cause of the middle-ear infection in Aboriginal 
communities and suspect it may be associated with 
chlamydia. The NT is appointing a doctor to the NT 
Deparunent of Health and Community Services to 
co-ordinate earhealth programs around the territory. 

Tree Eate'rs
 
Native eucalypts are threatened as never 
before throughout Australian grazing and farming 
lands. Dic-back is spreading through vast areas and 
according to some scientists will occur on a disas
trous scale over the next two years without wide
spread action by landowners, conservationists and 
governments. 

Die-back is tb~ defoliation and death of trees 
caused by a host of facltlTS including leaf-eating 
bcctles and moths. soil-borne. fungi and damage by 
cattle and other animals. l1Unncd (logged) forest is 
susceptible to die-back. plUti.cularly where the land 
and ecosystem have belm ~graded  by cattle. 

This tree loss corudhtiIes to salinIty and' llQiI 
erosion. now widely recognil'ed as the gTllAtest d:Ui
ger facing the nation. Generations have allowed the 
soil to wash away and rl\lwd¢s~tiI1WiQniisprem1'  

ing at an alarming rate, while. produc;.\Wit¥ Udrop
ping away with the last taw inehes oftopsoil. 

Late last year the NSW Legislative Assembly 
passed a Soil ConservatiQIlBiII which Jlctuallym
creases exemptions from tbellecd ,ttl get it penni! to 
destroy or damage trees on land protected for soil 
conservation. 

"TIle passing of this Ic~iSlation  to allow exemp
tions could open the floodgates of tree-clearing in 
our agricuhurallands ata time when there is so much 
conccrn about soil erosion and loss ofnativehabiuu:' 
said Jeff Angel, Assistant Director of the Total En
virorunent Centre (Sydney). 

The Bill also abolishes the Soil Conservatiol1 
Advisory Council, which was appointed by Llwpm
ViOllS government. (See Permaculture - Renewing 
the Planet (next page for Bill Mollison's view on 
these problems and their solutions). 

Ex Why Entropy?
 
The ability of parents to choose the sex of 
tbtir oUtpring could leaa to a total imbalance in the 
~xes  - and dc:ep social change. 

105 boys are born for every 100 girls in North 
America and Europe today, according to a study by 
Dr Owen Lloyd and colleagues at the Department of 
Community Medicine at Ninewells Hospital in 
Dundee, Britain. 

"In China, where the government is encouraging 
families with one child, the sex rati\) isrlsing to over 
115. That's perhaps because of infanticide of girls," 
the authors reported in December. Hong Kong has a 
ratio of 109, Greece I 13 and Korea and Gambia 116. 

"Recently. Asian women have been reported to 
abort female foetuses because of dowry problems. 
About 78.000 female foetuses were aborted in India 
between 1978 and 1982. 

"Pre-selection for conception is becoming pos
sible and genderchoicehas been produced by a phar
maceutical firm in America." 

The Bri~jsh  Medical Journal 

LUCK AT- LUIXOR 
A cache of ancient statues has been found 

by chanee amid the ruins of Luxor in Egypt. 
Five life-sized black granite figures dating back 

at least 3,000years were unearthed, in what has been 
claimed as possibly "the most important fmd since 
early this eentury," according to Egyptian Culture 
Minister Farouk HosnL 

"All are in perfecleondition. They should com
plete the missing lmf in ancient history," he an
nounced optimistically. 

AP 

Hlorm.onal
 
Hibernation
 

BloodplasmahaJi bee:nn:a:u)vedfmn ablack 
beat by a eaOltdian s,(ljentlst and injected into a 
sqUin:e1 in summer to plunge it into a deep sleep. 

N1\turalist Wayne Lynch of Calgary has been 
tl)'Ulglo fmd a chemical trldet"'>'hich induceshiber
nli1i~.  Other scientistsb-Jl:veused transfusions from 
hibernating animals to slow the heartbeat and lower 
the blood tempetiltureofrars. 

TheeJIpedmentssugg~t  i 
that a hOmlonc-like sub

NATURAL HEALING CENTRE stance may be responsible . DR. MARCUS WELLING. D.C 
fqrllibtmatian. 

Ifthe C.hcTllicalls respon· 
sible can be isolated, they 
may beused to put astronauts ~i?:=tlJ sleep for long space voy


Incorporating: Chiropractic, Acupuncture,
 ages - and IN ake them again 
Herbalist, Na'aropathic, Homeopathic, Oriental 

weeks or mcmths later. Shiatsu \lassalle . 
AFPrCt:lTf4di(Jll Geogrl1phia EP IN TOUCH F"s refundsb'- Prill"tt H,~/'h FlUId. 

i 



Per aculture
 
Permaculture creates living systems using co-operation with nature 

.and each other. It destgns practical rural or urban environments 
using the diversity, stability and resilience of natural ecosystems, 
empowering people to be part of real solutions. 
NEXUS interviews Permaculture pioneer Bill Mollison. 

Nexus: You've been working withpermacul

turefor a long lime now.
 
Bill Mollison: Yes, an unconscionably long
 
time - about fourteen or fifteen years.
 
N: How would you describelheaims ofPer
maculture? 
BM: Oh, they change all the time. We've 
achieved a lot of aims in that we've set up a 
good educational system and design; that 
was an early aim. One success is we've 
generated more teachers - although we're 
very short of teachers - who are teaching in 
their own languages in their own countries. 

The aims keep on changing ;rod our cur
rent aim is to become developers. topurchase 
and develop properties or villages and to 
have the developmental capital for that. I 
guess we'll get there too - we seem to achieve 
our aims. That's the worst part of success 
where do you go from there? 

mGculture developmenJ 
differfrom normal dtvelopmenJ? 
BM: We bring all toe !iU$tllinable fonns of 
development in - a vit!agc we'd develop 
would contain more thansu meicnt food and 
would cateh all its own waterfmmfainwater, 
in filtration tanks. If we were vt:rj hwk)' we 
could also have a supply from D sueam. BUl 

if not we can build a village In the l1escrll1u11 
can provide itself with water. 

Then the houses are larg~ly  self-ener
gised by the design oC the building for space, 
heating and cooling, either by use of a small 
amount of solar power in each house or by 
some other fonn ofpower. For instance, ifwe 
had a little stream we'd simply put in a small 
hydro system, so that the need for people to 
earn would by sharply reduced. The average 
family today spends 46% of its earnings on 
food and 19% on energy. We think wecancut 
down on individual expense by 70-80% 
which frees up a lot of capital. In fact, in 
Brazil we found if we could provide houses 

with gardens, people could own them in five 
years. Butifwe didn't, they would neve. 

them because the interest kept hem''..
So the difference in havin ff1O!J 'J"I" . 'O\il 

supply and therefo.rehalfYQUf"t .. 1 ~,tJ~~'hl 

able is great. The PerrnacuJ 
has proper disposdl of was 
banking system that is all re&~~  

to thevillage and sl;COnd parkways 
villages or groups. It wo
 
education system, its ow~]I; 
 

minding centres -Ukcthell~ll~
 

edUC4tion training gOing (10~
 

suburbill. And Its own sma
 
commercial centres and light inll~ 
 

N: lVhdl sizepopulation are you' ~.).'  

1: Well, for rull employment Wt .~  

village structure, at a thousand pe.op'· r, 
slightly larger everybody would be. em
ployed in the village. Maybe as many as!O% 
or 40% percent ofpeople would WOrk'loca
tion-free' - people who write booxs or are in 
service to the outside as consultants, for 
instance. You could bikeor walk to work and 
the amount of transportneeded would be tiny 
and could be provided by a small delivery 
service plus a truck for r:rade and a little local 
l:1Jt i seJVice. 

N: How long woulditlau -Jrom sc 
get to self-sufficiency and surplus? 
BM: Well, if you go on data from California 
- about three years after you start you're 
about 80% sufficient in food. Afttrr that it 

CIS d bit embllJTJ1ssing - tha'e liTe a lot of 

roads and 
.IA,h'l~"Ii~:.l"pital  gain 

t}iit1lOu,;nNr"l:llli~r~'Mf  . A house 
es what it 

.~"'I'",.:.fue's  a waiting 

cfcrevelopments 
penditures and 

'_\"'~,Y"'~~  are v much in demand. 
.IN.. Peol/e ta~  see it's relatively easy to 

... ~cbiJ1.Y, lciency in the counJry, but 
how would you do it in the suburbs? 
BM: There are people who do it. The very 
first design that I ever did in 1975 was in the 
industrial suburb of Thornbury, Melbourne. 
There was a small group of people who 
slowly bought up a city block as it became 
available. They had houses touching each 
other along the back, so they took down a lot 
of the fences and they put in a wood work
shop, metlll workshop, pottery and 
clrildten's house, which was an old garage. 
They elo$ed off a couple of lanes and had 
chickens, ducks and all their fruit. They spent 
$7 per person per month. So S84 a year 
covered theirfood. 

Regreening the City 

Slowly, they went to work on the houses 
adding little glass houses and cool houses to 
bring cold draught in the heat - and efficient 
heating systems. But that's by remaking 
poorly designed houses. It's been in continu
ous evolution since 1975. It's a nice little 
jungle. 
N: So you'd be looking al a city block size. 
BM: Yes; well you can work on two blocks. 
Ifyou have an association offriends who live 
in the city and all agree to move into a district 
as any house becomes available - sell where 



you are, buy there - you can do it. their rice-grass out on the Dunes, that's their from the river. They have pretty intricate sys-
They did another strange thing inThorn main grass. And they're expetl$, terns of floodwater-trapping with little 

bury. They pooled all their money into a Sometimes we bring in new crops, cer- fen,~s  and mounds. so the floods come up. 
single bank account and they all carry a tainly. But sometimes we're working with floodthefields,leavethesilt-almostlikethe 
cheque book and see how little money they people who are the originators of the crops. old Egyptian culture. They have a very an-
can write every month. I think the surplus is Sunflowers, Jerusalem artichokes, beans, cient agriculture down there, fiveor six thou
as high as $8-9,000 dollars a month. It pro peppers and chiles all originated in these sand years old, older than the earliest Egyp
vides for everybody, plus that surplus. They peoples, particularly the Papagogroup. t,ian records. 
support two of their number in service to an : " " . . -:----".------1 

-"-...... ... ~. 

Aboriginal settlement and pay them a wage 
to stay there and pay the fees for anybody 
who wants to go to university to improve 
their education - people are able to take 
another two or three years training as adults. 

They have a very large capital surplus 
and bought a little farm in Gippsland and a N: So you've been learning a lot abouJ cul- n's amazing how far they took agricul
coastal patch ofland down in Bass Strait on tivationfrom them directly? ture. You go up steep ravines into the hills 
one of the islands, so they have a holiday BM: Yes, by their traditional methods and and there'll be thousands of little stone
place. Because of this big saving in food, we've been looking a lot more closely at the walled fields in which they grew agave - and 
energy and travel and also by pooling in- archaeologyof they who were the precursors a special agave only found in those fields, 
come, they achievc a surplus ofcapital while of the Papago. I worked in Geronimo's coun- there are no wild ones like it. They trim it all 
they work on a lot of projects. try. with the Chiricahuas, but they're sadly off until it looks a bit like a short pineapple 
N:You'veworkedwithAboriginalcommuni- all gone now, and the Chiricahuas are re- and then they pile tonnes of it into pits and 
ties yourself. seuled now over in Florida. Geronimo re- cook it; hot stone pits. 
BM: My work with AbOriginal communities sisted occupation and moved the whole ofhis There were thousands and thousands of 
waschieflythroughth~Aboriginalsectionof tribe away from the ancestral grounds. But people there with a pretty sophisticated agri
T.A.F.E. in South AusLr:alia. S.A. has a lot of you ClDl fmd traces of their agriculture in the eu.'ltutl.l b~. Since white Americans over
Aboriginal communities, from the Bight at Chiricahuas. rlUtmost of lhat country the Indians are now 
Ceduna right up to Oodnadatta and there are N: How do yaugetclearwater in aridareas? penned into much smaller and poorer reser
four or five tribal groups. BM: Well, there are various methods. There vations and they can't leave the desert for the 

_____ _ __ hill country. Continues Over We've seen alotoftrees and alotoffood are very sophisticated "'Tnnrr'~"I_~~  tn. ----' 

go in to each settlement we worked with. We bring the flood water 
set up a city farm and city training programs from the washes out into 
and at one stage we were putting 12 back- the fields and they're 
yards a week into urban Aboriginal house- very ancient and very 
holds. It made tremendous difference both to skilled in their construc
the monetary position of Aboriginal groups tion. Then justbefore the 
and to their health. Some of them have been fields, at the bottom of 
able to give up their diabetic tools once they the waddies,orthesand· 
got onto frcsh fruit and vegetables. banks - or themro)'os, as 

That's been a good time, we'velilwa)'s we say there - they di 
enjoyed the work, althol,lgh lltf.irst it WlIS ve:y wetls.AbQve .the 'Welts 
slow to take off. But afterll few yearscvery- an: actual1¥ water-filled 
body trusted us and we were we1eomeevery- pl'lfu;, lob, III nood Urnt'. 
where - we didn't have to rebuild that trust in Slit in the really dry 
each settlement. period. evoryone tradi-
N: Has that been the case overseas where tltman~leavesthedesert  

you've been working? and goes' into the moun-
BM: In American Indian groups, yes. I tain foothills to the per-
started with the Paiute nation, and some Hopi manent springs. Then 
came in - and I've work~  since with the- you hfmg out up in the 
Papago or Sand People in the &mQTa desert foot.hillsand collectyour 
and with the Cherokee people on their reser- pine nuts and deer and 
vations. We've had a lot of fun. all. And when the rains 
N: Are you mainly using plants that are come back you go to 
native to land Ihat you' re working with? your fields in the centre 
BM: With the Papago we're working with of the desert. That's the 
plants that they actually developed. They Sand Indians. 
developed beans and all your chiles and The same Pima 
peppers and a lotofdesert species -cat' s claw group as the Papago Iive 
and all sorts of special plants - so they're a along the rivcr and they 
great agricultural people. They still grow have wllter all the time, 
their traditional crops. The Paiutc still plant so !hey waler their bediI'm. 



AIDS:
 
The Real Story 
.~~ 


 

",;."., 
As regular readers of ANY publication 
will know, a massive amount of Infonna
tlon Is printed about AIDS. NEXUS re
searchers have been sifting this mass for 
quite some time, and many anomalous 
features of the spread of AIDS came to our 
attention • so many that we were led to 
months of research In biomedical libraries 
to sort fact from fallacy and downright 
misinformation. 

What we discovered has placed a whole 
new complexion on the nature of AIDS 
(Acquired Immuno-Denclency Syndrome) 
and HIV (Human Immuno-denclency VI
rus). We found so much, In fact, that It 
doesn't nt In NEXUS - so we've printed a 
NEXUS Supplement In our usual format to 
present the startling facts uncovered by 
other researchers and ourselves. 

Called A IDS -The RealStory,lt tells you 
all. the facts - from the World health Or
ganization, Government Health depart
ments and reputable scientific: Journals 
which paint a very dlfTerent picture of the 
spread of AIDS to that which we are nor
mally shown. 

Separated Into easily-understood sec
tions Including The HeleroRXuaiMyth, The 
Virus Engineers and Aids in A/rica, fully 
referenced and rounded out with a clear 
Glossography,AIDS. TheRealStol7moWS 
howmedia hype and scIentlf1~m:lsI.ntorm.
tlon has helped cover up the probablec 
source of AIDS and divert researeb from. 
the most promisIng areas of exploration. 

It also clearly lTlustrates why there's no 
need to panic, and how AIDS Is not spread
Ing heterosexually. 

AIDS. The RealStory lsatruly In-depth 
presentation of the facts behind AIDS, 
cancer research and presents an overvlew 
of what may yet be the tip of a biological 
Iceberg. 

If you have trouble finding copies In 
newsagents or health food stores, this sup
plement Is available direct from l"EXUS 
see the back Inside cover of this Issue for 
details.. 

It·s interesting working with eachIndian 
group and they're very hospitable, put on 
little ceremonies forme and do sweat lodges, 
dust me down with eagle feathers and have 
little chants. They really have a lot of good 
times and tell a lot of stories - and jokes. 
N: Do these deserts still retain their original 
gene stocks because they've remained in the 
hands ofnative people? 
BM: No. The Sonora desert and all that area 
was a great prairie with huge herds of ani
mals on it. In 1880 the first of the Texan herds 
reached the Sonora and they wiped off the 
prairie. By 1890 the first gulches and arroyos 
had cut into the grassland and it drained the 
watertable down so there's no more prairie. 
In those days there were huge trees in the 
river valley, two or three feet through, but 
now all the cattle and horses have to eat is 
mesquite. They went and took cattle up onto 
this dried-out landscape. So now you have a 
sand plain with shrub mesquite. 

Originally it was a densely forested area 
with a lot of beaver, streams, huge cotton
woods - that was only in 1880. And cattle 
have reduced it to a cactus desert today. The 
cattle alone have done that. 
N: Do you think cattIe have causedthe sam£ 
problems in Australia? 
BM: Since their presence here - yes, most 
definitely - it's made our desert land very 
arid, and eventually it will becomejUStll.sa:ntJ 
dune desert. You can see,aMpp,;l:llng with 
increasing rapidity. 
N: How do ~'ou  turn it around, aside from 
taking call Ie and other hard-footed animals 
Ifflhe Jund? 

BM.. An. weHhow are you going to take the 
gtaZi..erj; oUt of Parliament? I mean, only 4% 
of our beef comes off the deserts. It's an 
insignificant amount of beef. but to get that 
small amount we're desrroying thousands of 
square miles oflandseape and it's an obvious 
immorality that its yields before clutle were 
enormous - and the yields now are ridicu
lously small. 
N: If you remove tM cattle, how do you go 
about regenerating/he land? 
BM: You make s.ausages from stones all 
wrnpped up in wire - very heavy ones - and 
you build them in place across the valleys, so 
the sand builds up behind them up ttt the old 
level. You have to start puttingswales across 
the country - contour drains about thirty feet 
wide - they catch runoff. And then you start 
replanting the swales and it's tedious and 

. painful work but the results are pretty spec
tacular. You can bring back some of the old 
grasses at that point so you get a prairie and 
tree effect and you can start to plant cotton
woods behind the covcred stone' sausages' . 
dut it's all hard work once you've gone 
dOWflhilL 

I very much admire the Papago Indians. 
They're using all these teelmiques to return 
the land to some kind of health. 
N: You seem to continually be drawn 10 arid 
lands. 
BM: I tend to be. I told the people at Alice 
Springs, "Why send for me? I'm a Tasma
nian - I don't know anything about the des
ert." But by observing I started to learn how 
to use the desert. Over a decade ago we 
started to learn how to direct and absorb 
water and studied the work of the Israelis. 
We've become good at deserts. We like 
deserts. We think they're great places to 
grow. 

Water Harvesting 
The way to grow in deserts is by 
water harvesting. Say you're getting an 
average of 15 inches of rain per year, then 
half of that, 7 inches, falls only 13% of the 
rain days and the whole 15 inches over only 
34 rain days. You only get 4 days of heavy 
rain and during those 4 days half the rain will 
fall. But if you can find a rock shelf, you can 
store water. Every hundred feet or so you 
store a shelfofwater20 feet wide with abank 
about a foot high on the outside. All the 
hundred feet ofrunoffwill fill that shelf - you 
can absorb 47 inches in it. And in that you ean 
grow big orchard trees on contour strips. or 
swales, for miles. 

You can grow trees which require forty 
inches ofrain in a 15 inch rainfall area - and 
we can do that down to 4 inches of rain. It's 
quite productive with an average rainfall of 
20 inches. 
N: Do the trees help hold the moisture as 
well? 
BM: Yell. After the swales age there's a no
tu;eahle leaflitter catch washing off the dGs
ert above into these little strips. Then slowly 
you'll see deep rich chocolate soils develop
ing and you can sit in the swales picking up 
humus. Soil that smells like a compost heap. 

Every bit of animal manure is washed 
aeross the desert and into the swale, every 
leaf, every stick. And the [flies in the swal;e 
drop their leaves, so the soil becomcs vw-y 
rich very quickly. After a while the 1t'Ce'!l 

produeemorerain because they transpire and 
by increasing the number of swales you 
could tum the desert back to humid far-est in 
a relatively short time, as liuJc as twt.f1t}' 
years. 

If we can hold baek the grazicrs who 
want it all to be beef and lamb. 

R. Ayana 
Anyone interested in f'ermaculture should 
contact the EPICENTRE - f'ermacu/lure 
International, 113 EnmoreRd,Enmore2042 
Ph (02) 512175 



Bacteria which survived in the fro
zen corpscs of Arctic explorcrs for 140years 
have been found to be resistant to modem 
antibiotics. 

The bactcria were found lying donnant 
in the tissues of British seamen William 
Brainc and John Hartnell, who died during a 
failed attempt to find a Northwest Passage in 
Canada in 1848. Their resistance to modem 
antibiotics - with which they have had no 
contact - calls into question the theory that 
resistancc to antibiotics is caused only by 
'random selection'. 

Dr Kinga Kowalewska-Grochowska of 
Alberta Univcrsity in Edmonton recently 
suggested that this rcsistance may by in
duccd by the body's reaction to heavy metals 
(as the bodies of the explorers contained high 
levels of lead from Iead-soldcred food tins). 

It's also possible that this is evidenec for 
so-called morphogenetic field effects de
scribed by biologist Rupert Sheldrake, in 
which genetically-related fonns seem to 
learn from their relativc's experiences - a 
possible cxplanation for instinctual learning, 
'selcetive' evolution and much more. 

Deliberate Evolution 

New studies appear to sharply contra
dict accepted idea~  about evolution and ran
dom gcnctic mutation. 

Two research groups havc iJidL'pend
ently found that some bacteria sc.::m to be 
able to recognise environmcntal changes and 
ehoosc or crcatc specific mutations which 
will be of the most use to them, passing these 
traits on to later generations; the bacteria 
secm to be directing their own evolution. 

e cvolutionary implications are very 
important beeausc they will change our 
vicws ofhow mutations arise and how micro
organisms evolved into more complex erea
tUTes," said molecular biologist Barry Hall of 
thc Univcrsity of Conneticut, a member of 
one of thc two research groups. 

"It would be a great leap of belief to say 
that somcthing likc this could operate in 
more complex organisms," said Harvard 
School of Public Health Professor John 
Cairns, who published his report in Nature 
last year. But his own fmdings requirc a 
'great leap of bclicf' for most biologists. 

Prof. Cairns' group studied an intcstinal 
bactcria called Esehcricia coli (E. coli) that 
had bcen genctically al tcred so itcouldn't usc 
lactose as an energy sourcc. Standard thcory 

indicates that if these bacteria are placed in a 
culture containing other sugars, a very small 
number will mutate during replication and 
re-Iearn the ability to digest lactose. 

If they're plaecd in a growth mcdium 
containing only lactose they should remain 
alive without replicating - and with linl 
chance to reacquire the ability by mlillllion 
or so goes the theory. 

But ProfCaims noticed that his bacteri 
replicated rapidly in a lactose environment, 
showing that significant numbers 01 them 
had learned how to digest lactose - yet he 
noted that the overall mutation rate had 1Wt 

iru:reased. 
Twoothcrexperimcnts involving differ

ent types of mutations achieved the same 
results. 

Mr Hall's researeh involved the study of 
twodiffercntmutations -one ofwhich occurs 
infrequently in E. coli and another which 
occurs so rarely it's never obsctVed in thc 
laboratory. He had similar reSIlIL~.  

"The mutations occur, or occur more 
frequently, only when they are of benefit to 
the cell," Mr Hall said - a surprisingfintl that 
redolent of the lhwrics of1Hlh 00l~' pio
neer biologist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, who 
argued that acquired traits could be passed on 
to progeny - and that the majority of muta
tions were favourable, not random. 

Neither of thc two studies show any 
evidence to indicate how the mutations arc 
occurring. 

Woollongong University biologist Dr 
Ted Steele argues Ulat hc was the first to 
recognise and publish a mechanism by which 
living things might evolve "deliberately", 
changing their genctic code during their life
times in response to environmcntal pres
sures. His ideas, first published in 19RO, 
seemcd heresy to neo-DarwinisL~ and were 
largely ignored. 

Nature. Los Angeles Times 

After all the publicity governments 
and researchers have given to the need for 
heterosexuals to engage only in 'safe sex' to 
stop the spread of AIDS, much of the re
search which initially appeared to show that 
AIDS was spreading heterosexually (vagi
nalIy or orally) has now been refuted. This 
fact isn't yet widely known. 

"I wouldn't be worried at all," eminent' 
virologist Peter H. Duesbcrg (considered the 
micro-biologist who ktwws more aboul 
retro-viruses - the group to which the HlV 
organism belongs - than any other; see last 
issue) said earlier this year. 

"The virus has been around for cight 
years in acountry with morc than 200million 
people and not even 1,000 women have got 
the disease. Whatever's causing the disease, 
it's not easy to get. [might wear a condom to 
avoid other diseases but not for AIDS. 

"Well, maybe if I wanted to have anal 
intercourse with a prostitute in Port-au
Prince...", he said. 

Anastasia Lekatsas, ex-co-ordinator of 
investigations for the AIDS Surveillanee 
Unit of ule New York City Department of 
Health, followed up reports of heterosexual 
spread of AIDS for years. By careful inves
tigation and questioning of patients, their 
friends and relatives she found thatmany pa
tients had lied on the standard questionnaires 
(nsed to compile statistics on AIDS) - that 
many 'hotcro~xllal'  eascs had, in fact, be
longed to high-risk groups. 

The proportion of New York City's 
15,000 cases with no identified risk factors 
has remained at half apercent - just 85 cases, 
including only 8 men who claim to have 
eaught thc disease from a woman. Lekatsas 
believes almost all of these are lying, but 
unlike the scor..:s of oUler cases she has eon
finned to be non-heterosexual she can find 
no proor. Forovcrtwo years there's been no 
incrcas..: In infection ralc anlOng US military 
rccrujL~  orbllx)d donors. TIle rateof infection 
is dropping anlOng gay men and may be 
leveling off among drug users. 

AIDS is not a 'gay plague', nor in fact a 
plague at all. Virtually u1e only ways to get 
HIV/AIDS are by intravenous drug use (with 
infected nccdles) or anal sex, hetcrosexual or 
homosexual - und the rcecptive partner is at 
far more risk. 
Sce also AIDS -The Real Story (order fonn 
on back page) a.nd Rolling Stone Feb. 1989 
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New AIDS Treatment
 
According to independent sludies in 
Europe and the US, there is a simple, effective, 
inexpcnsiveand effective way to treatyourselfif 
you have AIDS. 

Several dozen AIDS patients ha.ve appar
ently gone into remission using various (onns of 
oxygen therapy, in which their blood is hyper
oxygenated to destroy the HIV virus' outer coat
ing without damaging other tissues. 

The AIDS virus doesn't seem to tolerate high 
levels ofoxygen in the bloodstream. Ozone sim
ply oxidises the molecules in theshell ofthe virus 
and other organisms associated with herpes, 
hepatitis B, Epstein Barr disease and cancer. 

One method, used'by Dr Horst Kief in West 
Gennany, draws apatient's blood, infuses it with 
ozone (produced by forcing oxygen through a 
tubecanying a 300-voltcharge) and returns it to 
the patient at regular intervals until the virus is 
gone.1 The ozone molecules dissolve into the 
blood, liberating their third atom and destroying 
all lipid-envelope (fatty-coated) viruses and 
other disease fonns, apparently leaving blood 
cells unharmed. Other West German physicians 
have achieved similar results. 

The Medizone Company of New York has 
undertaken controlled studies required for this 
treatment to be approved in the USA.2 Medizone 
was grani.etJ US Patent #4,632,980 in December 
1986 for "inactivating lipid-envelope viruses in 
blood that is returned to a mammalian host. n In
vestment analysts writing in Conj/denlial: Re
portfrom Zurich, Penny SlocklrJSider and Low
Priced Slock Edilion have urged their readers to 
buy stocks in Medizone. 

Independent studies have also n:p<'lnl::d 

ozone therapy to be effective against cancer, 
leukaemia,arthritis, coronary heartdisease,arte
rial circulation problems and other diseases. 

Self·Treatment
 
Similar results can rcponedly beachieved 
by using hydrogen peroxide (HP'J)' which 
ozone (03) fonns on contact with water(H 0).lt

2

is the only germinal agent composed only of 
water and oxygen. H20 2also destroys disease
associated organisms by oxidising them as it 
spreads through the body's tissues. 

Self-treatment with hydrogen peroxide is 
possible - but use Food Grade or Re-agent 1\02 
(35%, harmful ifnot dilwed) as this is the purest 
form easily available. It can be taken orally 
dilutcd with watcr to 1/200 or less, or absorbed 
through the skin by bathing in it (anywhere from 
1-8 pints of 35% HP2 in a half-full standard 
bathtub)? 

Adding seven drops of 35% HP2 to agallon 
of drinking water and shaking wel1 purifies it 
gennicidal1y. Cancerous eel1s, being anaenlbic, 
can also be destroyed by hydrogen peroi':idc. 
Low levels of oxygen and energy tend to Ot~cur 

where cancer is present and vice-versa. H20 2can 
also be infused directly into the blood if diluted 
from .075% to .15%. 

It's more than possible that the body's 
immune system begins to break down as oxyg' 
levels are lowered - by lack of exercise. ~h:allbw  

breathing or lack of environmental ()·xygcll 
These may be simple solutions to many of I}H~  

diseases with which humanity has afflicted it
self. 

Thanks to Wayes Forest, IJox 768, Monterey Cll 
93942, USA (send $2 for 12 page report) and 

Auslralasian Ileallh & Ilealing (sec Concxions) 

1 Dr Kicf can be reached through Biozon Own
Teehnik GmbH, An Der Huanc #HJ. Bad 
Hersfeld, D-6430, Federal Republic ofGerm 
2 Medizone, 123 E 54th St, Ste lB, N.Y., ~  y, 
10022, USA. Phone 212-421-0303 
3 Forex tensivc references on internal H202 U!:c 
contact Walter Grotz, Box 126, Delano MN 
55328, USA. Phone 61 2-972-2144. Send$l plus 
post for a pru!iress repon. Also Father RichaW 
Wilhelm, Box 18, Union Rd, California, K 
41007, USA. Phone 606-635-9297. TheY have 
located over 4,000 peer-reviewed medical at

tides on H202applieations. 

Eastern Forests Threat 

Approval has been given for'sc1eetM:: 
logging' of the BIackbutt Plateau area inland 
from Byron Bay. TIle area, nominated for indUe 
sion on the National Estate Register, contains 
sections of subtropical rainforests and signifi
cant stands of unlogged blackbutt -someoflhes:, 
trees are over 800 years old. Blackbutt PI 
was the se(.,'J1C of a protracted environtt1tn1l.al 
dispute several ycars ago and was' sat upon' b:y 
the previous Labor state government. The new 
government has reopened the issue. 

Another area underthreat is North Washpoi)l 
in northern NSW - 7,000ha of wilderness, n,l'f;'1Ul 
one-fifth of which is rainforest and which con
tains the world's largest forest of eoachW 
The Forestry Commission intends logging tlte 
rainforest for plywood despite a nomination by 
the NSW Wilderness Socicty for protection 
under the Wilderncss Act. This allows the Envi
ronmcntMinister to apply an interim protec~ion  

order to a nominated area - but Environrn.ertt 
Minister Tim Moore refused to apply ~sll(.,h  an 
order to the Washpoo] aTl~a.  



South-East For Rest
 

The NSW Government is cur
rently battling the environment on 
severaL fronts. Foremost is the confrontation 
over the Tantawangalo and Coolangubra 
Forests in south-east NSW. 

Residents and conservationists are fight
ing to protect 100,000 hectares from elear
felling over the next 20 years - an ecological 
disaster for these areas, some of which are 
among the last complete, ancient wilderness 
areas in NSW. 

An Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Forestry Commission recommends 
harvesting 95% ofCoolangubra and80% of 
Tantawangalo for woodchipping. Both for
ests are on the Interim List of the Register of 
the National Estate and contain areas of wil
derness that have never had human contact. 

Jeff Angel of the Total Environment 
Centre estimates that up to 10 million trees 
could be destroyed in the next 15 years. 
These south-east forests contain habitats for 
a multitude of small animals which don't 
develop until the forcst is malUre - after 80 
years or more. 

New State Natural Resources Minister 
Ian Causley has given an unequivocal com
mitment to supply "timber' to Eden's export 
woodehip industry (and Japanese company 
Harris Daishowa)for the next 20 years. 

Dolph:ins

Save Boy
 

A young surfer survived an encoun
tcr W'1I11 a four metre long shark thanks to the 
help of a pod of dolphins. 

"The shark had knockcd me off the board 
and then came back and bit me on the right 
side," said 17-year old schoolboy Adam 
Maguirc while recovering in Lismore Hospi
tal in January. He was surfing at Halftide 
Reach when thc shark attacked. 

"It came back for another go and I man
aged to push it off with my hand. Then the 
dolphins started thrashing round in the water 
and they just seemed to chase the shark off. 
The dolphins definitely saved my life. 

"They seemed to be chasing the $hark 
away and kept it at bay while I had a;t;hilnce 
to get back to shore." He was helped te.shore 
by two friends before collapsing. 

TIIC shark Icft a 30cm wide gash in 
Adam's side and a hole in his surfboard 30cm 
wide and l5cm dcep. 

Beach 
Water
 
Toxic
 

Sydney is finally
• • I

notIcmg it's swimming in 
sewage. The Water Board 
and State Pollution Control 
Commission (SPeC) have 
buried various reports on 
toxic pollution on Sydney 
beaches. 

For three years fisher
men have been noting mal
formed and sick fish around 
coastal sewage outfalls. 
David Hyde, scientific chair
man of Australia's Under
water FO\Uldation became 
alarmed last September and 
wrote to the SPeC reporting 
that the physical form of 
somemarine life appeared to 
be changing. 

"People are being poi
soned'" said a senior SPeC 
official inearly March. "And 
the problem is that [they] are being poisoned 
in the long-term so they don't realise what is 
happening to them." 

Thousands of tonnes of highly toxic 
sewage sludge and induttrial plillntants are 
discharged into Sydney waters by the Water 
Board each year. Yet in late 1987 the NSW 
Public Works Department helped the Water 
Board block new safety standards for ocean 
discharge because the new $350 million 
ocean outfalls, due to open in 1992, won't 
comply with them. The board also sup
pressed oneofits own reports whiCh showed 
that fish around Malabarcontained 122 times 
the safe level of organochlorine pesticides. 

Research into grease problems with the 
new outfalls was never conducted. 

"Itwas then regarded as purely a hydrau
lie dispersion problem. I don't think anyone 
even considered what would happen to the 
oils and fats," said Terry Schulz, who is now 
conducting the research. 

Neither the board nor the SPeC even 
bothered monitoring the sea off Sydney for 
viruses until a few months ago; their survey 
showed that potentially dangerous viruses 
including meningitis and hepatitis are pres
ent. 

See Biosphere This Issue 
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North Gets Theirs 
The hole in the ozone layer over 
the Antarctic spread rapidly this spring and 
summer, reaching across southern Australia 
and New Zealand. The Antarctic hole grew to 
the size of North America and in some places 
ozone wa~  depleted by 95%. Last summer the 
ozone over southern cities was severely de
pleted -by 12% for three days over Melbourne. 
By next summer the weather bureau hopes to 
be able to give satellite-generated updates on 
the state of the ozone layer In daily forec:lSts. 

Skin cancer rates are already rising across 
Australia. US scientists believe that for every 
1% reduction in global ozone there will be at 
least hundreds of thousands of new cases each 
year. Up to 25% of people tested in random 
surveys by the Queensland Cancer Fund in the 
south-east of the state last summer had sus
pected skin cancersand melanomas. 30-40% of 
people had suspected skin cancer or sunspots. 

ANASA and British Meteorological ornce 
team recently returned from the Arctic with 
news of an ozone hole there and the European 
Community ha~  decided to ban all CFCs by the 
year 2000. In Australia, salesofCFC-propelied 
aerosols actually rose by 3% Ia.~t  year. 

Conferences are being hurriedly called to 
alter the Montreal International Protocol, 
which actually commlt.~  us to an increase In 
global ozone by the year 2000 (see NEXUS #4). 

Wear a hat and buy some dark glasses. 
See Previous Issues - Reuter, AP, SMII 
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Spills and Chills 1989
INO SWIMMING OR FISHINGI *Thousands of fish and birds died as a resul t &f .. t><;~,1)" ?"lZt";"" .J .. ,'<")''')?'' >.>.>.>.>;;;;;.p,>,> .. ,s .. .we' ...... " .. <' ..... iI,»'>;}.?," '''/);}»?'</?'>'''' of a massive illegal dumping of cyanide in 

Sydney's new ocean outfalls could 
make all the fish along the NSW coast 
unsafe to eat, according to Ron Snape, 
an ex-Water Board biologist now work
ing with the NSW Professional Fisher
man Association. 

Mr Snape said the dumping of sew
age and chemical waste 4km out to see 
will spread pollution up and down the 
coast and poison fishing grounds with 
heavy metals. 

"It's a cosmetic solution designed to 
keep the problem out of sight and out of 
mind," he said in Fcbruary. Mr Snape, 
from Narooma on the South Coast, said 
his own research concerning mercury 
pollution - in which he found up to six 
times the safe level in fish taken at 
Malabar for the board in the late 197005
was edited and shelved by the Water 
Board. He was told not to continue with 
heavy metal testing. 

"The Water Board is doing very bad 
biology," he said. 

He was testing fish that fed directly 
from worms and weeds in sewage-af
fected areas and points out that marinc 
life further up the food chain would 
contain far higher levels. 

There are many alternatives to 
ocean dumping which can recycle 
wastes and make money at the same tim, 
if the public and industry stop dumping 
poisons down drains. 

No Beaches In Sight 
Sydney Harbour is unsafe for 
swimming62% of the timeafter rain and 
36% of the time in dry weather, accord
ing to a study by former N.S.W. Health 
Dept. scientist A.G. Bernard. He said the 
situation was worse for Malabar, Ma
roubra and Little Bay where 83% of 
samples taken after wet weather and 
57% after dry weather were unsatisfac
tory. On the northern beaches 71 % of 
samples taken after wet weather and 
14% in dry weather were heavily con
taminated. 

The four-year study was based on 
data collected from 1983 to 1987. One 
sample showed 100 times the recom
mended level of bacteriological con
tamination (Under this standard swim
ming is considered unsafe where the 
faecal count exceeds 300 organisms per 
100 mls of water). 

Tests by Waverley Council showed 
Bondi, Tamarama and Bronte beaches 
were left open on days last November 
and December when pollution had was 
up to 8 times the accepted maXimum 
level. SwimAt Your Own RiskW,arnings 
were issued by the Water Board's 
SurOine. 

Recycle Yourself
 
We need to recycle more of our 
wastes. According to a Metropolitan 
Waste Disposal Authority report, 
N.S.W. households throw out 1.7 mil
lion tonnes of garbage each year; about 
800,000 tonnes are recycled. At least 
432,000 tonnes more could be recovered 
except for high recycling costs and low 
public motivation. 

The garbage consists of about 40% 
organic food and garden waste; 24% 
paper; 14% glass; 8% metals and 9% 
plastics (5% mise). 80% of this is recy
clable. 

David Vincent, paper recycling ex
pert with Friends of the Earth, says that 
ample recycling technology is available 
for papor - a quarter of all waste - but 
isn't u,sed because of the availability of 
cheap public forest. 

According to the MWDA report, 
53,000 tonnes ofglass are recovered and 
140,000 tonnes wasted; and only 200 . 
tonnes of recyclable plastic soft drink 
bottles arc recovered (vs 6,000 wasted). 

Usc paper and bottle collection serv
ices and compost your scraps. Itactively 
helps and wasting it really hurts. 

the Cooks River in February. The disaster 
came within days of the illegal dumping of 
7.000 litres ofoil and 10,000 litres of paint at 
North Head. 

* Greenpeace has demanded that Ranger 
Mines be prosecuted for breaching its envi
ronmental guidelines. The Ranger uranium 
mine gave only 3 hours notice before releas
ing water from aretention pond next to a pile 
of radioactive rock which had been dmnped 
there by mistake six months previously. 

Dead fish were found in one heavily 
contaminated billabong. The Office of the 
Supervising Scientist (OSS) said both Fed
eral and State authorities had apparently 
ignoredOSSrequests that Ranger be made to 
discharge water through a pipe, rather than 
siphoning it from the pond. 

* The proposed Wesley Vale pulp mill will 
produce hundreds of organo-chlorines and 
dioxin, some of the deadliest chemicals 
known. In the last six months, three Canadian 
fisheries closed because of pollution from 
chemical pulp mills. 

* The Daishowa Company plans to use a 
chlorine-bl~actlin8 process at a proposed 
$450 million pulp mill to be built near 
Grafton. 

* Researchers in the New England area of 
N.S.W. have reported a ten-fold increase in 
the number of scarab beetles, a major cause 
of spreading die-back of trees. Tree-loss is 
one of the main reasons for soil erosion lU1d 
salinity which cost the nation about $600 
million per year in lost rural production. 

* IN Brazil, singer Sting has told president 
Jose Sarney that he plans to set up a founda
tion to defend the Amazonian rainforest. 
Sting arrived in Altamira where he met with 
ChiefRaoni of the Txucarrarnae tribe. Thou
sands more Indians have gathered here Lo 
protest the proposed construction of a darn 
and hydro-electric scheme on tribal lands. 

130.000 square kilometres of the Ama
zon Rainforest is destroyed every year. 

The Financial Times 
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Renewing
 
The Dreaming
 

Guboo Ted Thomas, Aboriginal Elder of the Yuin tribe, based at 
Wallaga Lake in southern New South Wales - has helped holt logging 
of some of his tribal lands at Mumbula Mountain and regularly takes 
people into the bush to get a feel for the place - often dissolving their 
'civilised' separation from the land, 
NEXUS found Guboo on his eightieth birthday (Guboo means good 
friend) at one of his recent Dreaming Camps near Pidgeon House 
Mountain, inland from Ulladulla. 

NEXUS: How did you grow up as a child? 
Guboo: Well, when I was a boy I went to 
school. Ionly went to firstclass. All Ilearned 
was how to knit, sew, crochet, cook tarts and 
look after the garden. That's all the education 
I ever had from the white man. 

It was wonderful because I learned from 
myoid people. They brought me up - school 
wasn't the right place to go because! learned 
nothing. My father was a tribal Elder from 
the Monaro tribe based in Canberra and my 
mother is a Chinese woman. I was born in a 
place near Braidwood. 

Now, sometime this year there's going to 
be a big meeting. A lot of the old people are 
going to come back and talk in my home 
town. 

I wasn't born in a hospital; I wasn't born 
in a house. I was born in the bush with the 
miners. That's where I was reared, with the 
old people. They took me away from other 
kids. 

I used to play out there with the kids, in 
the morning or in the afternoon, or late at 
evening. Just before the sun started to go 
down the old fella would come out with the 
boomerang - what you'd call a whistler boo
merang, and he'd throw it- TJlWHSSSSSSS 
- and when we heard that coming over our 
heads we'd nm straight inside. It was a sig
nal. We were in bed whenthesunwentdown. 
Nobody would sit there and say "I don't want 
to go inside!" No, none of that. 

So when we were in bed he'd tell nte a 
story. The old fella used to tell me a story 
about Noah's Ark. Now at Mll1UIt Drome
dary we have an Ark there on top of the rock. 

We have everything there to show you. 
There's the life of a people. Everything's 
there. That's our Bible, we've got it there 
Noah's Ark and everything. So those places 
and those rocks are our education. It's our 
learning place. It's how the old people teach 
us; how they'd teach me how to usc my mind.. 

Dolphin Dreaming 

When we'd be walking up and down 
the beach he'd say "Sonny, we're gonna get 
a lot of fish. Look out there!" He'd say, 
"We're gonna get a lot directly." And I 
looked at him and I said "Oh yes." 1il my 
mind I said to myself, 'how eQuId heget fi,'l.h, 
because he ham'tgot anet'l' But!daren'tsay 
that to him or el"lut~dhitmewith.a iltJck! I 
couldn't answer him back mal 'f/I,'ay. So I'd 
just have IQ. kc.c:.p qu.ieumd sAy "Oh yes" 
tha1!s ·IiJU'f1 do. 

So grandlailiCl: got up andsm.tting sing
ing· itndht was looldngout to sea and out at 
thesandllnnes and wa~ing  up and down and 
hI; S.llt down, and my dad got up - he walked 
up and down and he said, "Come on now 
sonny, dolphins are coming, they're cmning 
now. 

"Be way out there. You qm'tsee them 
yet but they're coming. Come on," he said 
"We'llgodownthe~lt.Andhe'dgiveme  

a long stick andhe said "SQIlIlY, you use that 
now. And he gave me the stick. They had 
spears, you know! And I looked at my stick 
and I thought, 'How can I spear with this 
stick?' Butl dared not say that or he'd hit me 
with the stick. So I said "Oh yeah?" 

We went down and grandfatherbounced 
along the surf. "Right," he said, "Let's stop 
here". So we did. I watched and I saw one 
wave, and two waves, and three waves 
coming in. Grandfather went and hit the 
water and made anoise; Ididn'tsee anything, 
and then abig breakercame in and went right 
up the beach, and I heard this slapping noise 
hitting my leg just below my knees, and it 
was fish. When the breaker went out there 
were twenty fish high and dry on the beach 
and grandfather said, "Sonny use your 
stick!" So I started whacking them with the 
stick. Twenty fish died that day. And every 
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time they'd throw the spear in there'd be a 
silvercurl on theend and they'd pull a fish up 
and throw it out. So that's how we got the 
fish. 

And grandfather crooked his arm out 
and the big dolphin came in and put his head 
there and just lay there. His tail would goover 
and around as grandfather was talking to him 
in the language. And grandfather was saying, 
"Chi, chi, chi, chi...". Grandfather was talk
ing the language and I was just standing 
watching him. And he put his hand out and 
walked around steadily and then the dolphin 
did a cartwheel on a little breaker coming in 
and then a somersault over it. Then he 
splashed the water and said goodbye and the 
oldfella thanked him for all the fish and sang 
dw:nent to the beach. 

So that was the dolphin and that's what I 
had to learn and how I learned what I know. 
What stuck to me more than anything wasn' t 
education, it was common sense. It stuck to 
me through my life. 

My people walked about naked all the 
time. I loved that, I find that's wonderful for 
the people. We wear these clothes and we're 
not getting used to it. It's like hiding our 
beauty. For forty thousand years we did that 
in the bush and we roamed about and it was 
a wonderful life. The kids would have the 
mother's breast, and if she couldn't give it 
then her sister took over. Up around seven or 
eight they're still on the breast. That's why 
they're different; and then when white man 
came. They brought the bottle and they be
came bottle babies and had clothes on. 

Aboriginal people grew up naked and in 
the tribe with all those people there was no 
rape. And now in the days when the white 
people are here you go a little bi t naked and 
you can be raped. And that's because they 
became bottle-fed babies in the first place. 
That's really what happens with the Aborigi
nes because we look at sex as a great thing if 

Conlinues Over 
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it's done the right way. It's wonderful- and 
that's Aboriginal life. 

Our law comes from the mountain. 
When Jesus went up on the mountain he said 
to his disciples, "You wait here." He went up 
in the mountain to pray, and most churches 
I've seen are always on top of a hill or on the 
side ofa hill. You want to take notice of that, 
because they're trying to be like Jesus when 
he went up there. When I see chur'ches I say, 
"Look at the sacred sites". 

Aboriginal law comes from the moun
tain and that's where I learned it all. What
ever Jesus did the Aboriginal people did. 

Laying on of hands -that's how I heal 
people, JUSt by pUlling my hands on them. I 
don't have to pray, because in the 
hands is something important. Over in 
Holland I just sat there and people 
lined up coming 10 me. I'd just touch 
them. Ablokecomeup and said to me, 
"All those headache tablets and every
thing." He said, "Quboo, I have a 
headache all the time and it never 
Slops!" Ijustlouched him and put my 
hand on his head and I said "You 
right?" He got up then and jumped up 
in the air on his feet and said ''I'm 
healed, I'm healed!!" And it's not 
Guboo that does it. 

I go up into the mountains and 
pray. I'm just like a battery, I go flat 
because people take it out of me. I 
have to go up inlO the mountain and 
pray 10 the Gn::1l1 Spirit. 
N: Do you getti!ochings from the rivers as 
well, the low points? 
G: Yes, well in New Zealand I went up to the 
top of the mountain 10 pray and practically 
right up the lop therewua rivet running with 
flowing water and it was cold. And when I 
walked up and looked at it - "Wow,'', J said 
to myself, "Look at this, thislsmlUVcUQus!" 
I wasreminded ofwhat the Bible says - You 
drinketh this water, you'llneverthirst. Outof 
my belly flows the rivers of water. So th;lt's 
it- it's put there for us today. See, we've lost 
that. We get stuck into the mighty dollar, and 
that's what's ruining the world today. And 
the United States is the same - they're worse 
off there. 

It's bad enough over there when aChris
tian stands up and says, "Well, I want $7 
million or I'll die". I was there when he got 
the scven million and if he got another three 
million on topof that he wouldn 'tdie then. So 
that's money for false pretences; he ncver 
died. 

iginaJ peoplel()(}]c. OJ fetis, 
Yowies ifyoupri!fer? 
G: Now the Yowie.P'or lhr« y""s running 
I've seen him. He corne lome mdl saw him. 
But I never come near him -'1 just saw him 
there. I was wallcil1g with thr~  while girls 
and the old fella was walking up behind me. 

had. the feeling somc;one WIIS fol1owing 
me along the lop of lhehank.Ev,my time I'd 
look back I'd see no thin& and then .as J was 
walking I JUSt looked up and spotted him 
treading from one Slone to the other. 'Oh', I 
said to myself, 'It's you'. 

He knew I was there and I knew he was 
there because I felt him and so I stopped and 
turned back. Now that's just three limes I've 
seen him in the Budawllnl!s, up here in the 

mountains. He was seen here - just up the 
roadhere- the Yowiewasseen. Buthewon't 
comenear the tents. He won 'tcome nearyou. 
And he's ahairy man, wi th arms down to here 
- all hairy, a bit balding on the chest. His head 
comes bending over mote l1Ul.n purs and he 
has a big nose. And he still exists in the 
mountains in Australia. 
N: H{)w tall is he? 
G: He~1 about five five foot six, 
N: What's the Jhape ofJ~  lop hIhis he/Jd, 
Guboo? 

: Well, the tOp oflJ,is head is sharpish - not 
like ours. 
N' II comes to a point? 
G: Yes, to a point. SoI've seen him forthree 
years running, up in thc mountains. Now 
there's a bloke up in Katoomba called Rex 
Gilroy - he's the 'Yowie catcher'. He reck
ons he's going to gct him. He'll never ever 
get him! He's not in thc race-because [the 
Yowie's] like me; a little while back two 
fellas cl'lme and J knew they Were l:Ol11ing a 
long way off and I waited for them. The 
Yowie knows all the men and sends thoughts 

y Lc:lepathy. And the Yowie· he sees you 
c:omit1g-heknowsyou'reeoming.Helaughs 
somelimcsofanight-time - just like akooka
burra. 

Now someone said 10 me the other dil. 
they were walking in the bush and they fd! 
asleep. The girls were up there at Pigeon 
House and they were so sleepy they wanted 
to have a rest and go 10 sleep when they were 
corning down and they lost their way - they 
took the wrong track. They went off into the 
bush and that's where they felt it- some ofthe 
girls here - and it was him. 

He's like that- you get sleepy, tired. You 
want to be tired, lay down. 
N:Why? 
G: Well, I don't know. He does that. There's 
probably something he wanted 10 have..a look 
at or take, or whatever. 

We were coming from Bega over 
the mountain one full moon and he 
started to sing out and the old fella 
heard him singing OUt way up there. 
You know, the kookaburra doesn't 
sing out at night. There were three or 
four young boys and I, and one fella 
was so sleepy he wanted to go to sleep, 
wanted 10 camp. Grandfather said 
"Come on," and put the boy under
neath his arm. He said, "Goolaga's 
making him like that". 
N:lVheredo they comefrom? 
G: They're here, they're here all the 
time. They call him Yowie - we call 
him Goolaga. Yes, he's here. Now 
there are forgotten people here and 
there and he's one of them. They are 

also short little fellows - like midgets: 
N: What colour are they? 
G: They're a brownish colour and they don't 
wear boots, they go barefoot. Now, if you 
,vergo to Ourras, on the northendofDurras 
beach you'U see their cave. Now, sixty~six  

years ago when I walked up to Sydney from 
down home it took us six months because we 
stopped in one place for a fortnight and we 
took our time all the way up 10 Sydney. We'd 
live on the beach on fish and we were better 
off; we just took our time and walked all the 
way up. So we walked in front ofthe cave and 
sawall their lillie tracks . like little baby 
tracks - in and out of the cave. We went into 
the cave and one of them started to giggle and 
we all ran out again. That was their cave,they 
lived in there. 

We used to live right ncar thc river in a 
little house. There were a lot of stones and of 
a night-time you'd hear them. They'd make 
a sound like a puppy andyou'd hear the water 
splashing as they were trying to catch eels 
well, they're greasy as they go up the creek, 
and they try 10 catch them and they slip out of 



their hands and they hit the rocks and the 
water's splashing. We knew what it was but 
we didn't go out to see them. 
N: Who wasil? 
G: The little Goowawas. 
N: Goowawas? 
G: Well. they're there, the Goowawas.Now, 
there's another, a group of women - what we 
call Maleema. They have long hair right 
down to here. Pretty women. They live in the 
mountains. 
N: Are lhey very smallloo? 
G: No. they're big. The size of me. They're 
beautiful and they have long hair. They come 
to the Nowra Show sometimes and no-one 
notices them. And they're the ones with the 
seeing and they're still surviving in the south. 
N: And lhey' re brown too? 
G: Yes, the same colour as myself. 
N: You said Rex didn'l have a chance, he 
wasn'l inlhe race... 
G: He isn't in the race because they know 
he's coming, that's why. When I meditate, I 
see, and I know exactly when someone's 
coming - and I know that if! concentrate I can 
see that fella - in a vision I can see him 
coming. We knew that Captain Cook was 
coming thousands of miles away. and all he 
saw was when we were walking up the beach 
towards Sydney. We knew he was coming a 
long time ago. 

You can't sneak up on me in the bush - I 
know when you're coming. I can feel you 
coming. So - the Yowie - I never interfere 
with him because he's part of the world,part 
ofour life; he probably, I'd say, might be the 
beginning. You know, this is one of the 
oldest countries in the world as far as I'm 
concerned. 
N: The beginning ofall of us, lhe Yowie? 
G: Yes. yes. 

Rainbow SR,n~ 

N: And whal aboul BUflyips? 
G:Bunyip's a different one. Bunyips are like 
the Rainbow Serpent. One came up at Wal
laga, about two hundred years ago. whcn 
white man came. 
N: A bUflyip came up lhe Wallaga Lake? 
G: Not the bunyip, the Rainbow Serpent. 
Underneath where I live, straight out towards 
Canberra, there's what they call a big lake, a 
Lake George. You know it goes dry - all the 
water goes. Well it goes down these holes. 
Now we're related to the Aurukun people in 
theGulfofCarpentaria and that's where they 
talk about the Rainbow Serpent. So under
neath that waterhole there's a big waterway 
running all the time and that's where he 
comes through all that, underneath. 

N: From lhe Gulf of Car
pel'fltJria? 
G: Yes. Right through to 

Canberra. Now you look in 
the distance, you see Yarin
gabilly Caves and that's 
part of the same waterway 
and then further up you get 
the Jenolan Caves. They're 
all linked into the one main 
channel. When I was in the 
United States a couple of 
years ago, a spiritual man 
said to me "Guboo - our 
eyes are on Australia, the 
centre's going to go under" 
- the centre's going to go 
down. 

I can really see why, 
now. Roxby Downs is a big 
mining place - so that 
they're taking millions and 
millions ofgallons of water 
out. And they're pumping it 
outofthecentre ofAustralia 
to clean the uranium. And 
you know what they're 
leaving? They're leaving a 
shelf and the water's gone 
down a long way. And 
that's why I believe the 
centre's going to go under 
because they're taking all the water out. 
Taking the pressure off. 
N: The Rainbow SerpenJ comes down lhe 
mounJains? 
G: Yes. It's the Rainbow Serpent that comes 
out in the stone up in Mount Dromedary, 
backing on to where I live and you see it at 
about twenty -five feet high. It's a big stone 
and it comes up and curls right down to the 
groun.d. It'sj~t  onemassive stone goiflJ up. 
his neck and. hi$. head. And his eyes areon it. 
Spev~rytNngonIDlltmountaln ispmafour 
culture,like our Bible - what we believe. 

So that's It - and thank you for coming 
around. 
N: Thank you, Guboo. 

. R.A. 

llWWAlX· kEUIRfHfhe EARTH 
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Ul'lkUpnction (l:"dttfDll~  of EARTHWAU~. 

andgn. ypc:Ot!'ltItQ EAAl'HW"lK carll.,
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Jac/(je Jac/(je 
fll Contemporary 9(pori Song 

Jackie Jackie was a smart young fellow 
full of fun and energy 
he was thinking of getting married 
but his girl ran away, you see 
Cfwrus 
CRIKITABOOBULA WILDEEMAYA 
BILUNANJAI TING JALLYWA 

Hunting food was Jackie's business 
'til the white man came along 
put his fences across the country 
now the hunting days are gone 
Cliorus 

Jackie Jackie was a smart young fellow 
full of fun and energy 
He's the only man that could tell you 
what the emu told the kangaroo, Oh 
Cfwrus 

Now the COUll'try's short of money 
Jackie Jackie sits and laughs all day 
White fella want to give it back to Jackie 
No fear, Jackie won't have it that way, Oh 
Cliorus 



M aerobiotic Cooking andthe
 

Order of the Universe
 
The concept ofki (or chi) is not generally found in Western so
ciety, including Western medicine, science and religion, but it is a 
basic concept inJhe Orient. The idea ofki energy is inseparable from 
Eastern medicine, religion, philosophy and entire way oflife. This is 
a common understanding of all traditional societies - their under
standing of life and the universe is from a non-material, spiritual 
orientation. The conceptof yin-yang (negative-positive duality) was 
originally written about in the I-Ching, a classic Chinese text on the 
order of the universe and change. It is sometimes a little difficult to 
understand at first. I hope by introducing the'spiralic' concept used 
in macrobiotics you'll understand more of the life processes around 
you. 

Eastern societies see and explain the world of matter in tenns of 
the non-material within the world ofmatter. Theorigin ofboth matter 
and non-matter is an invisible vibrational force, called energy in 
modem science. Out of the motion of infinity, two waves of motion 
collide, creating a centripetal spiral. 

Polarity -yin and yang - are thencreated. This leads to thecreation 
of vibration, to the world ofpre-atomic particles, then to the world of 
elements, to the world of vegetation and finally to the world of 
animals, including humans - the terminal point on this spiral of 
physicalisation. 

~turn  to the Sauce 
From there, we begin our return journey to infinity, by way of 
the seven-orbited spiral of spiritualization. Here are the seven stages 
of human relationship. 

The first is the most basic, primary, mechanical one. This is the 
relationship ofattraction/rejection, most basicyin yang energies. It is 
represented by the most instinctual phase ofour becoming - the nine 
months we spend in our mother's womb. 

The next stage is sensorial, the type of relationship that creates 
feeling among us. Food on this level should be delicious and satisfy
ing to eat. 

Third is the emotional level. liking, disliking, loving, hating. 
gentle, bold, shy, outgoing. Ifwe live alone on an island, we will not 
have most of them. Food in this level should be beautifully prepared 
and arranged. 

~
 

The fourth is intellectual, scientific orrational; here we study and 
observeothers objectively. Foodon this level should make nutritional 
sense. eg using sour-dough bread instead of white. 

The fifth is social-economical. which is manifested in forms of 
racial, ethnic, and political differences. In macrobiotics, our food is 
never wasted. nor is it expensive. 

All the world could eat if this level ofjudgement was elevated and 
refined in our culture. . 

Thesixth level is ideological, or religious. These conceptsusually 
have much longer time-spirals involved; the effect of great religious 
leaders, heroes. entertainers. 

The seventh level. Food on the last two levels should take you 
spiritually higher and higher. This is the level ofabsolute honesty, and 
justice, or 'the order of the universe' or Tao/God nature. 

Here we have appreciation for everything, without complaints. 
The macrobiotic diet and medicine. therefore, is based on the orderof 
the universe. which is an education towards understanding all
embracing love and eternity. 

.fllutumn Cooking 
In my previous'articles I have desc:.Tibed the five thousand year 
old theory of lh.e, five. transfonnations of energy, in a cycle ofwater
wood-f1re-lloil-metal-water. This concept helps us tune into and give 
tl'imetil:lJt l(l our cooking healing. It helps us reach the potentials and 
quality oflife that all of us desire. The healing process should be one 
that brings us closer into that potential, that brings us unity, integrity 
and a sense of purpose and direction, to have understanding of 
everything happening biologicaUy. spiritually. psychologically and 
mentally. 

Everyone health needs are different. I encourage you to listen to 

your own body. If you really want to learn to heal yourself with food, 
cook together with your friends. Cook for each other and challenge 
each other's ideas. Come and do some cooking classes with us! The 
fltSl~geofhealingis reflection on yourself; symptoms and diseases 
just don't happen to us, we have an active hand in creating them! 

In macrobiotics we eat in harmony with nature. choosing tradi
tional, whole unrefined foods. primarily locally grown and cooked 
appropriately for each season. We can categorize foods intowarming/ 
cooling, wet/dry, salty andsweet togive balance to our bodies,moods 
and lives. 

Late summer and autumn relate to soil (earth) and metal (air) 
energies and affect the spleen, stomach, lungs and large intestine. 
This energy is more descending. stabilising and concentrating. 

A natural sweet taste from pumpkins. parsnips. chestnuts and 
cooked fruit help to harmonize the soil, along with slow saute, 
steamed with the lid on. This brings our attention to more focused, 
grounded, thoughtful, and compassionate states. 

Metal energies go well with the pungent taste of ginger,mustard, 
and vegetables like Chinese radish (daikon). Brown rice relates well 
to lungs and large intestines, bringing about brightness and a positive 
attitude. 



Spinach Sa{ad with
 
J-fot :Miso Vressing
 

Serves 6 
3/4 pound tofu 
1pound fresh spinach 
Safflower oil for deep frying. (approx 1 1/2 cups). 

Press tofu to remove excess water before frying. Wash 
spinach, remove stems & arrange the leaves in 6 salad 
bowls. Fry 1/2 inch cubes of tofu until golden and crisp. 
Drain. 

:Hot Miso 'Dressing 
2/3 cup water
 
1/2 cup brown rice vinegar
 
2 tblsp white miso
 
1/3 cup safflower oil
 
1small onion, finely minced
 
1small pinch dried basil
 

In a small saucepan bring the water and vinegar to a
 
boil. remove from heat. add miso and dissolve it thor

oughly by stirring with a whisk or fork.
 
Heat 1/3 cup oil and saute onion, add basil and mise
 
vinegar mixture and bring to a boil while stirring. Re

move from heat,pour dressing overspinach andseNe
 
immediately.
 

To bring warmlh 10 your cenlre when lhe wealher gelS cooler! 
Pressure cooked grains and beans 
Roots and winter squashes 
Sturdy dark greens 
Miso soup - hearty soups with beans - garlic 
Sea vegetables. fish 
Toasred seeds and nuts 
Oatmeal raisin cookies 
Creamy oatmeal porridge 

Baking 
Winter squashes and roots taste very sweet when you bake 
them - especially if YQu cook them in a covered pot. together 
with a strip ofkombu or wakame seaweed. Put 1/4" water in the 
pot. add veg and bring to a boil cn the stove first. Sprinkle a 
little seasall. cover and bake at 375 degrees for one hour. 

Cool Weather Veges 

Collards. daikon greens, kale. Chinesemustard greens. turnip greens. 
Have a daily serving ofone oflhes~l>hl1dygreens for an abundant 

supply ofvi tC. beta carotene, iron. ca,ldimn and other essential nutri
ents. Steam 5-10 minutes until tender. Steamed greens daily keeps 
people off the alcohol and gives us plenty ofupward energy and brain 
power. It's one of the best types of food for the liver. 

Roger Green 

.9lutumn WiU Sa{aa
 
Wild watercress 
1cup wood sorrel 
Miscellaneous salad vegetables of choice 
Umeboshi paste 

Chop ingredients intosalad-sized pieces and mix. Add 
chopped cucumbers etc. Top with a dressing of di
luted umeboshi paste. 

When the weather gets cooler, a bowl of buck
wheatnoodles can be your grain centre foryour meal. 

'Buc~wheat  9{poa{es with . 
Shoyu ana'Tahini Vressing 

1pkt buckwheat noodles eg soba, mugwort etc 
2 tblsp tahini 
1 tblsp shoyu 
1 tsp juice of lemon, lime or ginger 
Cook noodles in boiling water (with a pinch of salt) 

and stir occasionally to loosen, for about 10 mins until 
soft. Strain and run under cold water. 

Dilute tahinL shoyu and juice with 1/2 cup of stock 
or water, mix into noodles and to seNe sprinkle spring 
onions on top. 

l~EK.JJ0  ,dtj~o/  Ttuv;~  £l,~l1'l.>A~t'..c.tl!!.4.:LYiH{  • JJ) 



NEW NUKES
 
A new type of small nuclearreaetor 
has been designed and built. Called a modu
lar, high temperature, gas-cooled reactor, it's 
claimed to be almost immune to melt-down 
- the most feared reactor accident. Instead of 
relying on complicated machinery and hu
man oversight the reactor relies on the laws 
of nature to shut the reaction down if it gets 
out of control. 

Most nuclear plants now operating are 
water-cooled, using long rods of uranium 
oxide 12cm thick which reach 2,26l1Celsius 
in the reactor core. If the water stops for just 
seconds the rods destroy their metal casing 
and start to fuse. The new design uses ura
nium formed into pellets with a diameter of 
Imm coated in a temperature-resistant ce
ramic. Because the top temperature reached 
is I ,6480 the fuel grains can't melt through 
their protective coating, making the reactor 
safer from failure of the rods that control the 
reactor, pumps and cooling systems (al
though the cladding can still melt, conceiva
bly causing a meltdown). 

By using heliumlO UJnSferheat from the 
reactor to electricity generating turbines the 
gas-cooled reactor operates at up to 50% 
efficiency, compared to 33% for water
cooled reactors. 

Forsafety thenowteAlCtors are limited to 
140 megawatts, with 3 En" 4 reactor modules 
strung together to make1t power plant. This, 
and their lower sensitivity to fuel tempera
ture ehanges, means that the new reactor is 
not the disaster waiting to happen that the 
conventional reactors are. Nevenheless they 
produee all theother unwantedsideeffectsof 
nuclear power generation - uranium mining, 
radioactive accidents, 'WltStedisposal etc. 

The main opposition to the new reactors 
may not come from aml~nuclear  groups but 
from the nuclear power industry. Their huge 
investment in water-cooled reactors Could be 
at risk if their was a move to something safer. 
Two prototypes are already operating, a 40 
megawatt plant in WqtOermany that's rum 
faultless for years and 8300 megawan plant 
in the USA that's beenno~ngbut trouble. 

Nmv Yor!Tima, NewS'ciDfltst 

AMERICA'S NUCLEAR MESS
 
The us Department ofEnergy has 
revealed, under pressure, 155 instances of 
environmental contamination at its 16 weap- ~.-
ons plants. These plants arc excluded from ~.  

the heavy regulations that goveJ"I) the opera
tion of nuclear electricity genl;[llI,ors, and 
their pollution record is much worse. The 
Department estimates that removing envi
ronmental risks at its plants might cost over 
US$120 billion and take 20 years. In the 
worst case the water supply ofDenver was 
threatened by radioactive contaminaiiun. 

This widespread pollution is oneresuItof 
the actual neglect ofAmerica's nuelearmns 
programme under Reagan. Another result 
has been the halt in production oftriti~.  a 
radioactive gas that's vital in nuclearweap
ons. Because it decays rapidly, with a half
life of3 ye~,  it has to be replaced - in all the 
warheads. The Savannah River plants that 
are the US source of tritium have been shut 
down since last April after cracks were found 
in the cooling system. Even if repaired the 
plants are reaching the end of their 40 year 
service life. 

In an executive order issued after the last 
election, Reagan ordered the Nuclear Regu
latory Commission to prepare emergency 

plans for a takeoverofcivilian nuclearplants 
to provide material for nuclear weapons if 
national security were threatened. If these 
plans are actually carried out - to obtain trit
ium for example - the distindion between 
military and peaceful use of ~c tmell1 
that is the spirit of the 1968 Nuc'k:M Non
Proliferation Treaty would be wiped OUL 

Also, converting eivilian plants to produce 
tritium is currently illegal in the US. 

The sameexecutive orderoverrode loeal 
opposition to nuclear power stations in New 
Hampshire and New York:. The Shoreham 
and Seabrook plants have been com;pJc~ 

but the refusal or local government to draw 
up evacuation plans has prevented them ftt:lrn 
starting up. Now a Federal agency canOt'gan
ise the plans, breaking local opposition. 

New York Times· 

". West Germany's government has been 
accused of a cover-up after a US magazine 
published details of a 1987 incident at the 
Biblis nuclearpower plant near Frankfurt. A 
valve in the cooling system was left open by 
a 'technical defect' that the workers 'appar
ently didn't take seriously' - the next sb1fl 
found out what was happening. Radioac1i...~ 

steam was released when a valve opened to 
take the pressure offthe malfunctioning one. 

The report on the incident was never 
made public. In his statement the minister 
responsible for theenvironmen.t and safety of 
nue1ear reactors said that there had never 
been a nuclear crisis in West Germany - but 
there are on average 12 'urgent' incidents 
and 400 'normal' ones each year. 

A.P. 

". After a French nuclear test in the South 
PqJ;:iflc in Nove~r,  said to be 54 kiloton
Jl¢S~  In earthquake measuring 6.0 on the 
Richter scale shook northeastern America 
and eastern Canada. 

ClllUidian geogupherBrllC<Stirunglli\S 
1:l1aimed thattbQ'G lS an eart.bqullkc in-another 
partof the world between one and three days 
after every nuclear test. Late last year the 
French detonated a 100 kilotonne blast, one 
of the biggest on record. Instead of using 
Mururoa Atoll a new site was used. 

Australian FiTUJncial Review 

". A Swedish space research company re
leased satellite images of the site of a Soviet 
nuclear accident, thought to have happened 
in 1957 but never officially acknowledged 
by Moscow. The computer-erthanccd im
ages shQw an abandoned military nuclear 
complex east of the Ural Mountains, sur
rounded by a devastated area of 250 sq,l1W'e 
kilQmetres. A nearby river has been blocked, 
p"zpmably to prevent the escape ofradioac
nve water. 

There are tracks in the area indicative of 
troop manoeuvres, suggesting the Sovict 
army has used the area for training purposes. 
It's quite probable that the world's largest 
and most devastating nuclear accident hap
pened in total secrecy. The Swedish re
searchers were the first to providedetails and 
pictures of the 1986 Chemobyl disaster, us
ing the commercial SPOT satellitc system. 

Nou: ifAmerica is i"a nuclearmess imagine 
whal iJ must be liu i" RUSSUl, wMre 1M govern
menJ has, until now, been immune from public 
pressure thal's bee" so imporlanJ in 1M West. 
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Penan Tribe Arreste~d iii Defence of THAILAND BANS 
Malaysian Rainforest LOGGINIG 
Over one hundred indigenous tribes
people face sentences of up to two years jail 
and heavy fines under harsh new laws intro
duccdinMalaysiainJanuary. Section90bof 
thc Forestry Ordinance provides severe pen
alties for anyone found guilty of obstructing 
logging operations. This includes the block
ading of forest roads into tribal lands. 

Last December, twelve Penan tribesmen 
were arrested at a blockade on the Baram 
River. Five more were scheduled for trial for 
burning down logging bridges after their 
barricades were knocked down by police. In 
January this year 81 Penan were arrested in 
three separate incidents. Some are being held 
under fourteen day detention orders to"assist 
police with their enquiries". They have not 
been allowed to see lawyers or relatives. 

Harrison Ngau, Kayan leader of the 
Sarawak branch of Sahabat Alam Malaysia 
(Friends of the Earth), remains under village 
arrest after his detention without trial during 
a crackdown on dissidents last year. The 
Sarawak branch of S.A.M. was one of the 
winners of the Swedish Parliament's alterna
tive Nobel Prize, the Right Livelihood 
Award, in recognition of it's anti-logging 
campaign. 

Five new blockades have been set up by 
Penan communities in Sarawak. This has 
been made possible with legal and fmancial 
assistance from around the world. The Rain
forest InformatiOl1 Cenrre alone sent over 
$3,000. Another $3,000 was sent by Jeni 
Kendall and Paul Tail from proceeds of the 
film premiere of Blowpipes and Bulldozers. 

In some Penan communities only 
women and children are left to maintain the 
barricades; all the men have been arrested. 
Village gardens go untended so the Penan are 
very depcndant on food that is transported 
into this remote area. Relocation schemes for 
indigenous people dhiplaced by logging 
operations in the region have proved unsuc
cessful, as have attempts by the limber indus
try to create "renewable" UOp,i~  f~..ts. 

Malaysian Environment Minister Mr. 
James Wong denics any conflict of interest 
between his portfolio and his ownership of a 
large logging company. Logging conces
sions and licences have been handed out to 
family friends and associates. 

Amid a storm ofinternational protest, the 
trial of43 Penan - scheduled for Oet0bt:r 31 
last year - has been postponed until April 
24Lh(see Trees ofLife, NEXUS #7). The trial 

will focus worldwide attention and a co
ordinated campaign by conservation and 
civil rights groups on Malaysia, which ac
counts for abnost two-thirds of all tropical 
logs exponed by developing coun~es.  Most 
ofMalaysia's remaining forests are in Sabah 
and Sarawak in northern Borneo./nSarawak 
a~o7U!  80 square metres of rainforest are 
destroyed each second. 

Between November 1988 and January 
1989, 128 protesters were arrested. Condi
tions in the police cells in Marudi have been 
described as appalling. The tribespeople, ac
customed to roaming freely about their forest 
homelands, are so cramped in their cells that 
each has barely enough room to squat. They 
have no blankets or mattresses and the food 
is inadequate. 

To maintain their struggle the Penan 
need funds to cover food and transportation 
costs. To date the Rainforest Information 
Centre has sent over $10,000 to the Penan, 
but more donations are desperately needed. 

International pressure on the Malaysian 
government must be maintained if the Penan 
and their lraditionalland and lifestyle are to 
be saved. Please write to the authorities 
expressingyoW'corro:em at the destruction of 
primary forests in Sarawalc and the denial of 
thepCftM~ple  oftheir tradi tional andcivil 
riglils. 

VAB Oatuk Potinggai Haji Abdul Taib
 
MahmL!.d.
 
Chief MInister ofSarawak.
 
The Chief Minister's Office,
 
93502, Kuching, Sarawak,
 
Malaysia.
 

His Excellency Tan Sri Zakaria bin
 
MahmudAli,
 
High Commissioner,
 
Malaysian High Commission,
 
7 Perth Avenue,
 
Varralumla, A.C.T., 2600.
 

Write also to 
Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Parliament House, Canberra, A.C.T., 
2600, demanding that Australia ban the 
import of tropical timber from Malaysia 
untillogging of the tribal land ceases. 
For more information on the Penon and 
forthcoming actions contact the 
Rainforest Information Centre, 
P.O. Box 368, Lismore, N.S.W., 2480. 

On the 10th January 1989, the Thailand 
Government revoked timber concessions 
across the country, effectively banning 
commercial logging throughout Thailand. 
The ban follows flash floods in November 
last year that killed at least 350 villagers in 
southernThailand. Illegal overlogging in the 
area was blamed for the tragedy. 

Thailand, a net imponer of timber, has 
restricted tropical timberexpons since 1978. 
Today, forests cover about 17% of Thailand 
compared with about two-thirds in 1950. 
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WILDERNESS FOREST
 
TO BE LOGGED
 

The N.S.W. Cabinet hasdecided not to 
declare theCoolangubra forest a Wilderness 
Area deSflilc a recommendation by the Na
tional Parks and Wildlife Service that the 
forest be protected from loggers. The forest 
contains rare and endangered plants and 
animals that should be protected under the 
Wildcrness Act. 

In January this year, N.S.W. Natural 
Resources Minister Ian Causley and Federal 
counterpart Peter Cook had agreed to a 
moratorium on logging in the Tantawangalo 
and Coolangubra areas in the south·east of 
the state. That move angered pro-logging 
groups in Eden and Bombala who saw it as a 
backdown by the government after the re
newal of Harris-Daishowa's export wood
chip licence and a threat to the future of three 
sawmills in the disrrict. 

Now the last remaining true wilderness 
areas in the state are under thrcat . not only 
from selective logging, but from totally 
uneconomic clear-fell woodchipping which 
desrroys the land and thc livelihood ofselec
tive loggers. 

Peter Krygsman 
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PEG,AS'US NE:TWORK
 
NewTi mes Communi cations
 

Northern NSW is getting ready to 
surprise us all again ana create yet an
other innovation, arising from the in
credible nexus that has established itself 
there. 

Computer networking and commu
nications are important for effective ac
tion. This has been proven overseas 
where there are huge inter-continental 
networks of personal computers. The list 
oforganisations that access and contrib
ute to this computer network is long and 
illustrious, ranging from American ho
meopaths to the German Greens, the 
Sierra Club and the Hopi Epicentre. It's 
been set up by environmental and simi
larspecial interest groups toco-ordina te 
the information and organisational flow 
amonglike-minded groups and toestab
lish new na tional networks. 

A group in Lismore is about to 
establish something called the 
Pegasus Network as the Australian 

node in this network. 
The Pegasus network is a very 

orthodox computer network, in a 
technicalsense.Itsdesignconcepts 
have existed and been used for a 
couple of decades and are used in 
every way by banks and govern
ments. It uses a pretty standard 
super big personal computer 
workingasa central clearinghouse 
that can handle about twelve tasks 
-like conversations - at a time. The 
software that guides it has been 
developed from a program called Next 
which was a kind of academic confer
encingsystem used in America.It'sbeen 
extensively tested and upgraded. 

The beauty of this node is that it will 
provide computer facilities for much 
less than the usual cost of tens of dollars 
an hour for access - and which are 
unique in tha t Pegasus is full of informa
tion directly relevant to change and 
saving this planet. 

So what exactly does this Australian 
central node do? It will have large 
amounts of data storage available - at 
least 60 to 100 megabytes. This space is 
used.to store the information thatmakes 
up the various databases and hold mes
sages that can be conferences, private 
messages and organisation between 
users. 

There will be a section devoted to vided by Telecom and OTC, the cost of 
'classified ads' that publicises various information flow - both nationally and 
activities, so that you can find out if, internationally - is much lower than 
where and when Permaculture or Wk- usual. And computers that communi
can get-togethers are scheduled in com- cate through Pegasus don't have to be 
ing months. very big or expensive or even very simi

There will be forums and confer- 1ar. 
ences, both public and private, where 
people will be discussing various topics Low-BUdget 
or organisingactions. Ifnecessary, some 
of these conferences will havea modera- Networking 
tor provided who will work to guide the 
discussions of the participants. The costs for people using 

Organisations which use Pegasus Pegasus come in several parts. Obvi
will be able to run their own conferences ously there is the cost of a computer and 
on a national basis, just like hiring some a modem for telephone connection. 
space - memory space. These could be Then there's just a local call charge (even 
either public access and contribution- for long distance calls) to hook up to 
based or private, like ongoing confer- Pegasus. Then comes the Pegasus fee 
ences organising mailout or voter regis- which is abou t$8 to $16 an hour connect 

time, with a surcharge for overseas 
~ access. A stock standard cost struc

'," U"_.'. ~  ture like that is very familiar to .'::::.- . " "--"':;'~'-"<Ia manybusinesstypesbutthisisata
<";,:.' '." .... . • .., ::/' .. ::.;~ fraction of the prices they're used 

:'-,J.<~.:~'.' : ..< .,1\ .'.. > :.: ~f to. And the networking software 
( :~;:-.. :: <_. ",. Ii ~:"~r--:-' _..:.;:/ has built-in accountancy functions 

J "<:>... i.~::.rJJ('~'" ..'" to automatically figure out who 
, :' "-.;: ,}::\ .... owes what to whom. 
:.IJ:.'. You can have a look at what; ,.:: .. ' 

.::::;:/' i..;':". these international nets have on 
~  ...:':. .~r:-_,.. .:/ ~~'" them. All you need to do is estab

, lIIIIIIII lish an account with OTC and dial 
.., the PeaceNet, EcoNet or GreenNet 

QJJ gateway numbers, for example, 
and create accounts with them di

trationcampaigns. rectly. Pegasus can help you in thisproc-
It gives access to textdatabases, both ess. 

local and overseas. You could for in- The Pegasus node itself will not be 
stance search and find out the state of online until July this year as they're still 
environmental legislation in Florida, in the setting-up process. Just to ensure 
USA. Locally, a number oforganisations that they've learned the techniques in
such as the Wilderness Society, the volved they will be testing the system 
Australian Conservation Foundation, from July to September. There'll be only 
PermacuHurl'!'groups and places like the limited access while tha t' s happening. 
Rainforesthlformation Centre are inter- In the meantime they're taking sub
ested in setting up databases on subjects scriptions - $30 includes a couple of free 
ranging from the House voting records hours of access and a user manual that 
of various politicians to a complete elec- shows you how to get around in the net. 
tronic copy of the world Rainforest I've sent off for my copy. 
Report. 

This Pegasus computeds linked to References: Ian Peters (066) 218765 
the rest of the net using high technology Pegasus Project 
normally reserved for linking large P.O. Box 368, Lismore 2480 
mainframes together. By using some - M'Bob 
thing called packet switching systems pro



Theta Wave
 
If You're Tired
 
New technology has appeared which can be used to 
generate many different states of mind. 

Bio-feedback is a term which is used to describe any 
method of self-training in which you consciously interact with 
a system in your body - heartbeat, blood pressure, nervous 
system, brain wave patterns, etc. These methods all require 
conscious attention to reap the benefits of more balanced 
breathing and/or thought patterns and are meditations in 
themselves. 

But the effects generated by bio-feedback are now repro
ducible withoutconcentration. Balanced brain-wave patterns, 
for instance, can be recorded for later reproduction and a few 
devices are now available which re-transmit specific brain
wave frequencies electrically or by light and sound. 

Having had some experience with biofeedback and bio
feedback devices in the past, the idea of using a machine to 
achieve relaxation and altered states of consciousness was 
both unnerving(itseemed lazy, somehow) and intriguing. But 
trying out a few brainwave patterns generated by one of the 
new systems available locally, one can see how these devices 
are of value in fields as diverse as hypnotherapy and massage. 

One unit, called Mind Star, consists of a cassette player 
which uses specially recorded (and virtually unpiratable) 
tapes which generate specific frequencies. These pass through 
a small 'black box' adaptorinto whicha small pairofelectrodes 
is plugged. These are painJefiSly adhered behind your ears, 
and the rest can be clipped to your belt. The whole unit is 
powered by two AA batteriesand when worn itcould easily be 
mistaken for a Walkperson. 

The tapes generate Alpha, Theta and Delta wave pa,U~rns  

plus a variety of specific frequencies which are d~sjgncd  to 
activate particular neurotransmitters in the brain - chemicals 
which help in relaxation and meditation; nicotein, alcohol, 
opium or marihuana withdrawal; sleep induction; mood ele
vation, stimulation and stress reduction, among others. The 
neurotransmi tters affected usingMind Star includeserotonin, 
endorphins and noradrenaline and dopaminergic systems. 

Mind Star follows in the footsteps of pioneer Dr Meg 
Patterson, who used a similar device to help such luminaries 
as Pete Townsend of The Who to break heroin addiction. 
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To Be Or Not To Be
 
c
 

There is a stage in human development 
in which we are especially open to learning 
and to outside influence in general. At this 
early age we learn our language, morals and 
social roles, preparing ourselves for adult 
life. 

Accelerated Learning (A.L.) involves a 
going back in mental functioning - to a 
greater or lesser extent - to that age. We can 
thus learn radically new materi al and skills 
quite rapidly. 

Another way ofdescribing the activity of 
A.L. is to use the model of conscious versus 
unconscious mind. The normal conscious 
mode of functioning is to process informa
tion and experience sequentially, a bit at a 
time. The unconscious mode is like process
ing lots of information in an holisticfashion, 
with an openness and vulnerability we usu
ally protect ourselves against. In A.L. we 
give up the conscious mode with its finely 
developed ability to discriminate and criti
cise in favour of rapid learning. 

...... In therapy this is very useful, as we can 

•.ftrw.....Z 
lead an individual usina metaphors (an A.L. 
technique too) from the present 'stuck' state 
to, for example, an ~p:lier time when they 
were learning to walk or spell. This aCCesses 
their childhood (and childlike) ability to 
learn radically new things. Then, still using 
metaphor, we might lead them to the psycho
logical resource - eg a particular emotion 
they need. By leading their unconscious to 
make new connections - problem to learning 
to resource - we gracefully empower them. 

Unfortunately this state can be used to 
disempower people as well. Recently a fel
low NLP (NeuroLinguistic Programming) 
Practitionerand myselfspent three hours de-
programming a friend who had been to a 
workshop using A.L. techniques. What we 
found was a very powerful sub-perS'OUAlity 
patterned after the workshop presenter. 

When we asked that sub-personality, or 
imprint,"to whom arc youprimarily loyal?", 
we gOl a surprise. 

It answered, not with our friend's name, 
but that of the presenter. Ithad the cleverness 

and deviousness of that pre
senter too. When "asked 
about its influenl:e On our 
friend it replied with fmtl
sounding swements about 
wanting him to have more 
choi~  in his life. Nice
sounding words but when 
pressed it admitted its con
trol Over just WHICH 
choiCei our friend would 
make. He could have more 
choices just so long as the 
sub-pcrsonality could do 
the choosing. 

It took us three hours to 
de-programme him because 
the sub-personality had the 
survival skills of the pre
senter in deceiving people 
(our friend in this case) and 
because it was hiding in 
every physiological system 
we tested except the olfac
tory (smell). 

Another man's 'im
plant' had him organizing 
workshops and golng to a 
great deal of trouble for the 
benefit of the e;x,temal per
son, with no reward at all, 
financial or otherwise. In 

L.P
 
another situation his would be called gener
osity, but with a sub-personality loyal to 
someone in the external world, it amounts to 
subversion of the individual's integrity. 

The last workshop using A.L. techniques 
I went to even had the presenter instructing 
the participants (in trance) via metaphor not 
to examine what had been done to them! My 
years ofhypnosis and NLP experience stood 
me in good stead as I sat there in trance like 
everyone else and noticed the equivalent of a 
post-hypnotic suggestion (this is an example 
of the conscious and unconscious mind shar
ing consciousness, not competing for it). 
...... _. - 11111 nlii~J!.!.:S:n ~ 
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Sub-Personalities 
It's important to recognise that sub
personalities can be quite benefidal, and 
they occur naturally. Children playing take 
them on at will, as they pretend to be the latest 
super-hero etc. Using this imprint of some
oneelse (even a fictitious character), they try 
for a way for their true selves to find expres
sion. Seeing a boy with his father we can 
notice him copying his father's movements 
and postures, trying on his fathcr-inlprint for 
size. This is a valuable way for a growing 
child to find just what pattern of expression 
suits him or her. Of course some people get 
stuck at this stage and we see them twenty 
years or more later, still trying to live up to 
theirparent-imprint. 

As adults we can consciously choose 
other individuals to copy and inlprint on 
ourselves. This is an accelerated way to gain 
some of their understandings and skills. 

Even if the presenter does not plant 
clones of him or her-self in the audience, 
there is still the ethical question of putting 
people into trance-like states of conscious
ness and imparting your own beliefs and 
values to them. It's not surprising that, re
gressed to a childlike state, we do what chil
dren doand absorb the vallies ofour teachers. 



IN ORBIT D 

Further, a lot of the workshop presenters are from the U.S.A. which 
means not only do we receive theirpersonal values but cultural values 
appropriate perhaps to Americans, but not necessarily toAustralians. 
Different cultural values can be imprinted onto a receptive person. 
Not every Australian shares the American Dream. 

Hopefully most practitioners just want to do a good job, rather 
than create devotees or clones, but even these presenters can hold 
values and belief systems incompatible with those ofmembers of the 
audience. If these values and beliefsysterru; ate given to people in this 
state then those members of the audience lU'l: placed in a state of 
conflict - sometimes at an unconscious l~vel·  which can have a quite 
ncgative effect. 

N.L.P. has found that gaining another's skills can involve taking 
on their beliefs but it is surely only fair that this is pointed out to the 
public before they pay their money to learn that skill. "I came in to 
learn how to tie my shoelaces and now I'm a member of the Nazi 
Party!" - that sentence would presumably only apply to border-line 
Nazis being exposed to a Fascist personality. It is very unlikely, ifnot 
impossible, for a warm, loving person to go into the workshop and 
emerge several days later wanting to stting up Jews '2U'Id Negroes. 

It would be nice if misuse of vulner#hle staresof ~lUciaus1'less 

did not happen, but since it does, the next concern is whatto~ahout 

it. Perhaps the best way is to consider the presenter very carefully 
beforedoing the course. Regardless of the purposeof theOOursJ:., what 
you see in the presenter (the values and beliefs) is moslll~lywhat 
you'll get when you are th~t  open to suggestion. 

Of course, some people can be a quite beneficial experience and 
well worth imitating. Th.e.be.stguide is your 'gut-feeling' inresponse 
to the question "would I be happy to have this person hypnotise me 
and tell me his vicws on life?" since these techniques are as powerful 
as hypnosis. Remember too, a workshop lasting one day is much less 
powerful than onc lasting a week. 

An NLP trainer is more aware than most of the details of 
unconscious processes and how this cloning can occur, so it is 
especially important to consider their character. One thing I warn 
clients about sometimes is to be clear on just what changes they ask 
for because using NLP they're likely to get them. 

At the NLP Centre we are COncCl.'I}ed about the proliferation of 
these imprints and ifanyone who has been trained by an NLP Trainer 
is of the opinion they have been imprinted, we are willing to check 
them out free of charge. 

Hopefully, other disciplines have their own ways of protecting 
the innocent from those disciplines' manipulators and gurus. 

JON LONERGAN, Master Practitioner NLP, 
(02) 3897458 NLP CENTRE 

r! with Victor Voets 
Welcome to the salubrious Serpent year, the Earth S~ake.  

The ostentatious huff and puff of the Mountain Dragon year is now 
over and we can come back down to Earth where the Snake prefers 
to remain. 

There will be many unexpected changes throughout the year 
the snake usually prefers uninterrupted quiet, but when disturbed or 
provoked it responds quickly and unexpectedly. A year for personal 
self-sufficiency. not a ye.ar 10 rely on others. 

March is the month to attempt to balance relationships and the 
budget. A month to be optimistic, socialise and communicate. . 
underl!in.this op.timistic aUitUde.of 'she'll be right, mate' is a need 
to be a .:at ler-tl:lm financial commitments. We begin to 
perceiv . • - ctic&~~~s from around the 18th of 
March un. 17th 0 ~~:~  J.~~ some order and system 
into our livl:$."t ..,,;.;.. / •••• ; :.~ ' •• 

Domestic ;tt~~'~f~·¥!tpr'beaut:;~~.the environment 
start from March 1.6.1ft~·tl\e·21 st. We maY', come restless and 
talk~tive  and Oftw~~~."a'bQuteverything, Ll~  '1 at least the end of 
Apnl. . ~ II•••'. • . _ . 

Apnl 9th sees ·r,\ggri\\'atmg tensions bnnIn both work 
and partnership sp . Problerrlt arise not be. ' of the way 
things are done and' •ApriI14th'~ins a ~me 0 "tr-sensitive 
confusion. Try not to , • e preoccuj1l~~lth  appea~~ces for it is 
the world within yours~  • js more im~~~~d  pe~"lIJIent  

than the approval of the Olltst ~lIh""  ' ...; ~ : ...~ 

April will see a bit of financial confusion, a gener.il~own  

because the need for freedom and spontaneity dominates from 
sunset April 17th. 

We begin to come together more, including health-wise, from 
the early afternoon of April 20th, though relationships experience a 
time of distancing frustration. Strain and tension dominate the full 
moon on that date and over the next few days. Use this month until 
the middle of MaY' as a month fOf ,,,dependent experiences - it's not 
a time for togetherness. April 23r1'l ~gills a few months of wanting 
t~g.j)  over the past· poSlillfy aJrgbl period financially and emotion
ally. 

The full moon of M~)'51h is slow and straining, Use the time 
Ul'\lil May la.h to teac!, philosophise and travel if possible. Domestic 
and frhmdship spheres become more balanced and harmonious. 
Mayl~tll  DXIld begin three weeks of losing, delaying and forgetting 
things. Be careful with paperwork, machinery or while traveling as a 
certain vagueness will be in vogue. 

From May 21 comes a fairly optimistic period when problems 
begin to find resolutions. June 9th is especially positive. 

Love and Peace, 
Victor Voets 



To describe Self-Parenting we would first have to talk 
about 'inner conversations', All of us are having an inner 
conversation and for there to be a conversation mere have to 
be two voices, We can call one of mem me 'Inner Parent', 
defined by the style of parenting you have as a child. 

You have uncles, aunts, teachers and other 'parent' fig
ures. They can have a lot of influences on you during the 
development ofyour' Inner Parent' , but itall begins with your 
parents. 

The Inner Child 

We can call the other voice in your inner conversations 
the' Inner Child' - who you were as a child. You still have the 
same dreams, energies, fantasies - the kinds of things you 
wanted as a kid are still part of you now, What is happening 
inside your mind is mat your Inner Parent is parenting your 
Inner Child as you're going through life, Before you do 
anything you have an inner conversation and the two voices 
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DR. JOHN POllARD 
work out which way they wanlto go and then you act based 
on that. 

A parent can ask a child a question or a child can ask a 
parent a question. You can pick any conversation and either 
voice can be doing any one of many different things. But when 
you start writing them out and looking at them you definitely 
see a parent voice and a child voice. The ehild will ask a 
question or make a statemen tand then the parent will respond. 
One is the voice ofauthority and one is the voice ofenthusiasm 
or energy. 

Reading SelfParenting is one way to get a feci for inner 
conversations. By the time you're through two-thirds of the 
book you're recognising your inner conversations because of 
the way it's laid out. The last third of the book is a work book 
where you do Self Parenting sessions. You sit down for 30 
minutes a day and, as the Inner Parent, speak to your Inner 
Child and it responds in your mind and you write it down. 

There are two weeks of questions through which you 
progress in gelling to know yourself. At the end of that you're 
really hearing your inner conversations. There's a third 'op
tional' week where you can work out inner conflicts or plan 
foJ' the future, and do so conscious of both inner voices. 

You know we only use 9% of our mind. But if you stan 
listening to your inner cattliersations and writing them down, 
there's a deeper thing beneath that. If you really know what 
you're thinking and feeling you're not unconscious, you're 
happening. The thing most people don 'trealize is that they arc 
affected by, but are oblivious to, an inner process that they 
don't really know about. 

You resolve inner con flicts exactly as you would the same 
situation between an actual parent and child - or two business 
partners. The inner parent comes from YClur parents, but the 
inner child is your real individual self. 

The Kahunas 
This work arises from the Kahuna religion of Hawaii 
and me work ofMax Freedom Long. He 'cracked the code' of 
the Kahunas - a secret verbal code that no white man was able 
to be involved in. 

In the Kahuna teachings there are thrce levels of self, a 
low,amiddleandahigh. The innerparent corresponds to what 
they call the middle self,and the innerchild the lower self - the 
'individual streak', I believe Lhere are three selves - the inner 
child, inner parent and inner, high self -the 'guardian angel'. 
But if you practice self-parenting you'll also find Lhis third 
self. 

SelfPil{el'lJing by John Pollard· $19.95 Genetic I-Tuman Studies Pub. 



f)v[aTjoram & Oregano
 
Family: Labiatae 
Varieties: Origanum marjorana (Sweet or 
knotted Marjoram) up to 3 feet, sweet tasting. 
O. Onites (pot Marjoram) up to 2 feet. 
O. vulgare (Oregano or Wild Marjoram) 
O. herackoticum(GreekorWinterOregano) 
the strongest flavour 
O. vulgareaureum (GoldenOregano) yellow 
leaves with pink flowers 
Uses: Oregano tea eases indigestion. sore 
throats and coughs. Use as a gargle for in
fected gums. Marjoram oil is good for sprains 
and bruises. 
Action: Antiseptie,Carminative (aids diges- . 
tion and relaxes stomach) 
Preparation: Chop 2 cups of Marjoram 
leaves. Infuse with boiling water for 10 to 15 
minutes. Rub into the hair and scalp after 
washing as an excellent hair conditioner. 
Description: Marjoram is a perennial which 
grows 1 to 2 feet high; leaves are rounded to 
oval with small flowers which are usually 
white. 

Oregano is a perennial growing up to 2.5 
feet; the leaves are dark green, oval shaped 
and up to 1.5 inches long. while the flowers 
are purplish red. 
Harvesting: When flowers form collect the 
plant for drying. 
Propagation: Marjoram usually grows from 
seed. but also by root division and layering 
(pegging down the outside branches). 

Oregano usually grows from cuttings; 
also by root division and layering. Dig up and 
divide into several plants every 3 years - or it 
becomes woody and stops growing. 
In the Garden: Both Marjoram and Oregano 
require a pH of 6 (acid) to 8 (alkaline). 
N.B.: Water is neutral (pH of7). Both Marjo
ram and Oregano prefer full sun and a well 
drained soil. Keep well-watered and prune 
regularly to encourage new growth. Add lime 
(calcium) to the soil using either dolomite, 
limestone or crushed egg shells. Oregano 
flowers attract bees. 
Companion Plants: Marjoram is beneficial 
to most vegetables. 

Oregano should be grown with any Bras
sicas (broccoli, Brussels sprout, cauliflower 
and cabbage) since it repels the Cabbage But
terfly. Grow with cucumbers (repels the Cu
cumber Beetle). Also beneficial for grapes. 
In the Kitchen: Marjoram tastes good with 
tomato, eggs, vegetables and potatoes. Used 
in mixed herbs (Thyme. Sage, Marjoram). 
Oregano is used in Mexican.ltalian and Span
ish cooking. Good with cheese and tomatoes. 

Dried Oregano leaves and flowers repel 
moths. 

Used in Egypt 4,OUUyears .ago. Basil 
was introdua:d ti:omIndia 10 Europeover 500 
years ago. In France it was called l' herbe 
royale. Only the nobility could grow Basil; it 
was considered too good for the peasants. 
Fam Ily: Labiatae 
Varieties: 
Ocium BasilicUnl Mininum - Bush (or com
mon) Basil. Grows up to 1.5 feel. 
O. Basilicum- Sweet Basil. Up lJJ 3 feet, very 
aromatic. 
O. Bas. Sanctum - Sacred Basil. Indian strain, 
antibiotic and inseet repellent. 
O. Bas. Purpureum - Dark Opal Basil. Up to 
2 feet, deep purple to bronze foliage. 
O. Bas. Crispum - Lettuce Leaf Basil. let
tuce-like leaves with sweet flavour. 
O. Kilimandscharicum . Camphor Basil. Not 
edible, but a good moth repellent. 
O. Bas. Citriodorum - Lemon Basil. Strong 
lemon scent. 
Perennial Basil (Greek Love Mint). Perennial 
if protected from frost, good flavour. 
Cinnamon Basil. 
Licorice Basil. 
Action: Basil is an anti
septic (deslroys patho
genic bacteria), a carmi
native and anti-emetie 
(reduccsnause.a). 
Uses: Bll.$il reduces nau
sea and is good for travel 
sickness and morning 
sickness in pregnant 
women. It stimulates and 
aids digestion. Rub Basil 
oil into the temples to Ii 
relieve headaches. 
Preparation: To make 
Basil tea. chop fresh 
leaves and cover with 
one cup ofboiling water. 
Infuse for 10-15 minutes. 
Description: Anative of 
India, Basil is an annual 
which grows to 1.5 feet. 
The leaves are broad and 
the spiky flowcrs are 
white to purple (Dark 
Opal Basil). Basil at
tracts bees. 
Harvesting: Pinch out 
Basil regularly to en
courage bushy growth. 
As the flowers start to 
form, cut down to the 
second set oflcaves (this 
can usually be one twice) 
and dry by placing in a 

brown paper bag with small holes - which
 
allow water to escape. Suspend the bag in a
 
cool airy place. Or freeze Basil leaves in an
 
ice cube tray; place the cubes in a bag and
 
store in the freezer (this provides 'fresh' Basil
 
in winter.
 
Propagation: Usually from seed, except
 
Perennial Basil and Camphor Basil; tip cut

tings can be used.
 
In the Garden: pH 6-8 (around neutral).
 
Plant Basil seedlings 8" apart. Plants prefer
 
well-drained but moist soil in a sunny, shet

tered spot. It repels flies and mosquitoes.
 
Companion Plant: Grow 3 Basil plants with
 
each tomato plant to repel Fruit and White
 
Fly; it also improves the tomato's quality.
 
Antagonistic Plant: Rue.
 
In the Kitchen: Good in any tomato dish or
 
pesto sauce, Italian cooking etc.
 
Pesto Sauce: Grind Basil leaves to a pulp.
 
Add garlic, olive oil and salt, pine nuts and
 
Parmesan cheese.
 

Brian Spears 
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Today we find that a 'New Age' is upon us. All around we find an upsurge of crystals, health 
foods and natural therapies; yet nowhere do we find an explanation for this trend. The New 
Age is not a cult with it's roots in the sixties just as Christianity is not a church. There's more 
to it, there is a meaning behind the trend. What is the New Age? 
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The New Age is generally perceived as a conglomeration of 
esoteric philosophies and practices but is more widespread than most 
people realise. It may be found at the forefront Of every field, be it 
physics, medicine or political theory. The New Age is not a cult but 
a state of consciousness. 

An age dawns. It arrives as it is realised by the-people. First it 
appears as a revolutionary idea held by one or a few bt,ilnpidly the 
idea eatehes on until it is encompassedby all. You don 'tjoill the New 
Age· a New Age is realised. 

The concept of the ages comes from astrology. Physi,eallYt the 
axis of the Earth wobbles in such a way that different regions of the 
universe are highlighted over time. Currently the vernal (spring) 
equinox points towards the cusp (midpoint) of the constellations 
Pisees and Aquarius, progressively turning towards Aquarius. "So 
whatT' 

Well, the importance of lbis pllYsica1 progression lies in the fact 
that it mirrors a correspondingdeve1t'lpmetlt on the p!i>,choIOlPcai 
plane. Psychologically, the vernillequinoxpoinlS 1OV,'ards ourltig~st  

values - it points towards our gods. As the ages progress our god
image develops, as the ages change our god-image trnns!C1QIl,!i. God, 
however, does not change. It is much like the di.lThTclJt filcets of a 
single diamond. As the ages progress a new f~et  of the di:lnc. is 
revealed, while at the same time the old face loses it's lustre and dies 
in the eye of the beholder. Thus the wobble of the earth marb the 
birth, maturing, death and sub,sequcnt rebirth of our god-image. Let 
me tell you a story: 

In the desert up bubbled a newly formed spring. Here it flowed 
unknown to humanity, providing for the trees and the animals. Then 
oneday an old hermit who had lost his way stumbled upon the spring 
and drank to his heart's content. There the hermit remained and soon 
he had tapped the spring and built aIarge fountain to contain the water. 

Slowly passers-by noticed the remarkable health of the old man 
and stopped to ask of his secret. In answer the old man lead them to 
the spring, where they alsoremained. Soon other pcoplecame tosettle 
and the village became a town and the town became a city, always 
with the spring at it's heart. Then one day the earth moved and the 
fountain ceased to flow. The water from the foml:ain was soon 

exhausted and thecity began to collapse. Only the skeleton ofthecity 
remained. 

Yet the spring did not die. Far away to the west up bubbled the 
spring. A.sain it remained unknown until a lost wanderer discovered 
the new outlet. Again me wlmdcrer settled and tapped the spring and 
lI.gain a city grew up-around the fountain. But once again the earlll 
mov.4ld ~ /.he foUnlain ran dry. Yet far away the spring found)', 
anotherOUJ.let••. 

Th~ spring represents the deep, inexhaustible, divinely cen 
source of nourishment and meaning for humanity. It comes up from 
the dark depths of the unconscious and sprouts forth as inspiration. 
We fmd the spring where the waters of mystery erupt into our lives. 
The fountain is the philosophy whieh eontains the mystery of the 
spring and to driuJr from the spring is to be nourished by the meaning 
which gives our Iives.purpose. 

Evet)' age hu had its own spring and with each subsequent age 
the s~&,.draws  fllQScr and closer to the heart of our being. The 
progressiQJ'l of the ages thus describes the approach of heaven on 
wlh,. From the Earth's angle this development appears as the 
growing consciousness ofhumanity; from the perspective ofheaven 
~cu  the maturing of God. 

Progression of Ages 
In the Taurean age we derived our meaning from watching the 
mysterious cycles of nature. We worshipped the Great Mother God
dess while the gods were the spirits ofthe wheat, theearth, the sky and 
water. The age of Aries marked the rise of the masculine deities. The 
new fountain took the form of the Greek and Roman pantheons lID 

for the first time the gods interacted with Man producing a racca; 
heroes and demi-gods. In the age of Aries the qualities ofLhe piOffilCl" 
were held in highest esteem. The hero went where none had bean 
before, exploring and developing the powers of the mind. 

As the Arian age progressed the ram-headed deity Yaweh 
(JHYH) came into being. Yaweh was the epitome of Aries· he was 
an angry, quick-tempered god who would not tolerate the wonhil' 



anything other than himself. HewJlSlI.l.so.ins~.Wdopetl to~ 

Yaweh's openness to argument i5:l!iJ'par'ent in his disouWons 'Pith 
Job, while his insecurity causedh1InlOlcstAbraham ',&&idt.Y,w~'$ 

servants reinforeed his existence and ~o  taUght him whathe might 
overlook. Thus humanity had developed anintiInateKtatiQl1Sbjpllo'ith 
God, and in return God had passed over some degree of responsibil
ity to humanity. 

The Piscean age began with thebirth ofJesus, while the Arlan age 
only ended with the crucifixion. The Great Mother returned in the 
fonn ofMary who boreJts'l.lS outofthe fullness ofher being. He was 
born as the fish to die as the lamb and his life story is taUy the 
bridging of two ages. Jesus taught thenew Piscean face ofGod, that 
of love, forgiveness and the unity of all life. Yet saerifi.ce is also a 
Piscean theme andJesus was abandonedon the cross as humanity was 
released to its fate. 

In the age of Pisces the fountain took the fonn ofChristianity yet 
the god-image seemed to have split in two. In the Arian ageGod was 
both benign and terrible while in the Pisoeail age this whole craeked, 
forming the warring opposites ofSatanandChrist. The moralgodeast 
a very dark shadow. 

Towards theend ofthe Piscean age we hear Nietzsche's cry, 'God 
is dead!' The old spring which nourished ourculture for almost 2000 
yearsrandry. The 'earthmoved' (a major shift inconsciousness) and 
the imaginative wellspring of the Piscean age was blocked by the 
emerging scientific rationalism. One couldno longerdigest symbolic 
material in it's raw form and there eame a need to know the meaning 
behind the symbol. Just the story of the crucifixionor a fairytale was 
no longer enough. Symbolic stories and events now required an ex
planation which would relate them to one's own life. 

Yet the interpretation of the symbolic was unlrYailable. There 
werc no SY$n:ms-which could makeIhc Pis.auut imagerypalatable to 
Aquarianintcilect.Assuch,thesymbolicsi,deoflife:wu;;gnORdand 
the spring was lost. Astrology dried up inlo astronomy. alchemy 
became chemistry whilst myths and .fBirytales wcmrelegated to·lbc 
position ofchildren 'sstories.Chmtr.mity alsoreceived a de:vas t!ltiq 
blow. 

Dramatic developments o($Cience marked the approach of the 
Aquarian age. 'Knowledge' replaced 'Faith'. Darwin's theory over
threw the dogma of Creation, while Freud and Durkheim explained 
awayhumanity's need forreligion. Sciencehad becometheenemy of 
religion and in many areas it still is. It is at this pointofconsciousness 
at which we find the majority of our population. This is the mythless 
limIx> found between ages; ourmodern world recognises the death of 
the Piscean age yet fails to find the spring of the Aquarian age. 

The Aquarian age is the age of reason and our awareness has 
approached the point where we now celebrate the power of hmnan
kind more than the powerofgods. Similarly we fearourneighbouring 
cultures instead of devils. Ourpower for both progress and desbUC
tion has reached mythic proportions. Blindly, hmnanity has become 
a god unto itself. Yet despite our superior understanding many of us 
suffer for lack of meaning. The seientific constructs which brought 
the fan of the Piscean myths have no spring at their heart. Science 
offers us no myth to live by. 

Our 'superior' consciousness has cut us off from our 'uncon
scious' roots. The lightofconsciousness is so bright thatourspiritual 
lives have turned to desert. It is a vicious circle; we are too aware to 
believe in thc mysteries but without mystery there is nothing to 
become aware of. A scientist without faith cannot penetrate the 
mysteries simply because hedoes not believe in them. We are caught 
at the cusp of two Ages, when science makes nothing of religion and 
religion cannot explain itself logieally. 
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One Itlng to -Rule Them fill 
Theioumey across this cusp is well described in Tolkein's Lord 

of lheRingsi The passing of the Piscean Age can be construed as the 
ending of tb.e third Age of Elves, Dwarves and Hobbits and the 
beginning of the fourth Age of Man (the Age of Aquarius). 

Frodo's task is to take the one all-powerful ring and throw it back 
into thepit from which it was forged. Similarly, modem humanity has 
to make a conscious effort to put away their old gods, making room 
for the new. Tolkein warns us that holding onto the Ring fosters evil, 
for the Ring comes to possess it's owner. In the same way humans face 
the danger ofhaving too much power at their disposal. The seientist 
orpolitician who playsGod wears the Ring and the temptation to rule 
over creation is great! The fate of the world lies in our ability to 
relinquish our egocentric desires and sacrifice the Ring. Only then 
will we return to our rightful position within the whole of creation. 

Currently we remain in Tolkein's third Age. Slowly werecognise 
the danger of the 'one ring to rule them all'. For those of you who 
know the myth, the 'black tide' which spreads out across Middle
Earth is felt as the chronic problems which are slowly penetrating all 
levels ofourexistence. Todate the most useful aspect of the New Age 
is its call to attention of the precarious state of the world. In this way 
it is 'Greenies' and other environmentally aware groups which 
constitute the party ofthe Ring and the war against Mordor. They are 
screaming for the global consciousness ofAquarius, yet, as Tolkein's 
story tells, the party of the Ring and the battle against Mordor are not 
sufficient. 

The only way to hold back the 'black tide' is to enter the heart of 
it andthrow back the Ring. Wemusttraveltothesourceofourcurrent 
problems, namely our own modem psyche. For this journey Frodo 
mustgo it alone. Thelonejourney is the innerjourney. Each ofus must 
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go within [0 liih[ the battle which is n:al1yll 
clulnge in attitUde. Peace mJIIt.be$; vegetari
anism and voting for the 'Greens' l?tc. are not 
enough. The 'Dark Lord'lies withineach and 
every one of us; he is our collective shadow. 
He may be labeled as selflShness, ignorance 
ormegalomania but the fact remains that ifhe 
is a quality ofhumanity then he is a quality of 
yours and mine. In some way we all make a 
contribution to the society which is strangling 
the earth. Thus each ofus must start with our 
own selves and take the inner journey to the 
black lands of Mordor. Frodo followed Gol
lum, his own personal shadow and each ofus 
would be wise to do the same. For Gollum 
knows the way to the heart ofMordor just as 
our personal darkness leads us to the collec
tive evil. 

Journeying to the collective layers of the 
psyche makes us weaker and wcaker. Frodo 
was near dcath. In thc face of the gods, the 
archetypes or thc problems of today's world 
we wonder what one individual can do. The 
situation seems nearhopeless. Yet it will take 
justone 'Frodo'tothrowback the Ring. At the 
collcctivelevel, an individual victory is world 
victory. 

A fmger is lost when Frodo throws back 
the Ring. In some way humanity must sacri
fice part of his dexterity over creation. Per
haps we will have to livc without cars and 
aerosol cans, forced to live .. aimpler em
tence by curbing the use ofourtecbnoLog)'.It 
is clear that we hil'll'«: to mli.kea.Iew s~s.  

FrOOo lost the ting~  on which he placed the 
Ring, so mankind must lose the fmger which 
rcslS, bcavity on !he pulse of our planet. The 
fSh: Qfth~wodd depends upon it! 

After the Ring is thrown back into Mount 
Doom the war against Mordor is easily won. 
The victory on the inncr level facilitates the 
victory on the outer level. With a universal 
change of attitude the struggles of environ· 
mentalislS and peacemakers will inunedillely 
be made effective. People will only hear what 
they cancomprehend,butonce thedecision is 
made action will be effortless. 

Thus ends Tolkein's third Age and so 
begins the Age of Aquarius. Aquarius rules 
collective effon and the new era will hope
fully be marked by global consciousness and 
interrelations. US President Lincoln, an 
Aquarian, pointed out the two ways we may 
go whcnhe said 'wemust all hang together, or 
assmcdly we shall all hang separately'. 

The New Age is best described as the 
embryonic form of the Aquarian Age. The 
Piscean Age has died for most of us and it is 
the New Age which offers us meaning. The 
New Age has also been refcrred to as the 
'Return of the Goddess'; the Great Mother 
goddess returns prior to the birth of any Age. 

Bverywhere we fmd llew discoveries and 
theories but they are yet to prove their signifi
cance and tie themselves into some form of 
unity. Only slowly does the Aquarian Age 
take shape. 

If the New Age is the embryo, thcn it was 
ftrst conceived by the likes of Jung and Ein
stein, who discovered the laws of past relig
ions anew. Jung 's psychological research led 
to the discovery of the 'Self, the god-image 
within the mind, while modern physics 
speaksofthe interconnectednessofthe whole 
cosmos. Science has discovered religion; the 
gods which once resided in thc beyond have 
taken up their place as the archetypes of the 
unconscious mind and quantum physics re~  

veals itself as a simulacrum of Eastern phi
losophy. 'The sca in which thc unconscious 
fish are swimming is now past, now the water 
is in the jug of Aquarius. that is in the vessel 
ofconsciousness.' (C.G. Jung) 

So where will the spring be found in the 
Age of Aquarius? As Jung points out the 
water is now in thejugofthe waterbearer. The 
mystery now lies within the mind and God's 
face is to be found within each and every one 
of us. The spring is no longer outside of 
ourselves in the form ofnature, a religion or a 
saint. It iJ now at the core of our own minds 
we Dre1be mystery! 

Itoots Seek Spring 
The water bearer pours the water into 

the mouth of the second fish of Pisces. Our 
task in the Aquarian Age is directed towards 
the unconscious. We nced to water the mys
tcries so that we don't dry up. In the Aquarian 
Age we should all devote time to our own 
personal ooc.onscious, for thc unconscious 
has re~aled  itself as thc root basis of our 
being. Nolonger may we searchfor the spring 
,oUtside of ourselves, instead we must follow 
our dreams inwardly. Our task will be that of 
Prometheus, whojourneyed into the abode of 
the gods to steal fire (consciousness) for the 
benefit of humanity. 

When the Aquarian Age arrives the outer 
pursuit ofdivine knowledge will be rcplaced 
by the inncr qucst of self-discovery. The 
fountain will appear as a psychological theory 
rather than areligious dogma and its guardian 
will be a therapist instead of a priest. Our 
rulers will no longerrequire the touchofGod; 
instead, self·awareness will be their qualift
cation. We will describe the spring as an 
'energy' rather than a 'spirit' and. as we 
already know, the crystal will come to replace 
the cross. Nothing ever really changes. 

Craig Jarman Is available for astrological 
chart readings using Jungian psychol· 
ogy and dreamwork. 
Contact number: (02) 7472707 
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The Crystal Argument Time Craft Queries 
In this era of dramatic and radical Your magazine is generally eKCellent.grapevine LETTERS change, it's understandable that many Your news items are useful because you 
arguments develop concerning new nevcr fail to give the source of your in· 

Editorial 

Preaching to the Converted 
"What can one person do?" 
Some people believe that by 'opting out' of city life or the workforce 
they're no longer contributing to a society which is destroying the 
planet. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case - unless we stop using 
servicesand products ofsystems we don't believe in or transform them, 
we contribute to them passively. 

Achieving relative self.sufficiency takes time, patience and cooperation in 
the country or city. But even 'dropping out' and not purchasing what soci....y has 
to offer will change society very little; it's an unfortunate fact that most people 
in the 'developed world' live in cities· activrly ilnd continually contributing to 
environmental destruction merely because of systems wechoose to live with. We 
.....t tum those systems around so we're engaged in processes that recycle 
themselves to fced the whole Earth. City dwellers must change even more than 
country folk if we're to survive and thrive in coming decades. We must create and 
work at tasb which support us and the environment. 

As always, it all comes down to you. If you're a cattle farmer who's losing 
your livelihood and you don't learn new ways for new times, you'll probably end 
up chopping down 'your timber' to make ends mc<.'t (end meat). If you're starving 
in the city and develop no alternative skills you'll lake work as it comes up 
regardless of what you may be destroying by your livelihood. 

It all comes down to working for 'the man' or working for yourself and the 
plan<.'t. Almost anything we do can be transformed into a healing act, for the 
people involved, society as a whole, or the planet, by having the simple presence 
of mind to BE HERE NOW and really see the ramifications of our actions. 

By actively changing what we do at work and at home we heal the planet. 
If you know the work you do Is actively or passivcly destructive, either stop doing 
it or use your knowledge to tum the work in a health icr direction. You may be the 
only person who can do it. 

At home or work, if more of us separate our wastes and use the recycling 
services available, recycling will soon become vcry profitable. If more of us plant 
food trees and vegetable patches. in whatever spaces we find available - food 
costs will drop and food, air and soil quality will increase. 

If we convert our houses and workspaces to become more energy-efficient 
and produce their own energy - actually easy to do and very economical· we can 
halt the Creenhouse effect and the 'need' for nuclear power. But most houses and 
workspaces are in the cities and towns, and this is where we need to make the 
greatest changes. It's time to put our money, skills and ti me where our beliefs are 
and actively work for changes. 

It's 1989. The alternatives are here, and with more use they'll be cheaper 
than the destructive systems we usc now. There's no time but the present. 

R.A. 
NEXUS IS MOVING 

NEXUS is moving to the mid.north coast of NSW during this 
issue. If you have any trouble reaching us by phone our
 

postal address remains unchanged:
 
PO Box A556 Sydney South, 2000
 

APOLOGY 
NEXUS would like to make It clear that GLO FRUIT 
JUICES and JUST JUICE have NEVER been Irradiated, 
and that their Inclusion In the "Possibly Irradiated" list 
on page 14 of NEXUS Number 7 was erroneous. 
BREAK orange fruit drink and PRIMA fruit Juices, also 
described as 'possibly Irradiated', have NEVER been 
Irradiated and are all-Australian products. 

We apologise to the Just Juice Corporation, 
Sunburst Regency Foods and any readers who may 
have been misled Into thinking these juices are 
Irradiated. In fact, they have not been SUbjected to 
Ionising radiation and are wholesome products 
whlchdo not deserve to be Involv,d In the Irradiation 
debate. • NEXUS New TImes 

directions. I've been both angered and 
humoured by some prescribed paths to 
higher enlightenment, particularly crys
tal channeling. 

The conflict apparent in this debate 
is whether or not people should mine 
crystals on a large scale, transport them 
all ovcr the world and convince others 
that it's necessary to use crystals for the 
purposes of enlightenment or healing. 

A spiritual process of development 
is active as fonnl, souls or spirits eKperi. 
ence the e\lOlution from life to life just as 
their physical body eKperiences a male
rial transformation as it evolves from, 
for ""ample, plant matter. to coal to 
diamond. I belie.., that the energies one 
deals with when focusing on a crystal or 
mineral formation are in essenCe those 
of an ancient spirit that has undergone 
eKlraordinary changes on the path of an 
eKtremcly long life-line. 

The world is a living body com
prised of many varying substances· as 
weounelves are- all ofwhich are vitally 
important to its physical and spiritual 
well.being. Just asourbodies require the 
utmost care and heahh that relates di
rectly to the health and capabilities of 
our spirit, the Earth requires all of its 
minerals for a balanced energy system. 

This same ideology is prevalent in 
the ancient teachings of many so-called 
primitive cuhures, in particular that of 
the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. 
They've been aware of the physical and 
spiritual elements of the Earth that they 
havc harmoniously interacted with for 
many thousands of years. Through their 
understanding of their beliefs - that serio 
ously reject mining on the grounds that 
such tamperings destabilise the balance 
of the energy systems of the Earth· they 
relate to the Earth in its ENTIRETY. 

Humans are capable of relating to 
many elements simply by working in 
harmony with the Earth and its llruc· 
tures; just as a medium can heal through 
the visualisation of a person, handling an 
actual crydal dug from the Earth isn't 
necessary for .al:~sing  Earth energies. 
Direct bodily contact with the energy of 
the Earth, or using the energy of 3·di. 
mcnsional formations which copy c rys
talline structures, also works. It's inter
esting that these same structures or 
variations can be seen in many forms of 
architecture, even domestic dwellings. 

Crystal formation can record and 
refled information on many levels. In 
this sense we should visualise the Earth 
as an immense computer that holds the 
stored memory of its entire history. 

Why mine crystals when they're 
symbolic tools' Why perp<.'tuate the 
confined perception of a materialistic, 
monetary society by doconstructing the 
most perfect being in ClCistence, one that 
surpasses anything that can be created 
by our technology' Why pcrp<.'tuate 
destruction and deny our own possibili. 
ties at the same time' 

Melanie Claire Purcell, 
sandy Bay, Tasmania 

You can see two o(Melanie's Maior 
Arc.,na on the back inside cover . R.A. 

formation. 
Why can't Isay the same forsome of 

your articles' Just look at your unsigned 
article (See NEXUS, Summer Edition, 
1989), Time Cra" - The Prediction of 
Supernova 1987A in which it says that 
information from the said Adamski con
tact of 19S2 was interpreted by a Sydney 
psychic who got his information from an 
ET intelligence (called "MichaeIW 

) via 
channeling in 1963. And that all this 
information proved correct concerning 
a supernova called 1987A. (Because I 
can't refer to a namelC!lll writer of your 
article I'll give a name for easy reference: 
Joe BIOSSSo) 

Why does this artide, Time Cra", 
mention Ceorge Adamski' Blaggs bases 
the whole article on information given 
by Adamski, then tums around and says 
in effect that Adamski is only fibbing. 
What's a reader supposed to do with an 
article like that. apart from throwing it 
on the floor and jumping on ill 

Blaggs then uses as a reference 
Adamski's boole, Flying Sauce'S Have 
landed. I read the appropriate bit.. I 
can't find any reference to an "(ET) Con
lCiousncss", or to any ladder dangling 
from said saucer. Neither can I find any 
references to white boots or sandshoes 
mentioned by Bloggs. But I read that OK· 
blood coloured shoes made the footprint 
And Bloggs says Adamski didn't find the 
footprints until after the saucer left. But 
the book tells how this saucer bloke 
drew Adamski's attention to the foot· 
prints while they were still together. And 
where, Joe Blaggs, does the book say that 
Adamski found the footprints or lheir 
markings repulsivd .t docsn't. 

This letter is not about wh....her 
Adamski (who I'd say m<.'t a physical 
man), or your "Bloggsw (who got his 
information from channeling) is right or 
wrong. It's about accuracy and the put· 
tins of names to articles. 

Joe Blaggs, I mean, should havc 
done his homework before going into 
print, and beinS accepted by an other. 
wise eKcdlent magazine such as NEXUS. 

Roy Russell, East Brisbane, Qld 
ONr Roy; Thank you (or your analysis. 
But"Joe Bloggs" was named at 'heenJof 
thearlicle-John Panaman./n NEXUS 14 
we noted that man y predictions had 
landed on our desk, and tltat we 
wouldn't print any until after they came 
troe. The response to our challenge was 
this prediction • witnessed and mani
(ested. But when it came to C1tploring the 
method o((Xophecy, our rational minds 
encountered the same labyrinth as 
yours, Roy. How a psychic's mind actu
ally arrived at a correct prediction non
linearly was rhfJ point of the Mticle. The 
author cites other sources (or details of 
the AtlamsJti encountfJr and pointed out 
(in • de/fJted sentenc.) that the 'v.· 
nusian' made a show of 'plantin,' the 
(ootprin's. Wlt ....hcr Ad.m6Jci spa'" to 
V.",usians is irrelevant to th. possibility 
that in(ormation travel. through time in 
consciousness via very circuitous 
routes. And it's possible this is all coinci
dence. But the prediction came true... 







Reyun.d the 
The Bicameral Brain 
Most important brain functions 
are bilateral, ie they are performed inBicam.erall Mind 
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What is consciousness? Normally, apropertyoflanguage, and ifconscious
we associate it with learning, purposeful ness is the invention ofan analog world 
behaviour and the evolution of the based on language, then consciousness 
higher primates. It happens inside 
our heads when we are thinking or 
making decisions. Jaynes dis
misses all this and concludes that 
consciousness is not what we 
generally think it is. It is nol in
volved in learning or performing 
skills. It is not necessary for mak
ing judgements and has no loca
tion except an imaginary one. 

Consciousness is an opera
lion, not a function, the invention 
of an analog world tbat parallels 
the real world in the same way a 
map relates to the area it depicts. 
Consciousness creates this analog 
world only from objectively of).. 
servable things and does this by 
using metaphors to designate or 
describe things for which words 
are not available. We 'scc' the 
solutions and have 'viewpoints'; 
minds are 'broad', 'open', 'deep' 
or 'narrow'; we can 'hold' some
thing in our mind or have it at the 
'back' or 'out' of our minds. 
These are all metaphors. must have become part of human 

Similarly, we describe the world in evolution after language. Jaynes' radi
metaphorical terms. For Jaynes con cal view is that consciousness is of a 
sciousness is, in fact, a metaphor-gener much more recent origin than we like to 
ated model of the world. But metaphoris believe. 

both the right and left sides of the brain. 
The exception is language; all our 
speech areas are on the left side. There 
are three speech areas in the left hemi
sphere and they have different functions 
and values. Two are concerned chiefly 
with articulation, and vocabulary and 
grammar respectively. The third is 
known as Wernicke's area and is iIi
volved with syntax, meaning and under
standing speech. 

But language is probably the most 
important of the skills that distinguish 
the human species. It has always been 
thebasis ofsocial interaction for human
ity, both today and during the post-gla
cial millenia of the past. Why is lan
guage not represented in both hemi
spheres? The physical, 'neurological' 
structure necessary for language exists 

in the right side; children with 
left side lesions (damage) to 
Wernicke's area transfer the 
speech mechanism to the right 
side, thus nolbecoming speech
less. 

What is, or was, the function 
of the right hemisphere areas 
that correspond to the speech 
areas of the left side, is the foun
dation of Jaynes' theory. These 
areas have "seemingly no easily 
discernible function", known 
from cases where due to injury 
or illness, large amounts of tis
sue have been removed from the 
right side with "surprisingly 
little deficit in mental function". 
The brain may have two hemi
spheres, ie bicameral, but one 
seems relatively less essential 
unless the silent 'speech' areas 
of the right side had some func
tion in the past. 

This function must have 
been important enough to stop 

right side development as an auxiliary 
speech area. In humanity's early history 
the right side of the brain was used for 
something even more basic than the ar
ticulate speech of language, that pre
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eluded such development Julian Jaynes 
believes that the right hemisphere was 
left free to listen to the language of the 
gods. These gods were, according to 
Jaynes, hallucinatory mental voices 
sometimes 'heard' by more than one 
individual at the same time. 

The 'voices' and 'speech of the 
gods' were organised in the right area 
that corresponds to Wemicke's area on 
the left, and could have been transmitted 
to the articulate right across the conneet
ing neural pathway. Stimulating the 
right side induces auditory and some
times visual hallucinations in people 
they hear voices that often command or 
admonish them. Often the experiences 
arc remembered as an actual event, 
where the person hearing the voices was 
passively acted upon. The significant 
point is the '.otherness' of such experi
ences, not the actions or words that are 
heard. 

Modem clinical testing provides 
some support for this hypothesis. It has 
been shown that both sides of the brain 
can understand language and that, under 
certain conditions, the two sides can act 
independently. Differences in cognitive 
function today echo the differences of 
function between humans and gods in 
the past. Forearly civiliscd man the gods 
were responsible for guiding and plan
ning action, they sorted all( andcalcgQ
rised events and direeted humanityinits 
efforts. From what we know of early 
civilisations mankind lived, behaved 
and thought very differently from our 
modem experience. 

The Bicameral Mind 
Bicameral humanity had. mind that 
was notjust physically dividedinto two. 
buthad one half thatcommunicated with 
people while the other half relayed the 
information of the individual's bicam
eral voice, or god. "At one time human 
nature was split in two, an executive part 
called a god, and a followerpatt called a 
man. Neither part was conscious. This is 
almost incomprehensible to us.· j (p 84) 

When Jaynes describes bicameral 
mind as nonconconscious. he is talking 
about the language-based, metaphor

through a sillUU..ion and to 
anticipate likely outcomes, , WAN' youbicameral humanity de
pended on voices to guide \0 60 OUi 
them. Jaynes likens it to + ~ 1t:K:.fV'INA1f ....J: 
driving a car - while en ,1}W~f (jUYS··~ J{~~~Jgaged in hand, foot and 
head behaviour, one's con
sciousness is usually en
gaged in something else. 
There is a "reciprocity of 
stimulation" in one's rela
tion to the world, a smooth 
interchange of action and 
reaction that is only inter
rupted when a new situ
ation occurs. 

When we're confronted 
with something new we as
scss its implications using 
our lifetime's experience. 
When bicameral humans 
had to make a decision they 
relied on the bicameral 
voice which came and 
"with the stored up ad

01-/ GOD ... I-lf(tmOnitory wisdom ofhis life 
WE- Go (.t(,AINwould tell him noncon


sciously what to do." (p85)
 
In one's normal day-to-day activities, novelty. To each individual the voices
 
where what is to be done has been must have seemed omnipotent and
 
learned -like driving a car or ploughing omniscient, commanding obedience.
 
a field -such instruction is notnecessary. Because most ofour Iives arc routine
 

The language of the earliest surviv and because obedience is the basis of 
ing writings depicts this state of mind: social organisation, Jaynes believes that 
'god' spoke to Moses, Athena made the civilization without consciousness is 
decision for Achilles on the beach be possible. More than that, hebelieves that 
fore Troy. In both cases the voice ap there is good evidence for the existence 
peared as a grey mist. While we describe of the bicameral mind left to us from the 
these as hallucinations, to bicameral earliest civilizations. The first records, 
humans I.be voice had to be obeyed with dating from around 3000BCE, are im
omquestioning or doubt. To hear was to possible to translate exactly becausc 
obey (as many Cpsychotics' do, auditory they arc hieroglyphics and cuneiform. 
hallucinations also being common in The oldest writing that we can translate 
schitzophrenics) because the command with reasonable certninty is the epic 
and the action were not separated in the history of the Greeks and the Trojans. 
bicameral mind. One side 'spoke' to the Occurring sometime in the thirtecnth 
other and events then took their course. century BCE and written down around 

What caused the bicameral voices? 850-900BCE this story, known as the 
Jaynes suggests it was stress. Bicameral Iliad, is attributed to Homer although 
people had a much lower stress thresh written by a suceession of bards (poets). 
old than modem humans and anything Jaynes regards this as a psychological 
that required a decision of any sort was document of immense importance and 
sufficient to causean auditory hallucina asks "What is mind in the Iliad?...The 
tion. Out of decision/stress would come answer is disturbingly interesting. There 

generated analog that he calls con a divine voice that made the choice or is in general no consciousness in the 
sciousness. Lacking the ability to think resolved any conflict between habit and Iliad'~ (p.69) - no mind, no soul or will, 
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andno subjectiveeonsciousness orwords for 
it. 

Toothers aperson would appcarto be the 
cause of theirbehaviour,butnot to the person 
themselves. Agamemnon says to Achilles 
"What could I do? The gods always have 
their way" and Achilles accepts this explana
tion without question. What we describe as 
hallucinations directed the Trojan War, 
which was fought by "noble automatons" 
who knew not what they did. They were 
humans without an internal mind-space to 
introspect upon. Planning and organisation 
occurred without any consciousness and was 
then 'told' to the individual in their familiar 
language. The earliest writing in a language 
we can comprehend reveals a very different 
mentality from our own. The mentality de
picted in this fragment ofthe Myccnean Age 
is called by Jaynes thebicameralmind,lack
ing the subjective analog he calls conscious
ness. 

The Bicameral World 
The Iliad is a window into unsubjec
tive times, written during the great change 
from the bicameral to the conscious mind. It 
portrays a world of kingdoms centred on 
royal palaces, strictly hierarchical in struc
ture and supported by agriculture. It was the 
age of the great empires of the Nile and 
Tigris-Euphrates rivers. 

Jaynes argues that a rapid transformation 
from gathering to agriculture, about 
9,OOOBCE, its spread around the eastern 
Mediterranean and the growth of empires 
after5,OOOBCE were due to the operation of 
the bicameralmind. The bicameral mind was 
a fonn ofsocial control that allowed human
ity to develop large communities - it 
"evolved as a final stage of the evolution of 
language. And in this development lies the 
origin ofcivilization" (p 126). 

From fossil evidence we know that the 
brain sizeofearly man grew wlth llStonishing 
rapidity after25,000 BCE. Artic;\datc speech 
had started and was beeoming unilateral in 
the brain as, under the pressure of enduring 
tasks, verbal hallucinations evolved through 
natural selection as a method ofbehavioural 
control. They were necessary for the conti
nuity of the tribal group. 

The significance of the beginning of 
language is that it allowed the chief, or king, 
to exercise control and to keep his people at 
their task. As small tribal villages grew into 
agricultural towns, auditory hallucinations 
developed from a fonn of behavioural con
trol into the basis of social control. This was 
a result of the association of the voice with 
the person of the king. 

If stress is the cause of hallucinations, 
thenthedeathofthe.kmgwoUld~mQfCthan  

enough to ~rigger  his.haUucinated voice. The 
house of the dead man, whose voice still 
ruled, wO\lld be regarded as special. He had 
become a god-king and his house a temple, 
often with his remains inside - the source of 
the hallucinated commands that maintained 
the cohesionofthe group.Theking's succes
sor may have been buried in the same god 
house, as at Eynan (about 9,000 BCE in 
Mesopotamia), suggesting that the halluci
nated voice of the old king became fused 
with the voice of the new. Was this the 
beginning of the Osiris myth that was so 
powerful in Egypt. 

Ancientcivilizations of theMiddle East, 
Central and South America built cities 
centred on huge monuments to the dead who 
were called 'gods'. In these temples, idols 
became increasingly conunon - during the 
7th and 6th millenia BCE, progressing from 
extremely primitive figurines to large stat
ues, ottenwith exaggerated eyes. Bicameral 
humans believed that these idols spoke to 
them - as the Incas explained to the Spanish 
in what was pos
sibly one (If the 
few confronta
tions between 
subjective and 
bicameral 
minds. 

By the third 
millenium BCE, 
writing had de
veloped from 
pictures ofvisual 
events to sym
bols of phonetic 
events, with 
hciroglyphics 
and the more 
Widespread cu
neiform falling 
between these lwae"l(tremes.AlthOUElnn:fl;St 
of the wonts Can belrlll1ll~ti:d, being mven
tories or lists, abstract terms allow different 
interpretations, depending on context and 
translator. But we know enough about early 
Mesopotamian kingdoms tobe sure that they 
were Theocracies, ruled by priests under the 
king who was the first deputy of each city's 
god. 

Large structures, like ziggurats, housing 
the statue of the god, are common to most 
bicameral kingdoms. The inscriptions on 
these monuments tell of the god as com
mander, counsellor, decision-maker and of 
the elaborate rituals for feeding, clothing and 
washing the statue. The king was the man
ager and caretaker of the god's lands. In 

Mesopotamia in the basin of the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers, the Sumerian, Babylo
nian, Aramean, Akkadian and Hittite em
pires distinguished between their living king 
and their god, although the ldn~  became 
divine after death. This was not the case in. 
Egypt. During the long period of the Egyp
tian dynasties, each king was Horus in life 
and became Osiris after death, the voiee of 
his father guiding him through the genera
tions. Intermediaries between the king and 
those carrying out his orders heard the voice 
of the living king, not of his father. 

As the bicameral world became more 
complex, the number of voices used by the 
Egyptian Pharaoh to his courtiers inereasc:d 
one text from 1,500BCE specifying 14. 

Over the long millenia down to the 2nd 
millenium BCE,humanity acquired civiliza
tion. With astonishing consisteney, from 
Egypt to Peru, Greece to Mexico, theseearly 
civilizations developed burial rites, idolatry 
and divine govemmenL Their sculptures 
share the image of the god touching the king 
on his left side. Bicameral kingdoms were 
organised around a large central worship-

ping-place where the king received guidance 
from the god, in the form of a statue, WI he 
passed on and repeated in his voice, halluci
nated in the minds of the people. 

Bicameral humans had two separately 
integrated organisations in the nervous sys
tem - one in left hemisphere thai was articu
late, the one on the right composing what to 
say. Neither side was 'conscious' in our 
sense. Bicameral civilization was founded 
on obedience to the gods of one's city and 
was therefore politically stable (despite the 
regularity ofwars between cities andempires 
there were few internal power struggles). 
The bicameral mind accepted the authority 
of the gods and, with no subjective sense of 
purpose, the hierarchy that served thcm. 
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The Breakdown
 
During the second millenia BCE, the long 
development of the bicameral world was 
shaken. As cities grew larger and society 
more complex, bicameral control by the 
hierarchy would become more and more 
difficult. Bicameral theocracies could be 
subject to sudden collapse. But the nature of 
the second millenium, characterised by war, 
national migrations and natural catastrophes 
put extreme pressure on the elaborate struc
tures of the bicameral mind. 

Also, the success of writing showed the 
limitations of the gods. Auditory hallucina
tions could not be ignored, but instructions 
given from writing are avoidable. Writing 
meant "the word of a god had a controllable 
location rather than an ubiquitous power 
with immediate obedience" (p 208). Jaynes 
thinks the increasing use of written com
mands led to a reduction in the auditory 
hallucinatory control of the bicameral mind. 

More importantly, in social chaos the 
gods could not usefully tell you what to do. 
Whenconfronted with events orpeoplefrom 
outside the collective experience bicameral 
reliance on mental voices was a l~abititY,  if 
Jaynes' description of the second millenia is 
correct. "Heavy laden with profound and ir~  
reversible changes, vast geologieal catastro
phes occurred. Civilizations perished, Half 
the world's population became refugees. 
And wars ..... (p 209) Sometime between the 
second millenium BCE and 1,200 BCE the 
whole of the Mediterranean region suffered 
universal calamity of enormous magnitude. 

The cause of the catastrophe Jaynes at
tributes to the eruption of the volcano Thera 
(or Santorini), north ofCrete. Large areas of 
land collapsed under the Aegean Sea, pum
ice and ash covered what was left of Th 
and ahuge tidal wave smashed the bicameral 
kingdoms into history. Whether one or a 
series oferuptions, it set offhugemovements 
ofpeople and invasions which destroyed the 
Hittite and Mycenean empires and "threw 
the world into a dark ages within which came 
the dawn of consciousness" (p 209). The 
breakdown of the bicameralmind came with 
the chaos of historical upheaval. 1bree cul
tures left records of the breakdown. 

In Greece and Mesopotamia, the cultural 
norm underwent a transformation that was 
documented. In Mesopotamia the Assyrians 
constantly bemoaned the fact that their gods 
had left them. All kinds of divination flour
ished, with incantations and omens for eve
rything in aworld believed to be darkened by 
hostile demons. The benign bicameral gods 
had be-e.n lost, replaced by deep uncertainty. 

Forover a thousand yC8l't, Or
llCles were the method for 
mAking important d~ions_.  

Greece is so important be
causeorlhc understanding we 
have of its language. When 
Jaynes claims that there is 'no 
mind'inthelliad,hetranslates 
various words as parts of the 
body instead of as 'mind' or 
'spirit'. From text to text after 
800BCE the meaning of those 
words changes. Usageofsome 
words declines, while others 
increase. Physical sensations 
become mental sensations. In 
the sixth century BCE Solon 
ofAthens wrote his famous in
junction "Know Thyself", 
which would have been in
comprehensible to abicameral 
human. Suddenly, we are in 
the modem, subjective ag 
which has inherited from thi 
first humans who sought to 
explain conscious experience 
the division between mind and 
body. 

The UUrd piwc of histori
cal evidc:tiee is the: Old Tegta
'ment, which is "in its grand 
overall contour the description 
of the loss of the bicamcral11'1ind md its re
placement by subjectivity over the first 
milleniumBCE"(p294), [tis lhc.story of the 
refugees known as KhabinllO lheB~byloni
ans and as Hebrews lo us, of thc.slow TCb'eat 

, into silence of lhe remaining voices (proph
etS) and the subsequ.entchaos. and violence. 
Out of this came the considered subjective 
tlloughlofmoral teachers, who debated with 
lhcirgod and sought wisdom in their study of 
LIte IIlW. By400BCE, bicameralprophecy, so 
.important in the early books of the Old Tes
tament, has disappeared. 

Consciousness, with its characteristics 
of mind-space, self reference and narraIlsll
tion (visualising the story ofone's life), with 
its subjectiveuncertainties, developcd.as the 
divine bicameral voices withdrew. Over the 
fast millenium B(:E they disappeared into 
the skies that were now thehome of the gods. 
Since then, humanity's history has been that 
of the rise of consciousness. 

•
 
Jaynes says his theory began as an 

"impulse to discover the souree of 
consciousness" (p 446). He divides human 
history into four periods; the second 
milleniurit BCE when the voiCj:S orthe gods 
withdrew; in the first milleniumBCEthe few 

who still heard the voices (prophets, priests 
and oracles) died away; during the fast 
millenium CE, the sayings and hearings 
preserved in sacred text were obeyed; in the 
2nd millenium CE, those writings lose their 
authority as the scientifie revolution pro
gresses. At the end of the 2ndmillen\umour 
problem is to become our own auihorisation, 
to let the dead king die as we enler the third 
mil1cn.ium.However, we "are still, in asense, 
deep in this transition to anew mentality and 
all ab!Jut us lie the remnants of our recent 
bicameral past. We have our houses ofgods, 
whieh record our births, define us, marry us, 
and bury us, receive our confessions and 
intercede with the gods to forgive us our 
trespasses.. Our laws are based on values 
which, without their divine pendaney, would 
be empty and unenforceable. Our national 
mottoes and hymns ofsta te are usually divine 
invocations. Our kings, presidents. judges 
and officers begin their tenures with oaths to 
the now-silent deities taken upon the writ
ings of those who have last heard them" 

(p 317). 
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US BASES IN AUSTRALIA
 
Ten More Years
 

ON December22nd 1988 PrimeMinis
ter Hawke told parliament and the na
tion that new agreements covering the 
operations of the Pine Gap and Nurrun
gar satellite bases have been signed with 
the United States. A ustmOO is now com
mitted to hosting these electronic spy 
bases for at least another ten years. 

This is the first time 
in Australia that it's been 
publicly confirmed that 
Pine Gap is an electronic 
intelligence gathering 
facility (a spy satellite 
basc). Nurrungar was 
described a<; a ground 
station used for control
ling US Defence Support 
Program satellites (for 
the details on the func
tions of these bases see PlNEGAPr 

satellite ground NEXUS#S,Des Ball and station which 
the Bases). collects 

ntelligenee data. The original ten year 

tmlian Wing Commander will become 
Deputy Commander. These moves for
malise Australian input into selecting as
signment of tasks for the bases. Austra
lian officials will have a greater say se
lecting areas from which intelligence is 
to be gathered and the number of Austra
lians involved in the operations of the, 

bases is being increased. 
It's impossible to 

know what the extent of 
Australian influence and 
control over the opera· 
tion of the bases is. Al
though these bases were 
claimed to be joint facili
ties, Australians had no 
influcnce on and little 
knowledge of their op
erations. The ba<;es will 
now operate, at least 
some of the time, to 
Australia's benefit in
stead of entirely for the 
benefit of the US. 

In his statemcnt Mr 
Hawke said that the 

peacc movement should support the 
btl...~es  hecuuse of thcir rolc in verifying 
nuclear disarmament treaties and pre
venting nuclear war (through 
Nurrungar's early-warning role). But 
both anti-nuclear Senators disagreed and 
condemned the agrecments. Senator Jo 
Valentine issued a statement saying that 
the bases are unwanted and should go. 
Senator Irina Dunn said that the bases 
tied Australia to US foreign policy and 
called for the bases' vcrification role to 
be taken over by an international agency. 

Life After ANZUS 

SENATOR DUNN may have 
recently read a book by Keith SUler,ls 
There Life After ANZUS. Keith Suter is 
oneof twenty recipients of the Australian 
Government's Peace Awards and the 
Director of the Trinity Peacc Research 
Institute in Perth. His new book raises the 

Conlinu.d ..,,'ag. 

Until now the Prime Minister and thc 
Defence Minister Kim Beasley have 
given two reasons for retaining the bases. 
The first is the fulfilment of our alliance 
obligations, which are incurred more by 
the UKUSA Agreement (the UK, US, 
Canada, NZ and Australia are the mem
bers of this Anglo club) than by the 

agreement on Pine Gap 
was signed in 1966 and 
extended for another tcn 
years in 1973. Under these agreements 
cither government could request termi
nation with one year's notice. The agree
mcnt on Nurrungar, signed in 1969, al
lowed termination on a year's notice 
aftcr 1978. 

As well as extending the agreements 
under which these 'joint facHities' oper
ate for ten years the new agreements 
require three years notice to end their 
operations. 

The Prime Minister said that one 
year's notice wasn't satisfactory because 
of the "specific benefits to Australia of 
long-term access to their capabilities". 
These "specific benefits" are the intelli
gence information gained on Indonesian 
and othcr Southwest and Southeast 
Asian military activities. With the cost of 
continually upgrading the technologies 
used in the bases so high, the government 
claims that there are operational and 
financial rcasons for ensuring that the 
bases have long-term guarantees. 

ANZUS treaty. Second is the stability 0 

the nuclear balance. Pine Gap in p..ttrticu
lar has an important role in arms control 
negotiations and verifieation of arms 
limitation (SALT) and arms reduction 
(INF) treaties. 

Mr. Beasley has now added a third 
reason - that the bases are now essential 
for Australia's own intelligence gather
ing activities. Under Beasley as Minister 
the level of skill and expertise of thc 
Defence science and technology sec
tions has been significantly upgraded. 
This technical ability will allow Austra
lia to take advantage of the bases for ill; 
own purposes far more than has been 
possible in the past. 

To ensure that the bases are used to 
benefit Australia (beyond prevcnting a 
hypothetical nuclear war) new manage
mcnt and staffing are part of the new 
agreements. At Pine Gap thc Deputy 
Chief, a newly created position, will be 
an Australian and at Nurrungar an Aus



level of debate on alternatives to,ANZUS [ralJJ tbcmore usual 
simple anti-Americanism by offering practical proposals for 
peace activists. 

The first halfof Lhe book looks at Lhe historical background 
to ANZUS and the treaty iOOll. which is vague as to obliga
tions and Lhe areas it covers. Surer describes it as a 'manifes
tation of Australia's past approach to foreign and defence 
policy'. On the two occasions Australia sought US assis
tance in regional crises no help was given. BoLh times 
Indonesia was involved - Lhe 1963 takeover of West New 
Guinea and the 1963-65 confrontation with Malaysia, when 
Australian troops fought in Bornco. 

Thesccond half of the book examines studies done under 
Liberal and Labor governments and their conclusions that 
Australian national security is not under Lhreat from within our 
region. This is the starting point for alternatives to ANZUS. 
The peace movement 'should be much more active and posi
tive in reassuring fellow Australians lhal Australia is a rca
sonably secure nation' . A ten point'Action Programme' is put 
forward, based 011 removing fears about Australia without 
ANZUS and building support for multilateral disarmament 
This programme advocates not attacking ANZUS itself 
which wastes the peace movement's energies and gives critics 
a stick to beat it with - but addressing Lhe colonial mentality 
Lhat ANZUS is an expression of. Australia's security from 
attack should be emphasised. Despite recent instability in Lhe 
SouLh Pacific Lhere is no Lhreatto Australia, only to Australian 
interests. Suter calls for Lhe establishment of a Ministry for 
Peace, wiLh responsibility for preparing an annual Nal10nal 
Security Assessment, drafting disarmament policies and con
ducting disarmament negotiations. 

Finally, Mr Suter on the US bases in Australia; 
"If the bases are as important to tlte US as is widely 

suspected, then the US will remove an Australian Govern
ment before it removes the bases. Consequently 1 believe that 
those bases in Australia which assist in v~tification should be 
internationalised (pine Gap). Those components which are 
part of a US 'first-sLrike' capability should be opposed 
(Nurrungar and Northwes t Cape). One value of this apPl'Qach 
is that it forces into Lhe open Lhe exact purpose of all foreign 
bases in Australia. The peace movement wouldn't be bUndly 
anti-American in calling for the removal of all basts. It would 
simply be endorsing - subject to international guidelines -the 
value of verification" (our Italics). 

In 1982 Lhe UN General Assembly passed a resolution 
recommending Lhe establishment of an International Satellite 
Monitoring Agency. Neither Lhe US nor Lhe USSR supported 
this resolution, although 126 other countries, including Aus
tralia, voted 'yes'. Anyone committed to peace work and the 
peace movement will benefit from reading this thoughtful and 
challenging book. 

• Gerard 

Keith Suter. IS THERE LIFE AFTER ANZUS: NEW DIRECTIONS 
FOR THE PEA CE MOVEMENT, Pluto Press, PO Box 199 
Lelchhardt, NSW 2040, $9.95. 
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G,emstone File ','~",
 
Skeleton Key No. 7
 

August 1973: Rockefellerand hisman Kissinger. the Group 
of 40 and the CIA murder Allende in Chile, Allende had 
nationalised m's Chilean branch. an $8 million invest
ment, Rockefeller had copper mines in Chile. Admiral 
Noel Gayler. Naval Intelligence. told Bruce Roberts (au
thor of the Gemstone Fife) one and a halfyears earlier that 
Chile would get it. Roberts warned the Chilean Consul in 

Nadvance. Allegria rlu...... leaching at Stanford. 
In exacted $125 million in payment for its Chilean 

plcnts. a heavy tribute and lucrative return on their $8 
million investment. Mafia-controlled Chile's annual infla
tion rate set a world record. In the style of the old Holy 
Roman Empire. one more slave nation being bled dry 
paying tribute to the conqueror. 
October, 1973: Another ~Holy  WarN -Israelis vs Arabs. 
January, 1974: Joe Alioto grants Son Fransisco Sunol Golf 
Course lease to Mafioso Romano. frottlqno, Muniz, 
Madeiros. Abe Chapman and Neil Neilson. Alioto sets up 
the Dallas murder squad in San Fransisco for more mur
ders. 
January 26th, 1974: "Hughes" extradition trial cancelled in 
Reno by Alioto Mafia Web Mafia Judge Thompson. after 
Moses Lasky from Mafia Alioto's "California Crime Com
mission" waves the forged "Howard Hughes" signature 
under his nose. 

Maheu wins his damage suit against "Hughes". his 
blackmail payoff after discussing Hughes' game plan for 
buying control of the US by buying politicians: governors. 
judges. senator$ond presidents. 

Faked Terrorism 

February 1974: Mafia Hearst's daughter Patty Hearst is 
'kidnapped' by Hal lipset's "Symblonese liberation 
ArmyN in a faked terrorist action. The SLA was an organi
zation recruited by CIA-Mafia from Californta prJ$ons and 
tumed on an unsuspecting public to terrorise it and 
spread fear of 'radicals'. 'freaks' and blacks. so that 
emergency measures stressing normal democratic pro
cedure might appear to be justified. setting the stage for 
open dictatorship of the USA. 

Martin Luther King'smother was murdered by a black 
student. a self-declared "Israelite" supposedly acting 
alone. who was escorted to the church by somebody 
and had a list of othermothers as targets, The nextday the 
real target. Shirley Chisolm, got the messaQ90nd rushed 



committed from June 20th 1969 (oops, make that Janu
ary) through August 1974. H A broad brush for whitewash, 
Gemstone Papers start floating around the world. Indira 
Ghandi talks about the ·US's bloody deeds. H 

October 1974: Ford drops extradition of Hughes from the 
Bahamas. Explanation: "We dropped it because we 
knew we couldn't win. That's for sure. H 

October3, 1974: The Watergate trial gets under way - the 
coverup of the coverup - starring Onassis' and Graham's 
Hill Volner and Pope Montini's Ben Veniste. In the White 
House Mafia Mayors and lawyers Alioto, Daley and 
Beame hold a secretmeetingwith the 'truthsquad': Ford, 
Scott, Griffin and Mike Mansfield, in secret, 
October 10th, 1974: Tina Uvanos Onassis Stanford 
Niarchos is sodium-morphate poisoned by her husband. 

Losing his son, Alexander, took all the fun out of killing 
for Onassis. Who was there to inherit his empire? He 
ordered his daughter. Christina, to divorce her husband, 
Joe Polker, and marry her first cousin Phillippe Niarchos. 
December 1974: Brezhnevhadscheduled a meetingwith 
Sodat of Egypt. The outcome wouldn't help the US, no 
matter how many trips Henry made to the Middle East 
with clean socks and blank cheques. A new US "secret 
weapon· was apparently used: a tiny speck of metal 
introduced somehow into Brezhnev's lymph system. It 
lodged in the cluster of lymph nodes o~er  his heart and 
there it was covered with layers of phlegm - much as an 
oyster creates a pearl around an irritating grain of sand. 
Brezhnev's lymphsystem clogged up, he "gottheflu" and 
his meeting with Sadat was cancelled. 

Russian doctors X-rayed him and found a huge lump 
in his chest. They put him before a Kirlian camera and 
checked his "aura" for cancer. No cancer. 
Note: Kirlian photography is used in Russia asa diagnostic 
tool. It reveals the presence of disease, physical or moral 
(it also detects them). Brezhnev's "lump· had to be 
treated with radiation therapy - hence rumours he had 
cancer. It took six months to clear up. 
March, 1975: Onassis died. The Mafia organisation re
grouped itself. Prince Faisal watched his uncle, King 
Faisal. silently watch the shift of Mafia power • and 
couldn't stand it any more. He shot his' uncle, the spiritual 
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leader of 600 million Moslems who had played ball with 
Onassis all along. 

South Vietnam's Thieu, dubious about which way the 
Mafiacookie would crumble now that Onassiswas dead, 
decided that the time was right for him to split. He aban
doned the war effort, cursed the US and spilt for Taiwan, 
his plane so overloaded with gold bullion that he had to 
dump some of it overboard. 

arch 15, 1975: Bruce Roberts got the"Brezhnev flu H and 
spent two weeks at GC Hospital. Doctors there, without 
the Kirlian diagnostic technique, assumed the softball
sized lump over his heart was cancer. It wasn't. 
April, 1975: The Cambodian domino was no fun crtall: itfell 
right over. Premier Lol Nol fled to exile in a Hawaiian 
suburb. Colby, CIA chief, in a fit of spite, 'leakedH the 
"stolenH story of the CIA/Hughes' GlomarExplorer'srais
ing of the bodies of drowned Russian sailors from their 
sunken nuclear submarine. Purpose: to bug the Russians 
and also to halt criticism of the CIA by pointing out how 
noble,brave and self-sacrificing they are in their efforts to 
save us. 

The Russians are funny about their dead. They bitterly 
resented Colby's game. They qUietly went through a 
massive naval "war game H the rehearsal of a nuclear-

attack on the US. 
1976: The Mafia world organization was regrouping itself. 
Ford, Kissinger and Rockefeller squatted like toads on the 
corpse of America. By the time of the Bicentennial. the 
stink was unbearable. Ford planned a propaganda 
movie version of his book, Portrait of an Assassin. to 
reiterate the exploded cock-and-bullshit notion that 
Oswald was JFK's "lone aSsassin. He seemed to thinkH 

Americans would take his word for it and be "reassuredH 

in the face of those"crackpot conspiracy theoriesH He• 

didn't seem to realise that he would be reminding or 
informing Americans of his role in the infamous Warren 
Commission. 

It is hoped that this outline will make individual Gem
stone papers easier to understand. 
Editors Note: This is the end of too classic first section of the 
Gemstone File. Other versions bring this alternative modem 
history into the 1980$. Write and tell us if you'd like to read more 
about this criminal takeover of world politid's. 
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I the EdQe I OfL-'th-e-~-o-rl-1I1 
The Silk Road to Samarkand
 

We descended the windswept Kunjerab 
Pass and left the jagged, cloistered peaks of the Kar
akorum Range behind us (see NEXUS Issues 2 & 3). The 
glaciated terrain gave way to sunny alpine meadows 
where bushy, furred marmots sunned themselves on 
boulders or scampered out of the way of Our NATCO 
bus as it clattered down the road to the Chinese border 
post at Piralee. We completed customs formalities, offi
cially entering the Xinjiang (pronounced Zingjang) 
Uigur Region of the People's Republic of China and 
transferred to another bus. 

Passing through a long, fertile valley we saw people 
dressed in thick black cotton-padded coats harvesting a 
wild reedy grass by hand. Trains of shaggy twin
humped Bactrian camels plodded lazily along the dusty 
road beneath their loads of freshly cut fodder. After a 
while this valley opened onto a broad, stony plain sur
rounded by the snow-capped peaks of the Tagdum Bash 
Pamir. Here, for the first time, we saw yaks saddled for 
riding. 

134 kilometres and six hours later we arrived in the 
main settlement of the Tajik Autonomous County, 
Taxkurgan (Tashkurgan) - population 5,000 - where we 
would spend the night. A few miles to the west, the last 
rays of sunlight were falling on the Russian Pamirs in 
Soviet Tadzhikistan. 

In 328 BCE these mountains saw Alexander the Great 
defeal the last of the Sogdian barons and marry one of 
their daughters, the beautiful Roxana. In the Turki lan
guage of Central Asia, Taxkurgan means 'stone towers' 
and in the 2nd century CE the geographer Ptolemy 
describes these stone towers as being on the road to the 
land of silk. 

The Original Tripitaka 

500 years later the Buddhist monk and scholar 
Hsuan Tsang stayed at this stone fort on his way back to 
China. Evading an Imperial Prohibition he left Gansu, 
crossed the Gobi desert, travelled to Samarkand and 
then entered India by way of the Hindu Kush and 
Peshawar. We journeyed from the Indus to the Ganges, 
mastering Sanskrit and collecting Buddhist Sutras. His 
advenlures were immortalised in the Monkey folk sto
ries. Hsuan Tsang was the real Tripitaka. 

Today} 18,000 of the 21,000 inhabitants of the CountyI 
are Aryan Tajiks ' ....bo don't share the nomadic heritage 
of their Tartar neighbours, the Kirgiz and Uigur who, 
with Han Chinese, make up the remainder of the popu
lation. In TIbetan, Tajik means 'Persian'. As early as 500 
BeE Darius the First induded the Haoma Varga (soma 

eaters) of the Pamirs at the edge of his empire. Early 
Aryan (Iranian) dialects still survive in the Tajik and 
Wakhan Pamirs. In Persian the place is called Sar-i-koh, 
'the Mountainlop'. 

In the chill dark before dawn we assembled in the 
featureless compound where we had spent the night, 
like many we would stop at along the Silk Road's lonely 
stretches. Built in the style of the caravanserai still found 
throughout Central Asia, a high wall of bricks or day 
surrounding a wide courtyard. The vario~s  rooms or 
buildings, dormitories, dining rooms, kitchens, work
shops,etc open out onto this yard, so entry can only be 
made lhr:ough a gate in the main wall. Later, in Western 
China and Tibet, we saw many Red Army and Public 
Security Bureau barracks as well as markets and residen
tial communities built in the same fashion. 

Making The Road 

The road to Kaxgar (Kashgar) took us through the 
Muztagh Ata Mountains where we waited for three 
hours while a large bulldozer carved a road through a 
collapsed mountainside after which our bus was stuck 
on a boulder overlooking the steep gorge below. More 
rocks had lo be piled under the rear wheels before we 
could continue. For much of the journey we didn't seem 
to travel on any kind of road at all, just following the 
direction of previous tyre marks while in the distance we 
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could see long lines of workers constructing a real road. 
Sometimes we drove for miles through a multitude of 
manual labourers. Some were using crowbars and 
sledgehammers to break rock from the surrounding 
mountainsides, while others were using small hamme 
to break that into smaller stones which others would, in 
tum, spread onto the roadway. All the stone was moved 
from place to placeby handcarts. They lived in this bleak 
and desolate place, housed in large camps of de
mountable corrugated iron sheds or rough canvas yurts. 

Later that night we finally arrived in Kaxgar, the 
"bright pearl on the Silk Road". The Kaxgar Oasis is 
situated on the edge of the desert Tarim Basin at the 
junction of the Tien Shan - the 'heavenly mountains' 
and the Muztagh Ata range. To the north, past the 
grazing lands of Dzungaria lie the rich pastures of Kir
gizia; to the south past the Khotan Oasis, the Karakorum 
Pass links the Yarkand Valley with Kashmir. To the east 
across a terrible wasteland called the Takla Makan, 
Yumen - the 'jade gate' - and the end of the Great Wall of 
China which extends to fortress of Jiayuguan - 'the 
impregnable pass under heaven'; and two weeks by 
caravan to the west over the Russian Pamirs is Andizhan 
and the road to Tashkent and Samarkand. 

In the3rd Century BCE, nomadic Indo-Scythian tribes 
crossed the Pamirs into Iran and India. In the centuries 
that followed, Kaxgar became a crossro;1ds for trade and 
cultural exchange between China, India, Persia and as 
far as Asia Minor and the Mediterranean. Buddhism 
spread to China and Ceylon. Art and commerce flour
ished. In later centuries westward-moving Turkic and 
Mongol tribes occupied the oases townsof the Sitk Road. 

Germany Invades Russia 

Timurlane (or 'Tamerlaine', 1369-1402) was a Uigur 
governor in Transoxiana who rebelled against his Mon
gol overlords and established his own empire stretching 
from Delhi to Damascus. An inscription over his tomb in 
Samarkand warns any who would dare disturb his 
resting-place. On the 10th of June 1941 the lomb was 
opened. A few days later,ali thecminentRussiananthro
pologist Professor Gerasimov held Timur's skull in his 
hands, Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet Union. Gerasi
mov discovered that Timurlane was just over five feet 
tall, with reddish hair, a hunched back and a lame foot. 

Zehir ud-din Mohammed, known as Babtlr - 'the tiger' 
- was the great-great-great-grandson of Timurlane on 
his father's side; his mother's line descended from Jaga
tai Khan, second son of Genghis Khan. He ascended the 
throne of Fergana, east of Samarkand, at the age of 
twelve. This was considered to be the edge of the habit
able world. Driven from Samarkarid he travelled to 

Afghanistan from where he launched a military cam
paign into northern India against the Rajput and Afghan 
rulers, founding the Mogul dynasty. 

With the decline of the Khanates, the Russians ad
vanced into Kazakhstan. In 1862 they installed a gover
nor, and, fearful of a Russian invasion of Kashmir from 
the Pamirs or Yarkand, the British marched on Hunza to 
support Chinese claims for eastern Turkestan. In this 
century Muslim resistance to both the Nationalist and 
Communist Chinese has been suppressed with Soviet 
assistance. 

Today the bazaars of Kaxgar are famous for their silks, 
carpets and furs. They sell pelts of the endangered snow 
and cloud leopards, wolfskin hats, saddles, daggers and 
leather boots. My favourite Central Asian delicacy is 
fresh icecream made on the spot, ice and cream churned 
together by hand or blender. Kebabs and flatbread are 
also popular. For those attracted to the spicy smell of the 
kebabs - be wary. Lumps of cooked fat are eaten with 
great gusto by locals. 

Kaxgar is the end - and meeting place - of many 
worlds. 

. Peter Krygsman 
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These mental images create a bias leading to a predel.Cr

mined characterisation of this place. This characterisation of 
Kakadu hides a plethora of information which many people 
with vested interests are keen to leave unexplored lest public 
disquiet should disturb the uneasy consciences of the few. 

A Pandora's Box of inhumanities seethes along with the 
teeming wildlife but goes unnoticed by the casual tourist 
wishing 'to get away from it all' for a holiday. 

I'll confine this commentary to 'Stage III' of Kakadu and 
the proposed 'Conservation Zone'. I recenlly spent three 
months in association with the Jawoyn traditional custodians 
of Coronation Hill and the surrounding 'sickness country'. 
During that period I studied information from TheSacred Sites 
Authority, the Northern Territory Environment Centre, BHP 
Gold, the Federal Government, the NT Government and vari
ous other organisations, as well as sharing some time living 
with the senior traditional custodians, Peter Jadbula and Nip
per Brown. 

BHP Gold, to their credit, allowed me to 'see for myself', 
taking myself and Roy Anderson· a younger Jawoyn tradi
tionallandowner - up Coronation Hill to view the site of their 
exploration 'to see what the fuss wac; all about'. 

The initial purpose of my association with the Jawoyn 
people, now obscured by growing friendship and empathy, 
was to provide a medium of communication - access to 1h 
Prime Minister's office and to the general public - who were 
unaware of the infOI:l11alion belonging to the BHPf'Conserva
tion Zone"/Iand tille/Bula creation mythology equation. 

The statements of BHP in this matter have not only been 
confusing and distorting - reflecting a corporate ambition 
unrelated to the needs ofJawoyn culture - but have also created 
a deep mistrust of their present and future intentions. 

BHP Gold claimed in an ABC bulletin (2.11.88) to still 
have substantial supportof the traditional owners and custodi
ans. Support for the BHPposition is minimal and is only main
tained in lieu ofof other work opportunities being offered and 
developed. 

Several of the custodians and elders as well as younger 
people believe their future wouldbe better servedby a granting 
of title over their traditional lands so that they can develop an 
educational and tourist facility to foster a better understanding 
of their cultural values, as well as provide an income and sus
tainable way of life for their people. 

They are extremely concerned that the inclusion of Coro
nation Hill and the 'sickness country' within the bounds of the 

euphemistically termed "Conservation Zone" and the con
comitant mining activity will so erode their culture as to 
preclude meaningful development of self-initiated activities. 

Peter Jadbula said that he and several other traditional 
custodians had not failed to notice that mining royalties to 
other tribal groups had often proved a disincentive to self
initiated activities. This leads to a loss of personal and collec· 
tive self-esteem. 

''If the white feUah leave us do our way first, make 
lawful what is ours, then maybe some mining not in 'sick
ness country' good for us", he said. 

Mining within the area will directly sabotage their cultural 
base as it erodes the traditional spiritual beliefs that still bond 
people and landscape. 

As servant to Peter and Nipper, I learnt much about their 
daily travail caused by 'worlds in collision'. The competing 
information of Government, corporate and private sectors 
does notarise from the landscape they know. Worse, itaJ:pears 
to trivialise the living information they understand that is 
backed by a 35,000 year history of continuing occupation. 

Up to four hundred cave paintings in the area around 
Sleizbeck.attest to their belief in a creator God, Bula, and his 
two wives baving created the land and all that is in it. 

Bub and his two wives 'invcsted' themselves in the land 
known as the 'sickness country' and warned that various 
unsanc.tioned or untoward activities within that area would 
causean action of retribution causing anything from personal 
injury or death to earthly disturbance in the form of massive 
earthquakes and fire (vulcanism). 

Wrath of Hula 
JAWOYN 1JOO'ple believe Wey have already seen the wrath of 
Bulam·anirested in the widespread sickness, disease and death 
caused through mining activities during the 1950s. 

During August of this year, National Parks and Wildlife 
Rangers reported great uneasiness among pan-aboriginal 
buffalo musterers working in the vicinity of SI,m~beck.Their 
operations have reportedly been dogged by misadventure be
yond reasonable chance, which they also attribute to Bula. 

Justas a collection ofbuildings. a garden, forest or lake and 
mtendant flora and fauna establish a certain note or resonance 
which takes effect in the human body (in the form ofa feeling 
of well-being or uneasiness), so too does the prism-like struc
ture of the rectangular projection ofgold, platinum, palladium 
and other minerals buried deep in the foundations of Corona
tion Hill. 

Local beliefascribes to these physically perceivable vibra
tions a Iife-enhancing quality. To disturb these vibrations is to 
disturb the harmony of life. 
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 BHP Gold employees acknowledge the highly 
unusual configuration of finely dispersed gold woven 
into this area. 

Ifwe are to believe the mythology as depicted in the 
cave paintings, then BHP will be mining Bula's con
gealed blood - which the Jawoyn people believe is 
likely to set a planetary cataclysm in train. 

Mining within the Bula area is, to the Jawoyn, 
similar to the situation of a Christian compelled to 
watch the complete and systematic destruction of all 
Christian works, including the deliberate testing of the 
ten commandments (as ifthey had no backing in human 
law) and then awaiting God's judgement 

To give such testing the implicit and explicit au
thority of the State is unthinkable, yet this will occur if 
the Federal Government paves the way for BlIP Gold 
to proceed to the stage of exploitation. 

According to Barry Lopez of Arctic Dreams; the 
mostphilosophically troubling issueofour incursion in 
the New World grows out of our definition of wealth 
the methods of its acquisition and our perception of 
what son of riches can actually be owned and trans
ferred. 

According to Amos Ropopon, an Australian archi
teet who has studied various Aboriginal tribal groups, 
the stories unfold against the local landscape and give 
expression to the enduring relationships of life. They 
are as critical for these people as food and water. 

Mythic Landscape 
THE MYTHIC LANDSCAPE is not the natural landscape but 
the mythic and natural landscapes overlap at certain visible 
points in the land. They are not something to be politically 
negotiated, for they are fixed in living mythology. They are not 
susceptible to adjustment 

Rapopon concluded that the European conditioned mind 
may completely misunderstand the nature of the landscape 
because of an inherent cultural blinkering. 

According to Kenneth Maddock ofMacquarie University 
(Oceania Volume 58 No.4, 6/88) the Jawoyn traditional cus
todians' failure to maintain the Bula site for the Jawoyn ~ple  

asa whole and for the surrounding tribes may be punishable by 
death (note the situation of the Chainnan of the Northern 
Lands Council, Mr Yunipingu - see NEXUS #7). 

To force such a situation' may leave Bob Hawke and BHP 
Management criminally liable, for Australian Law in no way 
voids Aboriginal Lore and itslegal implementation. 

However, such corporate or private grievances pale into 
insignificance when compared to the loss of the Jawoyn 
culture to the rest of humanity, who may not have glimpsed its 
personal imponance within the shared human psyche. 

Until we become familiar and at one with the culture we 
can't afford to proceed, for their information and intelligence 
may be critical to our sUrY-ival, yet remain unseen by most 
because ofcultural blinkering. Only when we abandoncultnral 
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prejudice is there a possibility that intelligence will prevail. 
lam given to understand that Jim Green, BHP's Aborigi

nal Liason Officer and several other on-site employees may 
have privately agreed that BlIP activities are seriously affect
ing the lives and culture of the Jawoyn people and are inviting 
social and cultural breakdown. 

On the Second of Noveml>er last year, six members of the 
Jawoyn Association working party (including senior custodi
ans) met with Bob Hawke and Ministers Hand, Kernn, Cooke 
and Richardson expressipg tmitcd opposition to any plan of 
further mining exploration atCoronation Hill, the 'EI Sherana' 
site, or elsewhere within the 'sickness country'. 

BHProcentIy requested permission to explore on their EI 
Sherana lease - which also lies within the 'sickness country' • 
and bave-continued to play ostrich in their Public Environ
mental Report, maintaining their claim of Jawoyn support. 

Considering the deliberate misrepresentations of BHP 
Gold's management concerning the extent of Jawoyn suppon 
for their activities and the apparent contempt for their culture, 
mythology and future aspirations, I believe it would be unwise 
to pursue the trivial and profane at the cost of the sacred. 

Our choice: to heed a 35,000 year old apocalyptic proph
ecy - and ensure the longevity of the Jawoyn culture - or ignore 
the implications of their prophecy for economic gain. Regard
lessofwhether this would expose humanity to the risk ofearth
quakes and 'fire' (the ultimate indication ofwrongful relation
ship to and with the 'sickness country'), mining activity here 
can easily destroy the cultural integrity ofa people. 

• G.D.lnnes 
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Uyou have ever fasted or begun any 
intense training program.... say for 
dance or athletics... you'll know that the 
body can feel like it's at its worst, just 
before it gets better. 

This is because the previous level of 
fitness has allowed for some degree of 
toxic build up, or some need for a part of 
a system to be further developed. The 
toxin· or existing limits - must be elimi
nated to allow for greater efficiency as 
well as the change in programming. 

In this process the white blood cells 
are stimulated to the point where they 
actively mine metallic salts and other 
waste out of the flesh of the organs and 
bring them to the surface for elimina
tion. The internal flora and fauna is cut 
back, the 'seed stock' mixed, and new 
directionsare formed from the mixing of 
each organ's picture of life's needs with 
every other organ's picture. 

If the lymphatic system has not been 
cleared or the emotional response to all 
this activity is fearful, a "healing crisis" 
can result. 

If the mind sees this process as pain
ful itpulls away from the sensation. This 
reduces the blood supply to the area and 
makes the process even more painful... 
but... if the mind can be led into the 
sensation, bringing new blood and 
gentle awareness with it, the painful 
pressure is lessened and the process 
becomes more and more comfortable, 
even euphoric. 

rICk or'Trial 
When the dancer or the athlete is 
stretching for the perfect trick, theypush 
to the very edge ofpain. If they push too 
hard they can damage themselves... if 
they push too little they never get the 
trick perfect. So there is an art to this 

training... a striving and nourishing that 
is a delicate balance between a frank 
body awareness and the ability to emo
tionally visualise a positive reprogram
ming. This new programming has to be 
given strength and authority by consis
tent practice... until it becomes the nor
mal and automatic response of that part 
of the body. 

Every time an organic structure 
changes its direction there is always 
some degree of elimination before the 
new programming can be set. 

In the earlier parts of my own life I 
was seen, by myself and others, as 'the 
sick little boy' ... I was taughuObe afraid 
of any internal feeling... all internal 
sensations were labeled as pain... so my 
mind retreated from the site. This led to 
the cellsofmy body becoming more and 
more disorganised and cut off from my 
picture of my self... the result was vari
ous forms of cancer. 

Later I learnt to go to pain... to relax 
into it .. to use one breath to nourish the 
area... by visualizing the out.bJ'eath gen
tly going into the centre of the site, and 
the nextbreath to disperse the pressure... 
by visualising this second outbreath as 
spreading from and through the site. 

Tttis was not the only"tochnique I 
used.... but the things that alllhe ways I 
used had in Common were to go 10 the 
ceUsralher ~ {Wlbway from them, to 
heal tMm rather than fight them and to 
use them Cotlifecathermandiscardthem 
as antilife. 

Now I use the samelilliCJ;gy - the same 
ability to genetically mutate lhal before 
gave me so much pain - to be a dancer 
and a gymnast. What had been labeled as 
an incurable demon was, in fact, a gift of 
evolution. Because it was subject to my 
will (my emotional imagination) it had 
to become what I believed it to be. 
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The more I tune myself to the earth 
as a living being the more I realise that 
there are no things that are intrinsically 
demonic. 

Some things, including ourselves 
(our races and our cultures) can be made 
to have demonic consequences, but in
trinsically we are simply life conspiring 
with the rest of nature to get better at the 
art of living. 

Even, dare I say it, Multinational 
Corporations are, in their sometimes 
bludgeoning, guilt-driven way carrying 
out the will ofGaia, the living Earth. 

There have been limes before when 
theEarth has changed bermagnetic field 
and her relationship to the Sun. These 
have been times of great upheaval, but, 
grant... for a moment... intelligent 
awareness to the Earth. Imagine that she 
knows hercycles and prepares for them. 

Could it be reasonable for her to 
subliminally direct her people, her 
blood, to cut back the great forests to 
seed stock and mix the seeds of all the 
nations... to forestall the great world
engulfing fires that have marked these 
changeover times before? Would she 
consider mining and refining the metals 
into,let's say, magnetised packages that 
she can use to stroke theenergychannels 
of her great body... in the cunning dis
guise of cars, boats, planes and trains? 
Where there are energy blocks would it 
be even remotely possible that she 
would cause them to be struck together... 
even to the point of releasing blood and 
in extreme cases spirit... whcre her 
blocked chi really needed the release? 

Could she think that it might be wise 
to take some of the lubricating oils outof 
her tectonic joints in order to minimise 
the stress from a change in the internal 



flow of her plasma? Could Iigreenhouse 
effect be arranged to proteetthe delicate 
life on her surface from the devastation 
of an overdue ice age? Could a back
ground level of radiation be arranged to 
be drawn up to replace the protective 
Van Allen radiation belts ifa once again 
overdue change in magnetic polarity 
caused them to dissipate? 

Do we really know enough about the 
Earth's cycles to say that we, her blood 
(acting largely unconsciously) could 
have destroyed her chance of survival? 
Or could it be her conseiousness thatacts 
through us, causing us to feel like doing 
the things that we do with our lives? 

Afler all, it is your conscious life 
decisions that direct the subconscious 
drives of your blood. 

Could even the incredible Indul
gence of nuclear weaponry be prepara
tion to undertake the incredible task of 
redirecting some other solar body that 
could narrowly miss or even collide with 
our home planet? 

But even if her will is directing our 
subconscious drives and desires there is 
still 8 finc art. to be practiced. The dancer 
can tear ligaments by pushing too hard. 
I could have died as a teenager, as I was 
told I would. The earth is at a very 
crucial as well as delicate state. So we 
can not indulge indiscriminate abuse of 
our ecology... but at the same time we 
can not afford the "inevitable doom" 
belief that has driven so much of our 
youth to despair... because despair itself 
can cause a healing process to become 
somelhinlr deadly. 
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To creategood health in yourselfyou 
have to look and actually allow yourself 
to see the heathy lifeforce acting in you, 
as you. 

The same is true for ourculture and 
our culture is our whole relationship to 
all peoples... plants... animals... plan
ets... every manifestation of spirit... 
whatever there is in the manifest and 
unmanifest universe. 

If you look for the beauty, you then 
lend your lifeforce, your acknowledge
ment, to the beautiful aspect of the real
ity you see... increasing it's chances of 
being the aspect that actually manifests. 

The most efficient, most honest... as 
well as the most pleasant life path could 
well be the path of compassionate joy. 















Curiosity
 
Kill's Again
 

Tokyo police announced in Janu
ary that they believed graduate 
student Tetsuo Sugahara, 24, hal 
died accidentally. 

He was found dead near his 
home with his nose and mouth 
taped shut, so police naturally 
decided he had been a victim of 
his own curiosity about how the 
human body can function without 
oxygen. 

ORGANIC LIGHTING 
Accidents at night have alway 
been a problem. George Buckley, 
a British pharmacist and Parish 
chairperson, wants to make the 
streets safe at night by ensuring 
pet food manuf3ctun:rs inject 
their products ....-i lh bac1.eria so 
that Nottingham slloe5 wiU stay 
clean. 

The bacteria - esherichiacoli 
would react with bacteria living in 
dogs which would give off a glow 
when excreted and streets would 
shine with fluorescent warnings. 

Mr Buckley says he receives 
scores of complaints from irate 
residents with soiled shoes. 

OlDle Tlhillt 
GOlt AWIlJ 
An itchy eye helped Major Rich
ard Bingley recover a lost war 
souvenir. MajorBingley was shot 
in '.lIe thigh during the Korean 
War in 1952. Four bullets struck 
him but only three had exit holes. 

"I never had any trouble until 
a couplcofmonths agowhenl got 
a very bad irritation behind my 
eye," said the 68-year old retired 
soldier in a London hospital last 
December. 

"The bullet must have some
how worked its way around my 
bloodstream until it lodged be
hind my eye. Who knows where 
else it may have been?" 

Martian 
rink 

A rctpeelC.d psyehlalrisl Investi
gated in the Chelmsford 'Deep 
Sleep' Royal Commission be
lieved he was a Martian, the 
Commission was told. 

Thelate Dr Harry Bailey, who 
killed himself in 1985, believed 
Martians were a superior race 
who were going to inherit the 
Eanh, according to a sister of one 
of Dr Bailey's late patients. She 
said DrBID'eyhad LOld her brother 
that there were two different types 
of people - Martians and others 
and lhat "You and 1are Martians. 
Your parents are definitely not 
MartiIlTlS." Dr Bailey allegedly 
believed Mlirtians knew the 
meanlng of life and had knowl
edge while others did not. 

Dr Bailey once told her that 
"You could walk around the brain 
with hobnailed boots." He said 
he'd rather a brain operation than 
a liver operation and kept a glass 
jar on his desk and told her it was 
the brain of a cnminal he had 
treated. 

True Tails A Commorn
 
A[fil[filoYQrnc~ 

An English surgeon has waited 
five years to release news of a How would you remove a cock
baby born with a perfectly func roach from your car? Jonathan 
tioning tail. Warren and Leo ROlello of the 

Surgeon Eftis Paraskevaides University of New York Health 
who removed the 5 em-long tail Scienee Centre have the answer. 
under general anaesthetic the day Through trial and error they 
the child was bomafterconsulting advise against using thc recom
the parents - said "It was a true tail mended solulion - ~raying  lido
that moved intermittently and was cane, an lllIllI::$thetic, into the ear. 
covered with fine, downy hair, "With hurried anlicipation we 
just like an animal's. sprayed the drug briskly into the 

"I have seen nothing like it ear canal and quickly jumped 
and there is nothing in medical back, fully expecting the beast to 
records to compare with it. 1 come hurtling forth at first contact 
would say it was unique." with thc noxious substance." 

British Medical Journo./ But the roach refuscd to do an 
Alien and stayed put. So the doc%e !FisfiJofin tors tried again, with no result. 

"Get that suckerouta my ear,"West 'Rs}ects the female patient shouted and the 
thus inspired doctors fitted a suc

The home town of Bill Hayden tion device into her ear. 
was visited by an eeric omen the I him! There he was, plas
month he was swom in liS Go"('3' u:ted to the suction tip like a fly to 
nor-GcoenaL Ibe BriSQam: sub flypaper."
urb of Ipswich WllB deluged by a New England Journal of 
violent downpqur uf squirming Medicine 
sardi,nes in FebJ'UJlry as residents I' Z - - 4 
ran for cover. i C"'UAW :71 A 17 

Debra Degen was walking 
from a neighbour's home when 
she was surrounded by scores of 
flopping fish. 

"I tho\lghl JTlY hUSband was 
playing a jnkc but when I look 
around my front lawn they were 
everywhere, it was very frighten
ing," she said the ncxt d.1Y. 

"I heard It noise which I 
thought was hail but after only 
aboUt 10 seconds I realised the 
hail wa:; in filet sardines." 

Ipswich pollce verified. the 
tale, saying several residents had 
telcphoned to say they had seen 
the sardines fall on the road and 
the Degen's lawn. 

"It is certainly not a fishy tale. 
It really did happen," said a police. 
spokesperson. I 

A Brisbane weather OffiCial) 
said frogs had previously been 
reported falling from the sky inl 

We~tcm  Australiu. "'-:~.....'-:~:::::=~~_~==  
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Issa: Many people still think the concept of reiucarna

tion is crazy.
 
Uncle Martin: Then don't describe it as reincarnation to
 
those people. It may be that for them 'conscious' re

incarnation doesn't happen.
 
1:It seems so logical though. 
U.M.: Itdoes seem logical but some people abhor the logic of it. 
Perhaps it would be a better wa y to describe it to those people 
to say - all right, you personally are not reincamatL'<i but you 
have access to the memories of a11 those who ba vc gone before 
-you'll find mostpeople canaccept thatconccpt. Thcquestions 
of whether yow personally are trascarnate does not ,orne into 
that, what you're doing is accessing herstory. 

It's also in the nature of forgetfulness, you see. All of the 
people on this planet look back subconsciously - at their 
threshold of consciousness - into their past and remember 
things. But when wegobackin ourmindsasa collective psyche 
wearriveata pointthatwecan'tremember- because there was 
a huge blow toour psychic head, our upperchakras. Now what 
we see when we look to that point is an amnesiac block. As a 
collective psyche we don't easily sec through thai amnc~ac  

This Is the second instalment in a 
conversation between a purported 
survivor of an ancient cataclysm 
and one of their descendants. 
Echoes of past events travelling 
down to us through the ages? 
Science Faction? Regardless of what 
you make of iI, NEXUS presents this 
rather one-sided conversation so 
you can jUdge for yourself. 

block. Butbecause we see a bubble ofdistortion in our memory 
at that point of disruption, many assume that they did things 
there and then for which they shouJd feel guiIty- which is how 
and why we maintain that amncsia,c block. 

Popular misconceptions of psychology inform us that 
people become amnesiacs in order to forget something that 
they've done that they don't want to remember. 
1: M4ybe that's what we want to forget - the fact that we 
are immortal. Maybe this infinity of life we have is what we 
want to forget. Not bearing being immortal, in some ways 
and creating deaths and creating a total blockage of 
memory toward this immortality. 
UM.:Yes, wehavecreateda block ofmemory toward ourown 
immortality, but it's also a resultof a deliberate occlusion laid 
down over the eyes of HotManity by 'higher consciousness' to 
k~p this genie in the hotue. But we created this block of 
memory as part ofa healing process because of past shock. 

II's ftotgoodfora 'lpcdc!; to know that they are living in an 
unsta'ble solar:systcm, and it's something which makc,c; oon
SCt\5eofmosthuman aspiration, human culturalexistence. etc. 
That's another reason for the collective occlusion, for the 
co1l.ed:lve lack of memory relating to the times when Venus 
flew past, when Lucifer fell into the 'burning pit', toward the 
Sun. 

The Sl1ll and each of the planets resonalos wUh a ctystal
like seed tRourbodyand bodies which wecallch.;tkms. These 
resonatcJll harmony with the patterns around lhem. 'Lucifer' 
was a planetwhich directly resonated with tho upper chakras 
in the head. When it splHand fell, SO did conscious awareness 
'fall' in shock 10 resonate below the level of the waters of 
forgetfulness, below the throat. to more solidified levels of 
awareness. 

Another way of looking at the last few thousand. years is 
thattheKal1 Yugllwasa period ofhealing slecp,a time when the 
'unconscious' forcescama to the fore while trucroosciousness 
was resting. 

The pe(fple on this planet are really innocents. II wasn't 
only,humans'that had their memories occluded atihis momant 
when the core of the planet which some called Lucircr and 
others call Marduk fell back into the solar system and past the 
Earth. Many ofthe animal totems were disrupted also. 

That planet£\cwapart millions of years ago, showeringthe 
Earth and othcrplanets with its material and ending the age of 
the dinosaurs - the beginning of the physical atrophy of the 
'third C!yct. As a result, Gaia herself was 1mpregnated with the 
mmtsandele:mentliofthatplanet.ManyoflhednposilsOfSf)ft 



metals which humanity has mined from the mother are actu
ally meteoric deposits which fell millions of years ago. It's 
interesting that we've been able to dig them from our Mother 
Earth only since the return of Venus by being partially out of 
touch with her -likean operation in which the surgeon isanaes
thetised. 

Shattered Planet Reborn 

The core of the shattered planet spiraled wayoutof 
the ecliptic and did not return until comparatively recent 
times. It returned a number of times in an ever-diminishing 
spiral. About 24,000 years ago itpas~  through the 'bubble' of 
solar radiation, disrupting the plasma sheet which links all the 
planets with the sun, in a massive flux of force. On that 
occasion, the sky on Earth appeared to roll tip like a scroll of 
burning parchment as the ionosphere 'caughtfire' and the high 
civilizations then extant were destroyed. Pyramids acted as 
great insulators, protecting some a~s  -but were also used as 
an energy source, tapping the ionosphere, until that time. 
Later, Venus/Lucifer bounced offJupiter, picked up its proto
atmosphere and spiraled back in again. U passed by 12,000 
years ago, 6,000-7,000 years ago and only finally took up its 
present shell or orbit 3,500 years ago. 

The asteroid belt itselfwas thecrust of the planet and many 
of the icy comets and ice asteroids which are floating around 
the solar system were the watery coating on that planet. 

The planets in the SolarSystem generally conform to some 
self-evident 1aws'. One, known as Bode's Law, shows thateach 
of the planets is almost-but not quite- twiceas far from the5un 
as theone preceding it. The major exceptions-are a point where 
we find the asteroid belt - thecrust of the planet which was once 
found there - and the unique path of Pluto, which didn't 
originate where it is to be found today. 

Another is to be discerned by examining the fact that the 
planets are also generally to be found in decreasing order of 
density - the most dense terrestrial planets close to the Sun and 
the more diffuse, gaseous planets further out. Their dCl\$ity 
diminishes in a fairly smooth pattern - with a few important 
exceptions. Again, Pluto doesn't match this pattern of diffu
sion.lnterestingly, neither does the asteroid belt. 

When the mass of asteroids iscombined it has onlyenough 
material to account for a small moon - or the outer layers ofa 
planet. More interesting, the density ofVenus doesn't fit this de
creasing order. Its density almost perfectly matches that for a 
planet wheretheasteroid belt is nowfound -a watery placebetween 
the terrestrial and the gaseous. 

Velikovsky touched on many of these features when he 
spoke of the passage of Venus, the age of Akhnaton and 
h"manityinamnesia. He altern pted to prove his reconstruction 
from the fossil memory he found written down on paper, on 
clay, in stone, attempting to reassemble literally forgotten 
knowledge, and to a large extent he succeeded. 

Butinorder to really access thatinformation you have togo 
back into your own memory and those of the others around 
you. You'll find that mostofus havebeen around thisplanetfor 
a long, long time, one way or another. Ifyou like, you can access 
thememoryof those who have gone before. Then the nature of 
history takes on new meaning. 'Memory' is a fluid motion, 
perpetual flux. Much is hidden in the word "memory" butit's 
all obvious. In ancient Hebrew, Mem was the letter for water. 

I: "Memory" ;~dike  the essence, the mirror.� 
UM,: 'Mirror' is also like the last part of the word memory,� 
MEMMARE, again awatcryconcept, MAR Ethesea, theocean� 
,fpossibility, the first mirror, of memory in flux. And "MIR" 

is to see, to look. So "memory" is to look through the waters, to 
set' through thlfwateJ'.•. 
l:To look for the essencen. 
UM.: Which is {oreveri'n flux. 

MAREisan interestingroot word in itself. MAR Eshares the 
consonant.!/concepts of MERU and through a process of lin
guistic transformation leadingeven to such word/concepts as 
MAORifMERlin, MERchant, consonent reversals like RAMA 
and ROME-and evenAMERica - all children of theMaruts, the 
Sanskrit and Biblical 'men of renown', the 'Sons of God', 
markCd by unconscious linguistic-memory - in many cases the 
sotindsare nearly identical ette'1'i. though there's no direct linguis
tic link, due to 'subconscious' processes involved in naming. 

Now 'Mars' has beel:! written with the consonants M"R for 
a long, long time (the vowels, the flOWing spirit, are more 
variable than consonants and were only recently recorded at 
all). It wasn't just the! ancient name for the planet Mars, when 
the solar system had a different form than it does today. It is a 
memory of what the fluid planet that existed where the aster
oid belt is once was - the waters of life in perpetual flux 
Marduk - which was seen by our ancestors to decimate Mars. 
LeMURia and MU and tales of pyramidal Mount MERu are 
memories of Earth colonies in this time and place, as is our 
naming of the planet Mars since cuneiform and sanskrit days 
with the consonants M"R. 

The ARAMaic and RAMA civilizations that swept down 
from the Indus Valley are Indo-Europeans who, spreading 
through the West during the passage of Marduk/Venus 6
7,000 years ago, carried a direct strain of memory from other 
places as well; memory interwoven with the stranding waves 
of genetic information which we encode in our existence here. 
They were the children of the Maruts. 
I: Are you saying that the Lumerians came from Mars? 
UM.:No. 

Con,inu••Ov., 
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